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AN ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS OF Monica Ann Brennan for the Master ot 
Arts in History presented July 26, 1974. 
'Title: James Butler and the Roy~ist pause in Ireland 1641-1650. 
APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE THESIS COMMITTEE: 
Charles A. LeGuin (, 
On June 19, 1647 Ireland's Lord Lieutenant, the MarqUis of Ormond, 
unconditionally surrendered the city of Dublin to the parliament of Eng-
land. Ormond's biographer, Thomas Carte, records that in January of this 
year the marq~s received a private dispatch clearly indicating Charles I's 
pleasure -- if it Vlere impossib1'e to hold Dublin and the other royalist 
garrisons in his name they were to be surrendered to the English rather 
than the Irish. The loss of the major royalist stronghold in Ireland 
proved, .. in effect, to be the turning pOint of the war in that ldngdom; its 
1066 has given Ormond's political character its most ugly stain. In the 
opinion of his unsympathetic contemporaries, Ormond had traitorously be-
trayed Ireland; he surrendered Dublin to the parliamentarians in overt 
opposition to the kingfs wish that he al~y.with the Confederate Irish. 
The fact, however, remains; Dublin could not be held for the king. Ormond 
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chose what he considered the lesser of two evils. 
James Butler, created Dulte of Ormond by Charles ~I in 1661, was 
born in Clorkenwell England in 1610. His parents were Catholics, but upon 
the death ot his father in 1619 he became a ward of the courts. His edu-
cation, therefore, was thoroughly Protestant; never in his adult life did 
Ormond deviate from his constancy to the Protestant English interest in 
, 
Ireland. He was Irish by descent, but he claimed to be English by birth, 
extraction, and choice. 
Though he \vas considered to be tho "terror of the Irish" by tho 
Celtic populati~n, the Anglo-Irish hailed the Lord Lieutenant as the 
"Great Ormond" and lithe jewel of the kingdom;" he was the flower of his 
age and the Butler family. Ormond, although unsympathetic to Irish Cathol- .' 
icism, was one of the most competent governors in over seven hundred years 
of English rule in Ireland. It was the lung's cause for which he labored; 
the 1nte~eats of Catholic Ireland were of secondary importance. 
This study is intended neither to exonerate nor excoriate James 
Butler; it 1s an attempt to give proper perspective to the role he played 
as a staunch royalist in that decisive period of Irish history between 
the rebellion of 1641 ~d the ,Cromwellian aBnquest. Thomas Carte's bio.·, 
graphy of Ormond served aa an invaluable source for information on Ormond's 
role 1~ Irish affairs 1641-1650 and for an account of the Protestant and 
royalist aide of the war. The letters and pap~rs contained in the last two 
volumes provide all the necessary materials for an account of Ormond's 
role in public affairs. Carte's references to his subject's personal life 
were derived from consulting with the Bishop of Worcester who spent sev-
eral years with Ormond's family, and from a manuscript written by Sir 
Robert Southwell. A second authority for an account of Ormond's role in 
! 
the royalist s_truggle in Ireland is the H. M. C. Ormonde r-r5S. Volumes 1 
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and 2, New Series, containing Ormond's correspondence relating to Ireland 
from 1641-1650 and the letters of tho Irish Lords Justices, were particu-
larly pertinent to this study. An AEhorismical Biscovery of Troasonable 
Faction and Richard Belling's Hi~tory of the Irish Confegeration and the 
War .nlreland, the primary SQurces dealing ~ith Catholia Ireland's stand 
in the Irish war~ were unavailable for examination. It was therefore nec-
essary to rely upon the scholarship of Thomas L. Coonan and his book ~ 
Irish C olic Confeder c Coonan expresses 
nothing but disdain for the Marquis of Ormond, but his comprehensive his-
tory of the Irish Confederacy provided a valuable source of materials un-
touched by Carte •. 
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CHAPTER I 
TilE YOUNG LORD THURLES 
By his own testimony, James Butler, the eldest son of Thomas, 
Viscount Thurles, and Elizabeth Poyntz, claimed to have been born on 
October 19, 1610 at Clerkenwell in London. He was to be the twelfth earl 
of his family to enjoy the title of Ormond, and the seventh to bear the 
name of James. The future duke had the good fortune to be born into one 
of the three great Anglo-Irish baronial families; his family pedigree 
could be traced back to Theobald FitzWalter I who came to Ireland in 1171 
with Henry II. Theobald was appointed Chief Butler of Ireland, and since 
1 the title was hereditary, it gave its name to the family. From the 
twelfth century to the seventeenth, the Butler family produced a succas-
sion of outstanding adminis~rators, churchmen, and soldiers; no member of 
the principal branch of the family had ever partaken in a rebellion 
2 
against the Crown. 
Very little is ~own of James' childhood. As an infant, during the 
absence ot his parents, he was left in the care of a carpenter's wife at 
Hatfield; three years later he joined his parents in Ireland. A document 
contained in, the anonymous volume I~SS. Illustrative of the Early Life 
1Dictionary of National Biography, eds. Sir Leslie Stephen and 
Sir Sidney Lee. (London; Oxford University Press, 1950), III, 504. 
Hereafter cited as ~. 
4rhomas Carte, The Life of James Duke of Ormond nth an Appendix 
and a Co~lection of Letters (Oxford at the University Press, 1851), I" 
6. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 
z 
of James, 1st Duke of O:rmond" gives an account of a Christmas celebration 
given by Thomas. tenth Earl of Ormond. Queen Elizabeth I's traditional 
"black husband.,,3 The festivities were attended by the earl's nephew Sir 
Walter (of the Rosary Beads) Butler, the latter's son Thomas, and his grand-
Bon James. Since there was no rOOm for the small child at the family table, 
four year old 'James was forced to entertain himself with "whipping his gig 
in the dining room lt4 just behind his noble kinsman's chair. Upon learning 
that the perpetrator of the disturb~ce was Jemmy Butler of Kilcash, Sir 
Walter's grandson, the earl requested that the culprit be brought to him. 
Thomas placed the child upon his knees. stroked his head. and with a sigh 
remarked, "'My family s~a1l be much oppressed and brought very low; but 
by this boy it shall be restored again, and in his time be in greater 
splendour than ever it has' been.· .. 5 Thi.s prophetic announcement greatly 
angered the earl's heir, his nephew and son-in-law, the Viscount Tullogh, 
but "Black· Tom" is said to have retorted somewhat caustically, IIIHe is a 
flower that will soon fade; and what I have said I am confident will 
prove true. lUG Viscount Tullogh died without issue before his uncle; 
his widow married one of James I's favorites, Richard Preston, ·Lord Ding-
wall,. soon afterwards created Earl of Desmond. 
A long and bitter contest ensued between Walter, the new Earl of 
'Ormond, and the Earl of Desmond, who having married the heiress Of the 
3Eoin Mahony, liThe Butlers," Ireland of the Welcomes, July-Aug., 
1967, p. 19. 
4Historical Manuscripts CommiSSion, Calendar of the Manuscripts of 
the Marquess of Ormonde, ~reserved at Kilkenny Castle, New Series (London: 
Mackie and Co., 1902-20), II, 346. 
5l:bid., p. 347. 
6Ib1d • 
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3 
late earl, now claimed the better part of the family estate. In May of 
1615 Sir Walter was commanded by James I to' repair to England for the next 
session of parliament and to present his suit in order that his differences 
with Lord Dingwall and'the 'LadY Elizabeth might be settled.? The Duke of 
Buckingham called lit to' the king' e attention that a marvelous opportunity 
I 
was 'thus afforded to cripple the Ormond family "(which might proye as 
dangerous as any of the other three LPesmond, Tyrone, and TyrConne11 to 
" 
the Government.)"B The duke requested that the settlement of the contro-
versy be entrustedlto him; he guaranteed in return that the dependencies 
of tho family as. well as their estate would be d!yided in such a manner 
as to easmre ~e f.'~.s pe....-pet.Wll. d.ependence lIpl)Q the ~.9 Sir 
Walter possessed a/trusting nature and readily signed a bond or.!zo.OOO 
lito stand to and abide by [j;,hQ/ king's award. ,,10 When the Castle of 
Kilkenny and the greater part of the estate were awarded to Lady Dingwall. 
however, the earl obstinately refused to endanger the well being of his 
family's f.ortune by submitting to the award.. Accordingly, in 1619, Sir 
Walter was committed to Fleet Prison where he remained until 1625; "all 
the evidences, deedes and charters touching the said Thomas, late Earle 
of Ormondes landes ll were- ordered sequestered and "safely Repjlll unti,l a 
division could be made according to the king's award. ll 
?H1storical Manuscripts Commission. The Manuscripts of the Marquis 
Of Ormo~~. preserved at Kilkenny Castle, Old Series (London: Eyre and 
Spottiswoode, 1895-99), I, 77. 
~. M. C. prmonde, N. S., II, 347. Brackets are my own. 
9Ib1d., p. 348. 
10Ibid. 
llH. M. C. Ormonde, O. S.,I, 80. 
4 
Thomas, Viscount Thurles, journe1ed to Ireland shortly after the 
Earl of Desmond bad be~n dispatched in the hope of taking quiet possession 
of his estate. It was his intent to IIprosecute his suit-at-law"lZ and to 
defend both his own rights and those of his father. Sailing from Dublin' 
in December 1619, however. to tlrender his father an account at the miser-
able and deplorable circumstances of his affairs .. l3 the unfortunate lord 
was shipwreclted and drowned off the coast ot Wales. 
In order to safeguard the rights of her son James, now the Viscount 
Thurles, Lady Thurles made a prudent second marriage. George Mathews of 
Thurles, her sec.ond husband, a Catholic, became the agent for the Ormond 
estate during James' twelve year minority.14 The young Viscount Thurles 
was now a ward of the court which exercised control of both his education 
and marriage during his minority. 
Sir William Parson used to glory and urge it as a great 
merit in himself, that he by an artifice found out the 
means of entitling the king to th1a wardship, to which 
otherwise' the young nobleman was not properly subject, 
having inherited from his father no lands that were 
ljeld in' capite of the crown.,,15 
When James and his mother returned to England in 1620 he was placed 
in a school at Finchley with Conyers, a Roman Catholic tutor. James I, 
however, not willing to have the heir of such a noble family educated as 
a Catholic. removed James from Finc~ley and placed him at the Archbishop 
of Canterbury's palace at Lambeth. George Abbott seems to have been 
-12H• M. C. Ormonde, N. S., II, 348. 
14Mahony, p. 20. 
15 Carte, I, 7. 
I 
5 
indifferent to the education of those under his tutelage; the viscount 
received a meager education at most ~- he was not even taught to under-
stand Latin. According to Carte, the fact that Ormond ,later proved to be 
such a true son of the English Ch~ch was not the result of his stay at 
Lambeth, but was due "to the strength Of his own reason and solidity of 
his own reflections '. • '. ,,16 His abilities as a correspondent had not 
been fostered as a student, but were the ~anifestation of one possessing 
. noble sentiments, clear judgment, and "excellent reason, improved by 
observations and reflections which be had made upon them, both at home 
and abroad. nl? The attitude of Archbishop Abbott may have been based 
upon the fact that he received no allowance for the viscount's upkeep and 
schooling. Young Thurles, himself, only received a meager4(40 a year to 
meet his expenses and those of his servants. 
Sir Walter submitted to the kingfs award in 1625; he was then 
released from prison. Charles I informed Viscount Falkland, Lord Deputy 
ot Ir'eland. and the Irish Council 
that the proceedings upon the saide extent, for the 
forfeiture of the saide bonde, shall be mitigated 
against him there, and that the rents and issues of 
all such lands, annuall profits. leases, and other 
hereditaments extended upon the saide bonde, as be the 
intention of our saide award2 , are to remaine to the 
saide 'Earle of Ormond • • .l~ 
Lord Thurles was fifteen when his grandfather was given his liberty. 
The young nobleman was at last in a financial positi~n enabling him to 
16carta , I, 7. 
I?Ibid. 
18H• M. C. Ormonde, O. S."I, 84.' 
o 
6 
leave Lambeth Palace. He went to live with Sir Walter in Drury Lane, but 
the old earl was on the verge of senility and paid little attention to his 
ward. Not surprisingly, Thurles preferred to spend his time at the theater 
rather than at home. He was also constant in his attendance at court.19 
When the Duke ot Buckingham proposed an expedition for relieving Rochelle, 
Viscount Thurles "resolved to give His Majesty as early a proof of his 
zeal to his service as others did. u20 The duke, however, learning that 
James had not secured his grandfather's permission, refused to allow him 
I 
t·o accompany the expedition. 
Six mont~s later James fell in love with his cousin Lady E~izabeth 
Preston, daughter of the late Earl of Desmond. Both Thurles and his recent-
ly orphaned co~sinlwere wards of the court, and for the duration of their 
minorities the suit for the estate was to be discontinued. Thurles regard-
ed the POIIsib:L'lity} of· a marriage with Desmond's heiress as a singular 
opportunity to re~edY his present unfortunate circumstances. The union 
of the Ormond and Desmond families would put an end to the series of law 
suits and it would enable him to restore his family to its ancient power. 21 
The anonymous biographer of James Butler's early life tells a romantic 
story of the couple's courtship; this, however, can probably be discounted, 
but within a short time the cousins were so genuinely fond of each other 
that they resolved to marry in spite of the opposition put forward by the 
king and the Countess of Holland, under whose charge Elizabeth had been 
placed. The marriage was finally approved in 1629 after the Earl of 
19carte, I, 11. 
2OH• M. C. Ormonde, N. S., II, 351. 
21Carte, I, 13. 
7 
Ormond agreed "to enter into bonds to pay the Earl of Holland .(30,000, 
which for several years before it was, paid lay as an heavy load upon the 
Earl of Ormond. ~'22 ' 
- James and Elizabeth spent the first year of their married life in 
,GIOUcestersh~re wfth Lady Thurles' uncle S~r Robert Poyntz. It was here 
that the young vi~count studied Latin for the first time •. By the end of 
1630 James Butler was convinced that he could not succeed in obtaining 
the favor of the new. ministers of state. and, hoping to improve his 
family's fortune by the careful management of his estate, he repaired 
to Ireland with·his wife and jOined the household of Earl Walter and 
his countess. Not wishing to remain inactive Viscount Thurles purchased 
a troop in the Irish standing army. but he was soon forced to return to 
England to settle a business matter pertaining to confiscations due the 
king. 23 He arrived back in Ireland in 1633, shortly before the arrival 
of Thomas Wentworth. In this same year James succeeded his grandfather 
as the twelfth Earl of Ormond. The new earl quickly attracted the 
attention of :the Lord Deputy lias tnuch by his distinguished appearance 
ae by his readiness to assist in raising the supplies of which Charles 
'·was in need." 24 
The Irish parliament was scheduled to convene on July 14, 1634; 
this posed many serious problems. A Protestant majority was a necesaity, 
but Chichester's gerrymandering assured that such a majority would exist 
in the House of Commons. The Protestant bishops and the proxies of the 
22H. M. C. Ormonde, N. S.t II, 350. 
23Carte, I, 18. 
III, 505. 
8 
English ,and Scottish peers guarantee4 government control of the House of 
Lords. It seemed doubtful, tho~gh, that the Irish parliament would meekly 
acquiesce in the government's demands. Without parliamentary co-operation 
nb subsidies would be granted for military supplies, but Wentworth was 
also keenly aware that the first issue to be brought up would demand-the 
confirmation ,of the two most controversial graces: 
1. No inquisition in future to be made to find the 
King's title to any lands which have been' in the qUiet 
possession of their owners as loyal subjects of the 
Crown for the last sixty years, and this grace to be· 
confirmed by an Act ot the next Parliament held in 
Ireland. 
2. The Ulster undertakers to have their estates 
confirmed to them upon:'payment of 30£. fine. upon every 
thousand acres in a year's time, and upon their consent-
ing to have their rents doubled from the date of the , 
new patents. 25 
Wentworth's opening speech expressed contempt for parliamentary privileges. 
He also war~ed Catholics to act co-operatively, for if sufficient funds 
were not obtained, the only means of paying the army would be to levy a 
twelve-pence a Sunday', recusancy fine. 
Both Catholics and Protestants demanded the confirmation of the 
graces; this legislation, however, was not favored by the government, 
and Wentworth fell back upon a policy of deception. Arrangements were 
made for the parliament to be divided into two sessions; the first to 
deal with subsidies for the Crown; the second to confirm the graces. 
The level of animosity which had arisen in the last parliamentary 
session led the Deputy to issue a proclama'tion forbidding both peers and 
2~ary Hickson, Ireland in the Seventeenth Century or the Irish 
Massacres of 1641-1642 (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1884), I, 48. 
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commoners from entering the Houses ot Parliament bearing a sword. An 
usher stood at the entrance ot the Bouse ot Lords in, order to receive the 
swords of members., The Earl of Ormond refused to surrender his and when 
he was ordered to do so he answered that if the usher were wearing a 
sword it would be in his guts. 26 Ormond was the only peer wearing a 
sword who sat in the House that day. 
') Wentworth, incensed that his command had been ignored, summoned the 
earl to appear before the Council that same evening. Ormond rested his 
I 
. . 
case upon the king's wri.t "which summoned him to come to parliament .£!!!!! 
!ladio cinctus. ,.27 The Deputy had no alternative but to d71smiss the case • 
Wentworth's anger was not easily abated; Ormond's in'solence had given a 
poor reflection of his own reputation. He was, however, advised by 
George Radcliffe to make friends with some ot the greater men in the 
kingdom -- none, he declared, were more deserving than the young earl. 
'Ormond's birth,' his estate, and his family connections made hlm a desir-
able ally;- he also had the reputation of possessing a generous nature and 
showing great zeal for the service ot the Crown. The earl's hereditary 
p~si,tion made him :the natural. leader of the Old English in Ireland, but 
his staunch Protes,tant loyalties determined that the Deputy and not his 
Catholic kinsmen' would enjoy his support on the controversial land issue. 
For Wentworth, "this negative effect of his dissociation from the interests 
I 
of his own peoplell28 was a source Of strength from which he 1nteJ1d-ed to -
26Carte , 
27Ibid. 
'28C• V. Wedgwood, Thomas Wentworth. First Earl of S~rafford (New-
York: Macmillan Company, 1962), p. 159. 
I: 
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draw. 'Preferring to befriend rather than crush such an 1ndependent spirit, 
Wentworth made the earl a privy councillor at the age of twenty-four "and 
represented his conduct in so favourable a light to the court of England, 
that it procured him part1cular acknowledgements of his services in letters 
from 'the king •• ' .,,29 Friendship tollowed easily. Wentworth and Ormond 
were of like dispositio~s; both were efficient and ambitious, and~Ogether 
they shared a common hope that Ireland might be transformed from an econom-
1c liability to a major source of royal income. Of the great Anglo-Irish 
landowners, only Ormond gave his,wholehearted support to the Deputy's 
proposed plantation of Connaught. 
The Lord Deputy was recalled to London in september of 1639. Hero, 
he met frequently with Charles and was created Earl of Strafford. The 
newly created earl returned to Ireland in the spring of 1640; he carried 
with him a commiston to raise a new,army for use in reducing Scotland to 
obedience. The c:re of this fighting body was to be a force of 1,000 
Protestants, but the rank and file, would be composed of Catholics. Command 
of the new army was given to James Butler, the Earl of Ormond, who had led 
a troop of horse since 1631. The latter office was taken from him in 1638 
and ho wa~ made "lletebant-general of the horse, and commander-in-chief 
of all the forces of the kingdom in the absence of the earl of StraffordJi JO 
Ormond carried out his bUsiness with gr.eat haste. Councils were held 
daily, orders were issued, the old troops were reinforced, and new com-
panies of foot raised. ProvinCial rendezvous were scheduled for May 18. 
On May 25 all forces were to begin the march to Carrickfergus for the 
general rendezvous. A lack of provisions and inclement weather, however, 
.~carte, I, 131. 
30Ibid., p. 1~5. 
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necessitated a postponement. The complicated pregnancy of his wife 
forced the earl t~ remain with her from May until August; a proxy, there-
I 
tore, was sent in his stead to accompany the troops to Carrickfergus. 
On August 17 Ormond was ordered to employ the Irish army to build a fort 
near Carrickfergus in order to secure his majesty's ships and provisions • 
./ 
All vessels were to be readied-to transport troops and horses. The earl 
waa to. 
repair ~mmediatelY to Carrickfergua. and put himself at 
the he~d of the forces; which looks as if the design. of 
a descent upon Scotland was still thought of so late as 
Sept.:12, for that is the date of this deputation ••• 31 
This project, howeve~,.was dropped. The English parliament considered it 
odious and refused to give financial support to be used against the Scots. 
Toward the end of 1640 a remonstrance was sent to Charles from the 
Irish House of Commons listing grievances against the Earl of Strafford. 
The charges pertained to things such as custom rates and monopolies, but 
they also claimed that Strafford had denied the king.' s Irish subjects the 
benefit of the grac~s and had prevented the Irish parliament from exerci-
sing its natural.freedom.32 The p~blication of this remonstrance in England 
turned public 9pinion against the earl. Hoping to gain time, Strafford 
wrote to Ormond requesting that he impede the drawing up of a .like remon-
strance in the House of Lords. Ormond then deliberately 
fell foul of [4nthony Martin, bishop of Meath] with 
severe expressions, which the Bishop in his choler 
,lcarte, I, p. 209. 
,2Ibid •• p • .228. 
, .... 
",I'~ • 
r 
resenting complained to the House • • • and appealed 
to their lordships for reparation. This begat a great 
debate and heat in that houso, which spent the rest of 
the day without any proceedings upon the articles.33 
Ormond successfully employed this device for six days, but in the end 
12 
the impeachment proceedings were resumed and passed by a majority. Upon 
the death of his successor, Sir 'Christopher Wandesford, Strafford made 
one of his last requests to the king; he advised that the Earl of Ormond 
be appointed Lord Deputy. The suggestion, however, was opposed by Lord 
Marshall who- had not "gott Edoughe of his stomacke,,34 either to'Ormond 
or Strafford. According to Carte, the rebellion of 1641 might have been 
averted 'had the Earl of Ormond succeeded Wandesford as Lord Deputy of 
Ireland.35 The Earl of Leicester was named Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, 
but pending his arrival the Lords Justices Sir William Parsons and Sir 
John Borlase were entrusted with the government of.Ireland. 
In February 1641 the Irish House of Commons attempted to put the 
Ir1sh government on a const~tut1onal basis; their committee in England was 
instructed to recommend that Charles pass a bill giving a clear explana-
tion of Poynings' Law. 
To render themselves as terrible in their own country as 
the house of commons was grown in England, they drew up 
twenty-one queries (to which the lords afterwards added 
another) relating to the power and authority of the chief 
governor and the privy-council, the force of proclamations 
and acts of state, the jurisdiction of the exchequer, castle-
chamber, ~d other courts, the collation and powers of deans 
and other dignataries; the cred1t of witnesse~, the censures 
)3H• M. C. Ormonde, N. S., II, 352. Brackets are my own. 
34Carte , V. 245. 
35'Ib1d.4' I, 233. 
of jurors, martial law, guo warranto's, tenures and 
monopolies. 36 
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The House of, Lords soon joined with the House of Commons and the Irish 
I 
committee in London was instructed to deman4 the confirmation of the graces 
and the end to the practice of permitting English and Scottish peers to 
-..I 
vote by proxy in the· Irish House of Lords. The queries aimed at disputing 
the usurped authority of the Irish government and the English par.1iament
'
s 
claim to legiSlat1.tor Ireland. A preamble to the queries declared that 
the people of Iretand were free, loyal and dutiful servants of ,the king; 
. therefore, they.wished to be governed in the Game manner as his majesty's 
subjects in England. 37 The lords were moved by this declaration, but they If 
were reluctant to refer' the queries to judges. Ormond wished both houses 
to suspend any consideration of the matter. He declared that the subject 
was of utmost importance and that the judges should be given until the next 
i:term to render an answer. The earl, however, was as suspicious as he was 
I ' 
cautious. 'He feared that the queries might merely be preliminaries for 
some rash resolutions which would affect "the rega1ities of the crown, 
interrupt the course of justice, intimidate the judges and ministers • • • 
and produce confusions Wld disorders that might prove fatal to the kingdom. u38 
It was Ormond's suggestion that the Lords should not compel the judges to 
answer those queries rel'ating to the king's preogativa or ,those which con-
fl1cted with their oaths of office; he moved that they should be given un-
til Easter to reach a decision about the rest. Members of the House of 
36carte, I, 249. 
37J. C. Beckett, The Making of Modern Ireland (New York: Knopf. 
1966). p.78. 
38carte. I. 249. 
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Commons were not pleased by the proceedings::1n the Lords. On March 2. they 
demanded an account of the query debates. Ormond, £earing the passage of 
some violent resolutions, moved that it would suffice to answer that the 
Lords would give their answers in due time. Not satisfied by the implica-
. tions of the phrase "in due time," the Commons dispatched Audley Mervyn 
W:1 th . a messag.e· to the House of Lords demanding that the judges be compelled 
, I 
to reach a deCision within the week; if such action were not taken the 
queries would be transmitted to the Irish commissioners in London and then 
presented to the English House of Commons.39 The Lords were resolved that 
the jUdges have until Easter for their considerations, bu~ they made no 
effort to restrain ~e House of Commons from transm1tt1ng the quer1as. 
Parliament iaB prorogued in March after a series of inconclusive 
debates between the two houses. In the meantime, the Irish commission 
in England pressured the king for a confirmation of the graces. Charles, 
absorbed by his affairs in Great Britain, yielded on many pOints. The 
Irish Lord~ Justices were instructed to prepare bills for the passage of 
the graces and Strafford's proposed plantation of Connaught was abandoned. 
Optimistic Catholics now looked forward to full toleration. 
When ~he Irish pa~liament reconvened on May 11 the political situa-
tion of both realms was disastrously changed. Charles had consented to 
the act of attain~er which sent Strafford to his death and on May 7 he had 
submitted to the demands of the Long Parliament that the new Irish army 
be disbanded. Ormond was notified that Charles "for sundry considerations 
thought fitt to disband" the new army undel\ his command in order "to pre-
vent the disorders which the souldjours thereof might hereafter committ ••• 1140 
39Carte, I, 2.55. 
4O Ib1a., V, 248. 
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Later in the month Sir Henry Vane wrote that a scarcity of money and the 
existence of a Catholic army in Ireland "when all things in all lq.ngedome 
are apt rlth the .le'ase sparke to i.nfl~e .. 41 necessi. tated the disbanding. 
The Earl of Ormond was successful in effecting the dispersal of 
the troops peaCefUry. The sold:l.ers were g:l.ven strict orders to keep to 
the, highways and t~ abstain from pillaging on their journey home. Warrants 
were issued for the transporting of several thousand soldiers out of 
Ireland into the service of nations at peace with England. The warrants 
were later recalled, but 4,000 Irishmen were allowed to serve th's king of 
Spain. By'May 25 the army had been disbanded and the arms taken from the 
soldiers'stored in Dublin Castle. 
As the summer progressed fresh petitions from Ireland were sent to 
the king requesting that the Lord Justices be compelled to aid the trans-
mission of the bills for the graces to England. During this same period 
the lawyers who had originally drafted the queries voted unanimously that 
the people of Ireland were free and should only be governed in accordance 
with English common law. 42 At the beginning of August the Irish committees 
in London were directed to convey the bills to Ireland for parliamentary 
passage. Once this knowledge was in the possession of the government it 
prorogued parliament. 
Its action cut short the last effort of this parliament 
and the first apparently sincere effort of an English 
king to arrive by peaceful means at an adjustment of 
the Irish question. Before October 27, the day set for 
the reassembly of parliament, the Catholic rebellion had 
begun. 43 
41carte , V, 248. 
4~homas L. Coonan, The Irish Confederacy and the Pur6tan Revolu-
tion (Dublin: Clonmora and Reynolds, Ltd~, 1954),'p.79. 
43Ibid., p. 80. 
CHAPTER II 
THE REBELLION OF 1641 
It is not difficult to seek causes for the rebellion of 1641. The 
Elizabethan conquest had left a most bitter memory. The Ulster plantations 
were economically successful for the English, but' only at the cost o! 
grievous injustice to the dispossessed natives. The estates and· titles of 
the planters who. had been granted iorfeited lands were confirmed by an 
act of parli~ent, hence there seemed to be no way of dispossessing them. 
except by an armed insurrection. A successful rebellion seemed feasible. 
The discontented Irish were aware of the king's distress and they had 
seen the successes of the Scottish rebels; "they thought themselves as 
able to overthrow a constitution as the covenanters • • 
Feelings of discontent were strongest in Ulster, but it was Rory 
O'More a dispossessed Leinsterman who became the principal conspirator 
against the state. O'More played on the fears of the Old English by empha-
sizing that the English-parliament was intent upon extirpating Catholicism 
in Ireland; the Old Irish were lured by the prospect of recovering their 
2 
estates. He falsely assured his countrymen that the lords and gentry of 
the Pale had promised their support. Foreign aid, especially from Spain, 
was assumed. 
The leaders of the insurrection claimed to be acting in the kingls 
name. Sir Phelim OINeil1 and Rory Maguire published a document sealed with 
2Ibid., p. 315. 
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the great seal at Scotland at Edinburgh revealing the lUng's knowledge or 
the plot. The seal, of course, was a forgery, and to this day Charles'. 
complicity in the rebellion has never been successfully determined. The 
king had never given up the ~ope of receiving military aid from Ireland. 
During the summer of 1641 he e,ntered into secret negotiations with the 
Earl of Ormond and the Earl of Antrim. Nothing materialized from these 
plans, but one thing was clear -- Ormond and Antrim "were to declare for 
th~ king against the; parliament .of England, and the support of Roman 
Catholics was to be secured by a p~om1se/ of toleration. n3 The 'seizure of 
Dublin Castle was deemed necessary for effecting this end. Whether or 
not Charles was aware that some of the col~nels encharged with conveying 
Strafford's disbanded army abroad were agents of Owen Roe O'Neill cannot 
be determined. 
The insurrection was scheduled for Saturday, October 23. Dublin 
Castle, lithe principal magazine of his majesty's arms and munition,,,4 was 
to be seized and the whole ot Ulster was to rise simultaneously. The 
government, strangely enough, had no: knowledge of the conspiracy', though 
Sir Henry Vane had earlier called to the attention of the Irish Lords 
Justices the alarming mct that a considerable number of recusant clergy 
were returning to the British Isles. 5 O~ the night of October 22 Owen 
Connelly, Sir John Clotworthy's servant, arrived in a state at drunkeness 
at the home of ,Lord Justice William Parsons and revealed "a most vq.cked 
and damnable conspiracy, plotted and contrived and intended to be also 
3Beckett, p. 79. 
4H: M. C. Ormonde. N. S., II, 1. 
5aeckett, p. 80. 
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acted by some evil-affeoted Irish Papists here. tl6 Parsons was incredulous, 
but he summoned Lord Justioe Borlase and 'the Irish Council. Dublin Castle, 
was secured and a proc~amation issued oommanding all strangers in Dublin 
to depart wi thin' ;the hour upon pain ~r death. 7 The Castle and Dublin were 
spared, but on October 23 all of Ulster was ablaze. By six o'clock in the 
ev~ning the Irish had seized the two keypoints of central Ulster; Charle-
mont and Dungannon. Later that same day Newry tell to tho rebels. 
The Lords Justices remained in Dublin after the outbreak of the 
rebellion; their actions in preparing for the defense of the city were 
prompt; "but .e:Lt~er out of too great a tenderness tor their own persons. 
or from some other motive, their measures seemed rather calculated for 
their own particular safety than for that of the kingdom. ,,8 A proclama-
tion Was distributed to all parts ot Ireland announcing the rebellion; in 
order to pr'event Ita concourSe of people hither,,,9 who under the pretenoe 
of assemblying might further endanger the state, parliament was prorogued 
until February 24, l642; a letter was dispatched to the Earl of Ormond re-
quiring his immediate presence in Dublin. 10 On October 24 Lord Viscount 
Fitzwilliam, and other noblemen irom the Pale presented themselves to the 
LordS Justices and the Council. They professed their loyalty to the Crown 
and asked to be supplied with arms for_,the defense of their estates and the 
kingdom. Such a request placed the Lord Justices in an awkard position. 
6H• M. C. Ormon~et N. S~, II, 1. 
7Ibid., p. 3. 
Bcarte , I, 3~1~ 
9H. M. C. Ormonde, N. S., II, 5. 
lOAidan c1ar19' The Old English in Ireland 1625-1642 (New York: 
Cornell University ~resst 1966), p. 162. 
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~y mistrusting the gentlemen of the Pale they ran the risk of driving 
them into rebellion, but on the other hand, they risked arming a power-
ful group of men whose sympathies might already be with the insurgents. 
To escape the immediate consequences of the dilemma the Lords Justices 
claimed they were not yet certain whether or not Gufficient arms and mun1-
tions were available for the defense of Dub11~, and therefore, could only 
dispense "with a small proportion of arms and munitions for their houses 
••• 1111 The falsity of this claim was common knowledge. The arms taken 
from Strafford's disbanded army were stored in Dublin Castle.' These 
"were sufficient for 10,000 men • • • while the standing army numbered 
only 2.,2$7 foot and 943 horse ••• ,,12 When the extent of the ,rising be-
came m~fest, the former danger seemed to be the greater, and several 
nobles of the Pale were commissioned as governors lito proceed by martial 
law against the rebels • • .ul} 
News of the rebellion reached the Earl of Ormond at Carrick-on-Suir. 
He was commissioned as jOint governor of County Kilkenny with Lord Mount-
garret. He arrived in Dublin at the end of the first week of November 
and on the 10th Sir Patrick We~ss informed him of his nomination as 
I 
Lieutenant General of all the forces in Ireland. Ormond immediately took 
steps to restore dfsciP11ne in the government forces; he also recruited 
a new army from t~e refugees which had poured into Dublin from Ulster. 
I 
By virtue of Strafford's policy of preparedness there was ample equipment 
in the Castle storehouse. The earl believed that it would be most 
llH. M. C. Ormondetr N. S., II, 5. 
12C1arke, p. ,163. 
13Richard Bagwell, Ireland under the stuarts (London: Longmans, 
Green, and Co., 1909); I, 326. 
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advantageous to attack the rebels immediately, rather than allowing them 
the time to equip themselves properlY or to receive arms and munitions from 
I 
abroad. Lord Lambert, Sir Charles Coote, and Sir Piers Crosbie we~e 
commissioned to raise 1.000, men each. Thirteen companies of one hundred 
men .,ere al.so to 1e rused. 'rhe ranks ot the new army were soon tilled by 
Protestant refugees and the remnant of Strafford's army. The earl pro-
posed to advance to Ulster with his own troop, five others of horse. 2,500 
foot, and a continge~t of Dublin volunteers.14 The Lords Justices would 
not agree to this; they may have been jealous of Ormond, as Carte would 
have us beleivlft" ,but in view of the fact that the Pale seemed somewhat 
sympathetic to the rebels, Dublin could not have been cODS1dered safe. 
In their November 10 report to the Earl of Leicester the Lords Justices 
claimed that they could not spare the least attention to any considera-
tions but the defense of the city.l; The hopes of the Irish government 
rested in the English parliament; they despaired of safeguarding Dublin 
unless tlten thousand foot and one thousand horse • • • well armed, and 
further provisions of arms to furnish the stores, as also some able 
commanders and one hundred thousand pounds in money to pay' them • • 16 • 
were speedily dispatched. 'In the meantime, they sent arms, munitiOns, and 
reinforcements to Sir Henry Tichburne at Drogheda.and raised an army of 
a ~housand foot in Dublin. 
By mid-November the O'Byrnes and O'Tooles had risen in WickloWi 
their example was soon followed 1~ Wexford and in, parts of Leinster. 
J 
In Louth rebels were "harboured and lodged in gentlemen's houses as 
l4Carte , II, 4. 
l5s. M. C. Ormonga, N. S •• II, 13-14. 
16 Ibid., p. 9. 
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if they were good subjects ••• ,,17 By the end of the month it seemed 
that all the Irish in Connaught and Munster had joined the rebellion. On 
November 27 the Lords Justices reported that the rebellion had spread with-
in four or fiva miles of Dublin; men, women, and children had joined togeth-
er tlin multitudes in imitation of the rebels"lB and had fallen on their 
\ 
neighbors that were Protestants and had robbed and spoiled them of all 
their possessions. Peace could be restored by summer, however, they 
claimed, 
if the ten thousand foot and two thousand horse which are 
to come forth of England and the ten thousand men Which 
are to come out of Scotland be sent us immediately with 
two hundred thousand pounds in'money and arms to arm 
~ore men here and repl&nish the stores ••• 19 
It was at this time that the Earl of Ormond protested against the 
prorogation of parliament. All.of Ireland was in expectation of the 
graces, 
and would be strangely uneasy if they were not confirmed 
by parliament • • • and this prorogation might peradven-
ture so irritate the pale, and have such an influence 
upon Munster, as might raise them into arms, and so put 
the whole kingdom into a general combustion. 20 
Ormond was convinced that the rebellion might easily be suppresse4;,he 
assured the Council that he could reduce the rebels in one month if he 
were given sufficient supplies to arm those men who would volunteer to 
accompany him. The Lords Justices and the majority of the Council, 
17H. M. c. Ormonde, N. S., II, 2.0'. 
18Ibid., p. 30. 
19Ibid. 
2OCarte, II, 63. 
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however, were insistent that parliament be prorogued until the time set 
by the proclamation. ~hey did not consider it propitious to'bring so: 
many people to Dublin at such an unsettled time; it was also obvious that 
members from Ulster would not be able to attend the meetings. Another 
important facto~ served to influence the Lords Justices -- the possibility 
existed that Roman Catholics would have the majority and thus carry the 
vote. 
On November 9 a force of six hundred recruits under Major Roper 
was sent from Dublin to reinforce Tichburne's garrison at Drogheda. Sir 
Patrick Wemyss a~companied them with fifty horse of Ormond's troop_ The 
contingent could have reached Drogheda in the early morning, but the new 
recruits would not march beyond, Swords on the first day, and Balrothery 
on the second. 21 On the morning of the 29th Roper was alerted that the 
Irish intended to intercept him. The major took no precautions, and at 
'Julianstown Bridge the government troops encountered a superior force 
under Philip MacHugh O'Reilly, Hugh O'Byrne, and Rory O'More. Only 
WemYSB, Roper, two captains, and one hundred men reached Drogheda; all 
the others were killed. The Irish did not suffer the loss of a single 
man, and they gained a much needed supply of arms. By Ormond's account, 
'the men ran awaey, and never streouk stroke, left the aermis a welcoum 
prey to the enemei, and whatt shift they maed for themaelvis is nott yitt 
knone. tt22 He resolved to bear the responsibility for the failure, though 
when he had seen the recruits in the field he knew that they had not soldiers' 
faces; it now appeared that they were also lacking soldiers' hearta.23 
2lBagwell.; I, 347. 
Z2Carte, V, 266. 
Z;Ibid. 
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The state of Ireland was now in such confusion that many persons 
considered 1.t necessary that the 'Lord Lieutenant be d:1spatcbed to Ireland. 
His very presence, it was hoped, would intimidate the r~bels. The Earl 
of Ormond held himself obligated to represent to Sir Henry Vane and 
L~icester, himself, the absolute urgence of the Lord Lieutenant's arrival. 
"In discherge of my deoutei to the king," he claimed. 
thatt iff soume on man bee nott sentt, thatt shall haeve 
both the pouers marchall and seivill in him, I feir this 
kingdoume will sudentlei bee past recoverei. • • • I 
haeve bein bould to wreitt so~th1ng of this to my ~ord 
. lutenantt, whoa presens heir in teym .ill mor avaell 
then .palf an aermey.24 
The Irish government's greatest need for the suppression 'of the 
rebellion was money, yet the English parliament proposed that only 
~20,OOO be sent over immediately. The sum was entirely insuffiCient, 
and it was sent over without any great haste. Nor was the money accom-
panied by men, arms, or Victuals which were now as necessary as money.25 
By this time, however, the English parliament was so preoccupied with 
affairs in that kingdom, that the relief of Ireland was thought to be 
of secondary importance. Parliament, in Carte's estimation, "was satis-
fied with getting the king's arms and ammunition into their possession. 
On December 2 Lord Gormanston, the sheriff of County Meath, 
summoned a county meeting at Crofty Hill. Rory O'More and a deputation 
from Ulster were present. The leaders of the rebellion and the leading 
men of the Pale agreed to form an alliance. On the following day O'More 
24 Carte,. V, 266-67. 
25s. M. C~ Ormonde, N. B., II, 32. 
26Carte , II, 32. 
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summarized the grievances ot the Irish Catholics and invited the Pales-
men to join in the fight against the parliamentarian party which had en-
croached upon the king's prerogative. O'More's declaration ot loyalty 
to the Crown ensured the support of the Palesmen; they voted unanimously 
to join with the rebel army besieging Drogheda. 
On December 19 a general assembly of disaffected Palesmen met at 
the home of Mr. Nicholas Darcy to draw up a letter to the queen giving an 
account for their having taken up arms. She was asked to mediate for 
them and restore them to the king's good favor. ,What they had ·done was 
only 
for defense of his royall prerogative. the enjoying of 
the free and publique exercyse of our religion, which 
(as wee were inform'd) wee were totally to be debarr'd 
of, and the reformation of the abuses and grievances ot 
this poore kingdome. 27 
At this same ·time'both an apology and a petition were sent to the king. 
In the former the inoblemen justified their course of action and proclaim-
ed their willingness to lay down their arms at his command; they also 
beseeched him to allow them the privilege ot a free parliament. 28 In 
J 
their apology they begged Charles not to be offended by their having taken 
up arms, and aSkeih1m to protect them 
i from the cruell attempts and designes of your justices 
and state ot this kingdom against us, but:;likewise to 
be gratiously pleased to affoorde us just cause of 
laying downe oure arms, by applyinge present and 
effectuall remedyes to oure just grivances. and secur-
itie to oure es~ates 'and persones· ••• 29 
Z7Carte. V, 277. 
28Ibide, p. 273. 
29Ibid., p. 27~. 
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The defection ot the Pale turned the rebellion into a national 
movement; by February 1642 very few areas were under Protestant control. 
There had been no general outbreak in Munster during the first weeks of 
I 
the rebellion, but Lord President William st. Leger realized its inevi-
tably. When the Le1nster insurgents had reached the Suir at the end of 
November he immediately repaired with a troop of volunteers to Clonmel, 
lest Lady Ormond should fall into their handa. The nobles of Tipperary 
offered him no assfstance. Ormond's .cattle were allowed to be driven 
off by the rebels. His brother-in-law having been pillaged, st. Leger 
"took indiscriminate vengeance, and some innocent men were probably 
killed. J He as good as told the Tipperary magnates that they were all 
rebels.,,30 Writing to Sir Henry Vane at this time the Earl of Ormond 
claimed to have 
sufrid mutch by the rebellis in Lenster: 3000~~. a 
yeir of meyn is leyd waest by thes robreis, and nou 
the robbe to the verei gaetis ot K1lcenney, wpaer I 
haeve my prinsipall dwelling, and it is within tuelve 
meyls of another house of meyn, whaer mey weif and 
childring are defenselese.3l 
In the Vicinity of Carrick-on-suir st. Leger stumbled on a body 
of Leinster insurgents; seventy were captured and hanged. It is hard to 
determine whether his actions had the purpose ot quelling the area or 
inciting it to rebellion; such treatment, however, served to alienate 
the Munster gentry. 
Connaught was the most reluctant of the provinces to move toward 
rebellion. Power 1.n this province was dirl.ded between l.ts Lord President 
30 Bagwell, II, 1. 
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Rane1agh and the Earl of Clanrickard, Ulick Burke. A subdivision of power 
existed in Galway. C1anrickard controlled the city, while Sir Francis 
Willoughby was responsible for the fort. For all practical purposes it 
was Clanrickard who controlled the greater portion of the province. The 
earl was a good Catholic and an able diplomat, but he preferred neutrality 
to any political alignment. Though he shared many common interests With 
the me'n of the Pa1e, he was stalwart in his resistance to support their 
cause, yet despite Galway's uneasy neutrality, the greater part of the 
province was soon controlled by the rebels. 
The fighting in 1642 was, for the most part, desultory and local. 
The gov~rnment forces had a decided advantage; the rebels were poorly 
armed and ,their leaders had not settled on a definite or united campaign. 
In January the Earl of Ormond was aPPointed to go on an expedition to 
disperse the rebels at Naas. Naas, at this time, was the principal 
place of assembly for the councils of war held by the leading men'of 
county Kildare. Hearing of Ormond's approach, the rebels thought it wise 
to abandon the town. 
And for the town of Naas, whose inhabitants had express-
ed much joy and forwardness in taking in and relieving 
the rebels there • • • his Lordship partly to punish the 
inhabitants in their goods for their disloyalty ••• did 
give way to the sOldiers to pillage that 'town • • .32 
The arrival ot supplies from England was the deciding factor in Ormond's 
ordering that the town, though pillaged, should not be burned. The town 
of Naas was spared, but several villages within close prOximity, were 
burned to the ground. 
32H. M. C. Ormonde, N. S., II, 71. 
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Toward the end of February the Lieutenant General led another army 
of 2.~0 foot and 300 horse against the rebel army of Hugh Byrne and 
HacThomas. The orders which he received from the Lords Justices 
were not only to kill and destroy the rebels, their ad-
herents and rGl1eve~8, and to burn, waste, consu.e and 
demolish all the places, towns, and houses where they 
had been relieved and harboured, and 811 the corn and 
hay there, but also to kill and destroy all the men 
there i~habiting able to bear arms. 33 
Ormond did not like waging war in such a manner, but thought that the 
execution of such a command was better in his hands than in someone elsels. 
He burned some of the villages, but.when this did not cause any o~ the 
rebels to surrender, he drew them out of their enclosures and. put them to 
flight. 
The government army was now considered strong enough to raise the 
siege at Drogheda. It was feared that the Irish rebels would gain the 
town, disarm the garrison, and hinder the movement of his majesty's 
troops into other parts of the kingdom. If the Irish were successful 
in taking Drogheda. it would only be a matter of time before Dublin fell • 
. It was also thought that if the siege were lifted half of the rebell~on 
might be considered suppressed; English spirits would be lifted and the 
rebels disheartened; Dublin would be secured and the kingdom saved. 
Ormond was ordered to march to the Boyne River and "to prosecute with 
fire and sword all rebels,,34 in Dublin and Meath. Those towns and houses 
which at any time had harbored rebels were to be destroyed. He was 
allowed tal' march between the sea and Boyne, but he was forbidden to crOBS 
33carte , II, 185-86. 
34Ibid •• p. 189. 
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the river, be at any time farther than a day's march from Dublin, or re-
main out for more than eight days, which the Lords Justices took "princi-
pally into care for the present.,,35 The forces Under Ormond's command left 
Dublin on March 5. Two days later they beg~ Uta burn villages, and to 
waste the country, sending out parties OD all s1des, who plun~ered with 
great secu~ity, meeting with no enemy to. make resistance. u36 On March 9 
it was reported that the rebels had not been able to\withstand the attack 
made by Sir Henry Tichburne and had dispersed. Ormond considered it an 
absolute necessity that the government forces capitalize on the'victory 
and prosecute the rebels as far as Newry. The earl sent his recommenda-
tion to rthe Lords Justices; he also requested instructions for dealing 
with those persons of the Pale who had rendered themselves as prisoners. 
It w~s the general agreement of both Lords Justices and the Council that 
Ormond not proceed to Newry. If necessary he was given permission to 
remain outside of ~ublin for'another two or three days, but he was express-
ly denied authorization to cross the Boyne. They were also against his 
receiving the submission of any of the gentlemen of the Pale. It was 
"the indulgence of the State of England to this people in several former 
ages since the conquest,0? that was responsible, in part, for the present 
disquiet state or the kingdom. Return1n~ to Drogheda, Ormond consulted 
with Tichburne and Lord Moore; both men were of the opinion that the 
rebels ought to be pursued. The Lords Justices concurred with their 
judgment, but Ormond was not to accompany the expedition. The Earl of 
35H• M. C. Ormonde, N. S •• II, 94. 
36Carte, II, 190. 
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Ormond particulary resented this decision -- he had proposed the expedi-
tiona He would have marched north with his own army, 
but knowing what enemies he had, watching every advan-
tage that could be taken from his conduct to attack him, 
what a clamour would be made 1f he disobeyed the express 
orders of the state, and that if it were made the pre-
tence of an accusation to remove him from the post he 
filled, the king in his present circumatances could 
-neither protect him nor put anybody else in whom he could 
confide into the command of the army, by which means all 
the kingdom of Ireland, and all the forces in it, would 
be lost to him, and remain entirely in the power of his 
enemies, he altefied his,resolution, and prepared to re-
turn to Dub11n.3 
The opportunity ,of reducing Louth was thus lost. The Lords Justices' 
I 
primary concern appoars to have been the devastation of the countryside, 
not the suppression of the rebellion. The rationale for recalling the 
troops to Dublin was nebulous at best; there were, no rebels in Dublin. 
Nor could the city provide sufficient food and clothing for the soldiers. 
Carte can conceive of no justification for recalling Ormond to the capital. 
"Whatever their reasons were, it is past dispute, that they defeated by 
obstinacy the fairest opportunity that could be· offered for putting an 
end to the rebellion in the north • • 39 • . 
At this time the prisons of Dublin were crowded with rebels and 
persons suspected of treasonous activities. Since it was virtually 
impossible to find juries in the counties where the "crimesn were commit-· 
ted, many of these men were executed by martial law. One of these was the 
Franciscan priest Father Higgins. Father Higgins had distinguished him-
self by his services to the dispossessed English in the neighborhoods of 
38Carte , II, 195. 
39Ibid., p. 2.00. 
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Naas; he had saved many from death and plunder and had given relief to 
many persons'who had been robbed of their possessions. While Ormond was 
quartered in Naaa he took the priest under his custody, :'~for Father Higgins 
had taken no part in the r~bellion and was found guilty of no'."crimes. The 
priest accompanied Ormond to Dublin. About six months after the earl re-
turnad from Drogheda the government decided to further discourage Palesmen 
from defecting to side of the rebels; new executions by martial law were 
effected. On Harc~ 24 Father H~g~ was se~zed and imcediately hanged. 
Ormond was outraged, but the Lords Justices washed their bands of the 
matter. Sir Charles Coote, governor ot Dublin, they claimed, had complete 
:authoritu in all such aff~s. Ormond insisted that the governor be tried 
for 
having offended the laws, and put, not only an innocent, 
but a deserving subje~t to death, without examination, 
without a legal trial, and without a particular or law-
ful warrant to authorize him therein. 40 
The earl threatened to resign his commission un~ess satisfaction were 
made for the crime. The Justices would take no punitive action against 
Coote, and Ormond reconsidered his threat; he was afraid that if he 
turned in his commission as commander of his majesty's army in Ireland, 
the position would be, given to a parliamentarian. 
After the Earl of Ormond's return to Dublin, Sir Henry Tichburne 
" 
assaulted and captured the town of Dundalk. The government was now anxious 
to pursue a policy of devastation in Kildare. On April 2 Ormond was com-
manded to march with 3,000 toot and 500 horse to the town of Naas. The 
town was garrisoned and then settled by fifty despoiled Protestant families. 
40Carte, II, 177. 
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From Naas the troops advanced to Athy, but since so many of the govern-
ment soldiers were ill and provisions so short, the earl decided against 
a direct attack on the enemy, which. was quite nunferous in this region, 
and proceeded to march toward Dublin. Three companies of soldiers remained 
in Athy; others were lett with needy garrisons in the area. The army 
which advanced to Dublin, therefore, did not consist of more than 2,000 
foot and 400 horse. As the army travelled it was discovered that the 
enemy forces flanked their right side; Ormond's only Hope lay in seizing 
the pass near Ballysonan. The pass was secured, but an engagement was 
forced, nonethel.'ess, at Kilrush. 
I . 
The rebels stood the exchanging of several volleys of 
shot, and then retreated in some order, till they got 
to' the top of an hill near them, when they broke at 
once, and ran for their lives to a bog not far from 
thence ••• 41 
Only twenty English soldiers lost their lives in this battle; more than 
three hundred Irish rebels were slain, including several officers. Short-
ages of food and ammunition forced Ormond to repair to Naas after the vic-
tory at Kilrush. Sir Charles Coote with his regiment and 300 horse remained 
in the garrison. The earl returned to Dublin on April 17. Two months 
later he marched to Athlone bringing relief to the government forces in 
I 
Connaught. 
On April 9 the speaker of the English House of Commons wrote to the 
~ 
Earl of Ormond acknowledging "hi's wise and prudent conduct of his majestie's 
army thore, which hath appeared unto this house with so much satisfaction 
unto them and honour to your self ••• "42 It was voted on MFlY 4 that the 
41Carte , II, 251-52. 
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earl should be informed of the great esteem with which he was regarded. 
It was ordered that a jewel valued at~OO should be" bestowed upon him. 43 
Mr. Arthur Goodwin was also appointed to seek the co-operation of the 
House of Lords "in beseeching his majestie to make the earl of Hormond 
knight of the garter.,,44 
The English parliament voted money and supplies for the expeditions 
against the rebels, but as the letters of the Lords Justices testify, these 
funds were dangerously 1nadequate. The troops were ill-clothed, poorly fed, 
rarely paid, and o~ the constant verge of mutiny; disease prove~ more dead-
ly than the rebel army. It was resolved that the burden of expenditures 
should ~timate1y be born by Ireland itself. Rebellion in the past had 
been followed by confiscation; the present rebellion was of such magnitude 
that great profits might be yielded to the Crown. The Lords Justices 
1 
repeatedly urged that every opportunity be taken to encourage the conf1s-
cation of rebel estates and those estates' in the possession of persons sus- ,I 
pected of harboring or communicating with rebels. It was for this reason 
that they were so vehemently opposed to extending pardons or accepting 
the submission of the lords and gentry of the Pale. Unless Ireland were 
"established by His Maj~sty's own hand, and that in such a way as to take 
more deep root than formerly, then must noth1ng be for ever again expected 
in Ireland'but confusion and barbarism ••• "45 On February 11 a group of 
London citizens presented the Commons with a proposal for the speedy reduc-
tion of Ireland. If 2,500,000 acres would be assigned to ,subscribers as 
security, .£L,000,000 could easily be raised. The "Adventures' Act," as it 
44Carte, V, 310. 
45H. M. C. Ormonde, N. S., II, 97. 
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was called, gained the reluctant support of Charles I and was passed into 
law on March 19, 1642. 
Much or the money so raised was, in fact, diverted by 
parliament to finance its war against the king; but 
those who advanced Lt ••• retainQd their claim to 
compensation in Irish 'land ••• 46 
All the forfeited lands were to be nominally vested in the king, but a 
particular clause in the ac~ denied him the privilege of disposing with 
any of them. Any gran~s of forfeited goods or lands made since October 23, 
1641 were declared null and voi,d. Any pardons granted after this date 
which had not received parliamentary approval were also declared void. 
Parliament th~s assumed powers of whibh the king had been deprived. 47 
l 
Passage of the Adventurers' Act seemed to preclude any possibility of 
Ita negotiated settlement: the choice was between absolute victory and 
absolute defeat ••• 48 The' only hope th~~ Irish'Catholics now held for 
the pontinued possession of their land was tQ fight for it. 
", 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CATHOLIC CONFEDERACY AND THE ENGLISH CIVIL WAR 
The military situation in Ireland after the b~ttle of Kilrush was 
at a stalemate. The rebels had lost an opportunity to overrun the country, 
but the government had neither the men nor the arms and ammunition to 
establish permanent control over the country. May 1642, however" w1tnesa-
ed a significant-'; poli tical development. The Irish clergy, who had been 
reluctant up until this point to express their approval of the rebellion 
"declared the war ••• of the Irish to be lawful and pious, and exhorted 
all persons to join in the support of the cause."l They did, however, 
express their decided disapproval of all murderers and plunderers. This 
assembly, h~ld at Kells, recommended that a council, empowered to rule 
and govern, be organized to prevent Ireland from drifting towards anarchy. 
In order to receive ecclesiastical approval it was decided that a national 
congregation of bishops and clerical representatives be summoned by David 
Rothe, bishop of Ossoryj to attend a conference in Kilkenny on May 10. 
The lay nobility and gentry were also to be invited. 
Eleven spiritual and fourteen temporal peers and two hundred and 
twenty-six commoners gathered at Kilkenny for the first General Assembly 
of the Confederate Catholics. The first act treated by the Assembly was 
a declaration that it was not a parliament; it was considered to be noth-
ing more than a meeting to deal with Irish affairs until the king had 
lCarte, II.' 253. 
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settled the present troubles. The completed constitution provided that 
the Catholic Church be afforded all the rights and immunities granted by 
the Magna ~arta. All usurped churches and benefices held by the Protestant 
clergy were to revert to Catholics. English Common Law and all statutes 
ot force enforced in Ireland which were not contrary to the Catholic 
faith or the liberties of Ireland were to be observed. "English Catholics 
who entered the Confederacy were to be treated as native Catholics and 
were to be eased of one-third of public levies for the conduct of the war. nZ 
The election of Supreme Councillors was held on November 11. Mountgarret 
Was elected pres+dent; Sir Richard Be1lings, secretary; and Richard Shea, 
Clerk. ~atrick Darcy was delegated to perform those functions ordinarily 
associated with a Lord Chancellor, but he was not given the title as such. 
Provincial and county councils were also aPPOinted at the general synod. 
but they were subordinate to a general council of the nation which was to 
be formed at Kilkenny. Military matters were also treated. The first 
official act of the Supreme Council was the appointment of generals for 
the tour provinces -- Preston for Leinster, Owne Roe O'Neill for Ulster, 
Gerald Barry for Munster, and John Burke for Connaught. The supreme 
command of the army was.1eft vacant; it was reserved for the Earl of 
Clanrickard, should pe decide to throw in his lot with the Confederates.3 
The long-standing polarity between the Old Irish and the Old English 
soon asserted itself. The latter dominated the Supreme Council; it was 
their particular interests which were to be of primary concern. The Old 
English were anxious to come to terms with the king; "even if it meant 
2 Coonan, p. 144 • 
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compromise, for their loyalty, though not unconditional, was genuine ..... 4 
A parliamentary victory, the~ realized, would be followed by penal measures 
and new confiscations. The Old Irish, on the other hand, had already lost 
much in ear~ier confiscations, and having everything to gain, they were not 
at. all hesitant to continue the war. It is interesting to note the manner 
in which the most notable commanders of the rebellion of 1641 were treated. 
Most of them were dismis'sed from the service_ Rory O,',More was passed over 
during the selection of councillors. "The matter was smoothed over by the 
Council, but it was indicative of dissension in Confederate ranks, and also 
of the preponderance of power already gained by the Anglo-Irish lords and 
gentry. ,,5 
The Irish parliament met on June 21, 1642. All members who were 
engaged in rebellion or who had been indicted for treason were expelled. 
On the following day it was decreed that 'no person should sit in parlia-
ment without first taking tpe oath or supremacy; forty-six members were 
expelled by virtqe of the former resolution. Other proposals called for 
the exile of priests and friars; the enforcement of penal measures; and 
the expulsion of all Catholics from Dublin and its suburbs. The latter 
measure, however, suggested certain difficulties. The expelled D~bliners 
would out of necessity join with the rebels, and, not having been convicted 
of any particular crimes, they would be allowed to carry their household 
goods and provisions with them. This would serve no practical purpose, 
since the food and clothing necessary to quarter 'the soldiers would also 
be removed from the city.6 The parliament adjourned before the Earl of 
4neckett, p. 89. 
5Coonan, p- 147. 
6 H. M. C. Ormonde, N. S" II. 139-~O. 
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Ormond returned from Athlone without ever having discussed·the suppression 
of the rebellion. 
On the last day of July Irish Catholics once again prepared to lay 
their case before the king. Ormond was approached to aid the transmission 
of a petition to Charles, but he in turn, delivered it to the Lords Jus-
tic Ga. Copies of the letter were sent to England on August 26. The Lords 
Justices' expounded upon the odious designs ot the Catholic rebels and 
their wanton boldness in approaching the king. They're-~mphasized their 
opposition to any extension ot pardons. claiming "that when the- children 
ot them so pardoped should come to be men they would again renew this 
rebellion • • .«7 
Throughout 1642 the Irish government made little progress in 
suppressing the rebellion; their policy was ineffectual desolation by 
sword and tire. With the help. of God they hoped "to drive the rebels 
. . 
into such extremities as many thousands of them and their foreign aids 
••• must· perish and starve through hunger and cold ••• ,,8 Ormond.s 
opposition to the desultory and cruel me~sures ot the Irish government 
-had long since earned him the distrust of the Lords Justices -- particu-
larly Sir Will~am ParsoDs, considered by Lecky "one of the:most unprinci-
pled and rap'~cious of' the land-jobbers,,9 ever to have cursed Ireland by 
his presence. Ormond's. loyalty to Charles was unswerving, but he greatly 
distrusted the English parli~ent Ifwhich treated Irish grievances with 
7H. M. C. Ormonde, N. S., II, 181. 
8 Ibid., p. 205. 
9William Edw~d Hartpole Lecky, A Historl of Ireland in the 
Eighteenth CenturY (New York: AMS Press, 1969), I, 42. 
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contempt. Yet be bad never 'allowed his political views to affect his 
,conduct as a soldier • • • ,,10 
The Earl of Lelcester,'Ireland's absentee Lord Lieutenant, was a 
parliamentary supporter. Tb the great disappointment of the troops in 
Ireland, it was his general policy to fill all 'vacant posta with English-
men of similar leanings. For this reason and because it was customary tor 
the chief, commander of the forces to fill vacant military offices while 
the army was in the field, the king empowered Ormond to supply ant vacan-
cies occurring during'the absence of Lord Leicester. ll Fearing the dis-
pleasure of the ,Lord Lieutenant and the Irish Council, however, the appoint-' 
ment waS not disclosed until after the death of'Sir Charles coote. Thus 
empowered by the ldng, Ormond "conferred a troope Of horse' on the lord 
Dillon,. eldest sone to the earle of Roscomon, both ot them good protes-
tants ••• ,,12 Claiming not to have 'known of 'the earl's appointment 
Leicester conferred the troop given to Lord DillOn upon Major Willis. 
When Ormond protested against this infringement of his authority the Lord 
Li~utenant replied that only English officers should be given charge of 
troops raised in Ireland; nor would parliament, he, explained, give their 
authorization to Dillon's apPointment. Ormond would not allow this matter 
to be dismissed lightly. TO prevent the possibility of establishing a 
precedent injurious to the king, the earl complained to the commissioners 
for Irish affairs and insisted, by virtue of his royal appointment, that 
Lord DillOn be given the commission. The letter which confirmed Dillon's 
lOSamuel Rawson Gardiner. H1sto~y of the Great Civil Wa£ (New York: 
AMS Press, 1965), I, 116-117. 
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appointment also dispossessed Sir Philip Percival of his post, and estab-
lished Captain Denn in his stead. The Lords Justices intervened in 
Percival's behalf, but lacking the Earl of Ormond's support, their efforts 
proved futile. Foaring that Ormond might be oppressed by Leicester. and not 
wishing the earl to be free for the royal service. Charles bestowed upon 
him a license allowing him to repair to England whenever he saw tit. He 
aJ.so 
signed a warrant 'for a commission to be passed under the 
great seal of that kingdom, appointing him lieutenant gen-
eral of the army there, and to hold that charge by 1mmed1~ 
ate authority from his majesty ••• but resolving to grace 
him further in the eye of the world, by a public mark of 
his f.avour, he ot his 'own motion created him at that same 
time. marquis Of Ormond.13 . ' 
The appointment to the independent command of the army was of great impor-
tance t1considering the late attempts that had been made, and the further 
endeavors that would be used. to engage the Irish army to declare for 
parliament. tl14 
The nearer the English parliament drew to an open rupture with the 
king, the more the Lords Justices and Irish, Council delayed in taking 
action upon his orders.- When a royal commission naming Lord Lambert as 
governor of Dublin was overruled in favo~ of Leicesterls chOice, George 
Monck, the Marquis of Ormond was instructed "to name to him [Charles] 
The persons Of".~~e Council who were so forward and bold as thus to oppose 
the execution ot his orders. ttl' 'Dhe Marquis at Ormond had become by this 
13carte• II, 96. 
l4Ibid •• p. 291. 
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poin~ a great obstacle in tho designs of the Lords Justices; they there-
fore used every means in their power to debilitate him in his command. 
They were reluctant to send him upon any expeditions, claiming "emptiness 
ot the store and tho wants in the army ••• ,,16 and when he was sent, his 
authority was limited. The obstructions ot the Irish government coupled 
with a s~rious·'illness prevented the marquis from taking an active part 
in the suppression of the rebellion in the fall of 1642. 
Charles I raised his standard .at Nottingham on August 22; 1642. 
The majority of the members of the English House of Lords· and a'large 
number from the Commons answered his call to suppress ~he rebellious par-
liament.1 The great civ~l war had begun; to the ·vi:ct'or.s would pass the 
supremacy of English government. Blows, however, had already been ex-
changed. In fact, the execution of the Earl at strafford on May 12, 1641 
may be regarded as the beginning of the war. Charles could not risk dis-
solving the parliament which had condemned his frien~ Strafford. The Scots 
had already invaded England once and unless the s~tiafaction promised them 
was forthcoming there was nothing to prevent their marching on London. 
The House of Commons, however, was more concerned, with depriving the king 
of power than satisfying the Scots. Itt February a bill passed guaranteeing 
that a new parliament would be elected at least every three years. In May 
the k~ng reluctantly agreed that the "Long Parliament" could only be dis-
solved by its own consent. Little by little royal authority was crumbling. 
The star Chamber and the High Commission were abolished, ship-money was 
declared illegal; tonnage and pqundage could only be levied with parlia-
mentary approval. 
41 
On December 15 the House of Commons ordered the printing and distr1-
I 
bution of the Grand Remonstrance. Charles listened quietly to this list-
ing of grievances for which parliament held him responsible, but he would 
mrute no promises about his tuture conduct. The English people were now 
brought to the realization that Charles could, not be trusted. Following 
the kingls forc~fJl attempt to seize, five of its members, the House of 
Commons moved. sa 'masse to the Guildhall in London. The city offered its 
enthusiastic prot/ction and the king'was forced to give way. Charles 
was to enter Whit hall only once more -- as a prisoner of the English 
I 
parliament. 
~he Supreme Council of the Irish Confe~eracy, having declared 
against the parliamentarians, was anxious to make their peace wtth the 
king; Charles was even more desirous for a settlement. The obstacles to 
. such a venture, however, appeared insurmountable. The Confederates were 
not likely to compromise their demands for civil and religious liberty, .,1, 
and any attempt on the king's part to make concessions to the Iri.sh 
"'reb-eh- wotdCif raise protests f):-om his supporters in England and alienate 
Scotland. 
A parliamentary ~ommittee was created:' in Dublin in October. The 
immediate object of both this body and the Lords Justices was to prevent 
any alliance between the king and the disaffected Irish. Charles, however, 
anxious to come to terms with the Confederates, appointed Lords Ormond, 
C1anrickard, Roscommon, and Moore, and Sir Thomas Lucas, Sir William 
Eustace, and Thomas Burke to a COmmission for dealing with the grievances 
of the Confederate Catholics. Any three of these men were authorized to 
meet with Confederate representatives and ~ransm1t the correspondence to 
the ldng. Charles I negotiations ,with the Irish may have been intended 
, , 
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for the eventual securing of mil! tary aid, . "but his immediate aim was to 
make peace with them, so that the forces,of the Dublin government would 
become aVailable for service in England. tll? 
In a private letter to Ormond, the king li~ted the concessions 
that he was willing to make to the Confederates. These were: (1) A 
toleration of the Catholic religion; (2) that Ireland should not be bound 
by any legislation passed by the Eng11sh parliament; (3) the repeal of 
Poynings. law; (4) that the Irish parliament have the freedom to act ~n­
i dependently of, the'king and his council; (5) that the native Irish should 
regain posseBsio~ Of the lands forfeited in plantation efforts; (6) that 
.Ireland ~e governed by Irish ministers of state.18 
On February ~" 1643 Ormond and the other commissioners sent a 
summons to Kilkenny requesting the,·'Confederates to send a deputation to 
confer with them a1 Drogheda on the a3rd. Leery lest the ambitions 
of the Catholic lllrric's serve as an obstacle in peace negotiations, 
Ormond insisted that none of the agents be clergymen. He also limited -
the number of Confederate representatives to thirty. The Council of 
Kilkenny proposed that the meeting be held at Trim on March 17. The 
commissioners were satisfied by. this proposal and arranged that letters 
granting safe 1 conduct would be s'ant on the 16th. ' The Lords Justices, 
however, were determined to put an army in the field to prevent the 
assembly. Tichburne was aleo ordered 
to have Lisagh O'Connor and other Irish prisoners exe-
cuted by martial law, while they hurried preparations 
for an expedition against. the Con·federates. Anxious 
/I J , " ~ 
17Beckett, pp. 90-91. 
18Coonan, p. 158. 
to shelve Ormond, they proposed to appoint Lord 
Lisle, Leicester's son commander-in-chief.19 
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Ormond was suspicious of the government's designs, and insisted 
upon leading the expedition himself. A large company of 2,,00 f90t and 
500 horae lett Dublin tor the rebel stronGhold of ROss' on March 2. A 
siege was laid, but a lack ot provisions forced it to be raised on the 
17th. Battle was given on the following day. In the battle of Ross 
Ormond displayed outstanding leadership; only twenty of his soldiers were 
I 
killed, while General Preston lost five hundred men plus all his baggage 
and ammunition.. I 
While the marquis was absent with the army in Ross, the Earls ot 
Clanrickar~ and Ro~cqmmon, Viscount Moore, and Sir Maurice Eustace received 
a remonstrance of grievances from the Confederate agents. Ormond ~trans-
mitted this 
their being 
trary to his 
to Ch,rles on March 29, ~ut he was not at all in favor of 
grantrd; unless they were qualified, he considered them con-
majesty's service. 2D The penal laws, he asserted, were not 
strict,' and need not be abrogatedj' 'Poyning's law had preserved peace in 
Ireland too long for it to be hastily suspended; the question of planta-
tion lands required a COmmission of inquiry; that the Irish might hold 
office, he considered reasonable, but not to the exclusion of tho En~lish.Zl 
The Lords Justices had taken advantage of Ormond's absence from 
Dublin to send Charles an exaggerated account of rebel crimes committed 
against the state in order to dissuade him from considering a treaty. 
19coonan, p. 159. 
20Carte , V, 431. 
2l Ib1:d., I~. 442-43. 
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The marquis believed this letter was intended "to distress the king, and 
to mislead him into measures prejudicial to his service. n22 He therefore 
dispatched a trustworthy agent from Dublin to give Charles an accurate 
account of tho present state of the country and to acquaint him with the 
~mmed1ate needs of ' the nrmy. Charles did all that was in his power to 
remedy the situation, but was unable to send the needed supplies or even 
guarantee that .they would be sent in the near future. His only hope for 
saving his army and his Protestant subjects from destruction lay in a 
cessation of ~s. On Ap;il 23, therefore, he authorized the M~quis of 
Ormond "with all:secrecy and convenient expedition, to treate with our 
subjects, (who have taken up arms against us and our authority,) and to 
agree with them fori a present cessation of armes for one y~are ••• u23 
The Lords Justices were notified of this authorization ~d urged to' co-
operate. I 
Negotiation, between the Supreme Council and Ormond opened in June 
1643- A cessation would in many ways be advantageous to Roman Catholics, 
but many of the Old Irish, encouraged by Pietro Francesco Scarampi, the 
new papal envoy, seamed bont on the prospect of taking advantage of England's 
desperate situation for ~he 'furtherance of their own ends. After many 
debates, however, the majority of ~he assembly agreed to a one year cessa-
tion of arms. The specific articles were to be decided upon. by those agents 
who were to meet with Ormond. 
The Confederate agents submitted their demands on July 24. The 
six month cessation was to be extended to one year; their exercise of, 
22Carte, II, 442-43. 
23Ibid., V, 445. 
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their government was to continue; free commerce was to be allowed on 
land and sea; the king was to summon a free parliament in Ireland; they 
were to continue to fight the king's enemies in ~S; and Catholics were 
not to be deb~red from voting and sitting in parliament. 24 Ormond re-
solved to postpone negotiations, claiming more'urgent business demanded 
his attention. In the meantime he tried to settle the matter by engaging 
Preston in battle~ Preston eluded the marquis, however, and a 'lack of 
provisions forced. the latter to return to Dublin. On July 31 Ormond 
received notice from Charles to re-open negotiations with the Confederates. 
A meeting was scheduled for August 11 at Sigginstown. 
Cessation, though supported by the Old English faction, did not 
meet the approval of Scarampi and the Old Irish party. The Confederates, 
the envoy urged, should agree to no conciliations. until the free practice 
of religion, the independence of the Irish parliament. and the security 
of Ireland were guaranteed. 
, Success was to be obtained by arms and intrepidity, not 
by cessations and inactivity •.••• His miSSion, he re-
minded the Supreme Council, was not get an uncertain 
peace for a year, but to renovate Catholic worship 
throughout Ireland. without infringing on the loyalty 
due the king~25 
The Supreme Council was embarrassed by Scarampi's stand, and resumed 
negotiations with Ormond. At last, on September 15. 1643 a treaty calling 
tor a year's cessation was signed. The. articles of the agreement pro-
scribed that Protestants and Roman Catholics were to retain those 
districts under the~r control on September 15. 1643. Any persons who 
24Carte, II, 496-97. 
25coonan. P!.167. 
i . 
opposed this were liable to>proseoution. The articles were published 
on ISeptember 16. Grateful Confederate agents promised to send Charles 
.t;O.ooo, half in cash and half in cattle, over a period of eight months. 
Since the oessation bound the Confederates to the cause of Charles 
I, it was. in effect. a declaration of war against the parliamentarians. 
" 
The Confederates also agreed to send 10,000 soldiers and further subsi-
·dies for the furtheranoe of the k1ngts cause in England. In return they 
were promised 1\el1e£ in the f~ture. 26. 
The king, however. had measures of his own to ensure tho.success 
"" of his ca~ae. Or,mond was appointed Lord Lieut.enant on, November 13, and 
was ordered to send over whatever men he could spare for the king's 
asaistance. 27 By January 1644. the Marquis ot Ormond had sent 6,000 
troops to join the royalist army in England. 
26 ' Coonan. p. 168. 
27Carte" V, 5. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE FIRST ORMOND PEACE 
The Marqui~ of Ormond was solemnly sworn as Lord Lieutenant of 
Ir.eland in Christ Church Cathedral on January 21, 1644. His commission 
had been accompanied by royal instructions to procure all possible arms 
and munitions from the Irish and to induce the men of that kingdom to 
bear arms for the support of the king's cause in England or Scotland. 
The terms of the cessation had been signed three months earlier, but the 
Confederates had shown no enthusiasm to furnish the king with a Catholic 
army. The immedi~te advantages of the cessation to all parties concerned, 
for that matter, were ,at best nebulous. The transportation of 2,500 govern-
ment troops to England in November had definitely weakened the Protestant 
hold of Dublin and the force provided l1ttle succor to the English king. 
In January it was defeated at Nantwich and a large number of the survivors 
reversed their allegiance. On September 30 both houses of the English par-
~~ent jo~ed to issue k proclamation condemning the cessation. They were 
mindful to note the "barbarous" treatment received by Protestants at the 
hands of the Catholic rebels. The truce, they claimed, was merely a device 
so that Catholics in Ireland might "have time to expect from their Friends 
abroad new Supplies both of Victuals and Ammunition, and may without 
Molestation reap the Fruit of this Harvest ••• n This "Project," they 
claimed, "doth no less aim at overthrow of the remainder of the Protestants 
in that Kingdom, then their treacherous taking of Arms at first did intend 
1 j. 
I 
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the destruction of them all • • • Ifl This breach with the Engliah parlia-
ment ensured that the Dublin government need no longer look to this chan-
nel for much needed reinforcements"munitions, and supplies. The truce' 
did not even succeed in securing the advan tages of peaee. for it was re-
jected by the Ulster Protestants and the Scots who passionately subscribed 
to the Solemn League and Covenant concluded between the English parliament 
and the Scots barely a week after the terms of the cessation had been 
signed. . If Monroe and his army abided by the truce they were to partake 
of its benefits, but if not, the Marquis of Ormond was ordered .to stand 
back and allow the Whole power of the Confederacy to take up arms against 
the Scots. 
In April l644~O,OOO and a shipment of provisions and clothing were 
shipped from Scotland to Carrickfergus. FOur ministers accompanied the 
transport to tender the Covenant. tiThe inhabitants were so violent for it, 
that they refused maintenance to the soldiers that would not take it •• _,,2 
The proclamation dispatched to Derry and Carrickfergus against the Covenant 
went unheeded. Before the end of the following month there were only a 
few officers who had not subscribed to the oath. 
When the Gener~ Assembly convened in November 1643 Owen Roe O'Neill 
appealed for aid against Monroe. His request was virtually denied until 
, , 
he threatened to leave the pass into Lein~ter unguarded. Faced with this 
alternative, ,~t was agreed to finance a considerable expedition to Ulster 
I 
which would join, 'forces with O'Neill against Monroe. The Old English 
1 John Rushworth, ed., Historical Collections of Private Passages 
of state. Weighty Matters in Law. Remarkable Proceedings in Five Par-
liaments. 1618-1648 (London, 1721), V, 555. 
2carte, III, 78. 
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faction, however, would not abide O'Neill's lead~rship of such a venture, 
but neither did they wish to give the command to his rival, General 
Preston. After much discussion Lord Castlahaven was choaen; he was well 
liked by both""th,e soldiers and the members of the Assembly, and, above all, 
no one suspected him', of personal ambition. 
While the Assembly was still in session the Earl of Antrim arrived 
in Waterford bearing a commission empowering him to raise 13,000 men for 
the king's service at the expense of the Confederacy.' Because of Antrim's 
wife's influence with Queen Henrietta Maria, the Supreme Council appointed 
him Lieutenant ~en~ral of all the forces of the Confederacy. He was not, 
however, allowed 10,000 men for the king's service. He was to be proyided 
with 3.000 soldiers for the Scottish service, and these he was reqUired to 
muster himself. The earl was so indignant at this proposition that he re-
sisned his COmmission, wlrl..ch, to his embarrassment, "as duly accepted. 
Not having been taken seriously by the Supreme Council, Antr1m journeyed 
to Oxford in mid-December where his plan to raise 10,000 men was well 
received by Montrose. By the end of January both men had agreed to be in 
arms by April 1. Antrim's assigned task.was the invasion of the Marquis 
of Argyle's territory in Scotland with a force collected in Ireland and 
Scotland. Ormond was then instructed by the king to provide all possible 
assistance to Antrim's undertaking.3 
Ormond, readily d1spatche~ forces to assist Antrim, but all who left 
Ireland were obliged to sign an oath of allegiance to Charles and to the 
English church and to promise not to hold any commun1cation with par11a-
I 
mentary officers. 4 Monck and Crawford were the only officers who refused_-
3 Carte. V. 6t 
4Rushworth, r. 896. 
I 
I' 
I 
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to do so. Ormond had also been expressly commande~ to use his power and 
influence to prevent the Irish from breaking the cessation. The marquis 
was convinced that the first object~ve for ensuring the observation by the 
lords of the Pale was to succeed in assuring them that they no longer 
needed to fear extirpation. Even those Irish who were most loyal to the 
king and anxious for peace were concerned with their own safety. It was 
essential that this guarantee be given. To secure this end he deemed it 
necessary "that power. be sent to receive to mercy, and graunt his majesties 
free pardon for life and lands, to such of the Irish as shall r~turne to 
his majesties ob.edience. ,,5 Next to the security of .their estates, Ormond 
believed that Irish Catholics we~e most anxious to hold political offices. 
N~~h1ng would serve more advantageously to gain the good will of prominent 
Irishmen than to dangle the hopes of civil appointments bofore them. To 
dQ so, it was sufficient merely to allow the numerous posts formerly belong-
; r 
/ ing to disloyal persons to remain vacant'. 
And certainely they cannot be enterteyned with any hope 
more pleaseing to them ~hanJ that, which I find strong 
in the most moderate of them, and the want of it assigned 
as the most forcible cause of their first takeing armes, 
though they held that of religion fittest to engage the 
people; which will be the thing they will breake uppon, 
if they faile of their expgctations in this and other 
things conduceing unto it. 
Ormond did not believe that any of these men could do the king any real 
service, but he recognized the need to gain the co-operation of the 
• I 
Supreme Council. In this same'letter, addressed to Lord Digby, the Lord 
Lieutenant acknowledged instructions to prevent the Scots from leaving 
5Carte , VI, 5. 
6Ibid., p. 6. 
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Ulster. He was not at all successful in doing so, but neither did he 
consider this a wise attempt on th~ part of the Irish government, for flif 
they be ~argely supplyed, and wee not at all, it may prove very dangerous 
to his majesty's interests heare, and immediately destructive to his best 
subjects. ,,7 In. order to prevent the eedu'ction of the Ulster army by the 
parliamentary forces he implored that supplies be sent immediately. lIe 
also considero'd i,t inconsistent to remove the· principal government forces 
in Ireland while the Scots were to remain, particularly since it was ex-
pected that the Scots would soon withdraw. He did, however, assure Digby 
that he would t~e all possible efforts to secure arms and munitions from 
the Iris~ to be used as he might d~rect. 
Shortly after having been given the full command of the parliamentary 
and Scottish forces in Ulster, General Monroe drove the Ormond garrison.: 
J 
out of Belfast. The supreme Council immediately pressed the Lord Lieutenant 
to declare against the Scots. They offered to put the entire ~ilitary 
torce of the Confederacy at his disposal if he would lead it against Monroe. 
If, as Daniel O'Neill urged him, he were to accept the appointment, it 
would put an end to the rivalry between Antrim and Castlehaven; the former 
being the absolute commander of the Confederate forces, and the latter 
holding a command independent of anyone but the Supreme Council. O'Neill 
c.laimed that the only way to prevent this folly from growing to unreason-
able extremes was for Ormond to accept the Confed.eracy's invitation. 
He: .held this to be If the onely way you have to your one safety, and to 
preserve this kingd~me in unity and obedience 'to his majestie. u8 The 
, 
7earte ; VI, 8. 
8Ibid., p~' 135. 
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5Z 
royal agent 'was also hopeful that Ormond's activities against the Scots 
would draw many Protestants to join him and deter others from jOining 
actively with the parliamentarians. The Lord Lieutenant, however, was 
too scrupulous to act in such a matter on his own initiative. He did not 
have the kina's authorization, and the acceptance ot a command against 
the Scots might well have jeopardized the continued loyalty of those 
Protestants who then served him. Not only did Ormond refuse the command, 
but he also refrained from issuing a proclamation declaring the Scots 
rebels. His decision in this instance, however, was not expressed in a 
flat denial -- t~e distress of his army was too severe and his greatest 
hope stlll lay with the Irish; the Confederates had promised an immediate 
, , 
supp~y of provisions and a breach with them might result in a cancellation. 
J The Confederates, however, claimed that Orm~nd had received instructions 
to join with them against the coyenanti~ Scot~ This, according to the 
Lord Lieutenant, was absurd, but he considered it to be a strategic 
. I 
move to entertain them with a treaty. If '-' 
they shluld supply his majesty's armies, under his com-
mand, ~d that the charge might not be uncertain, he 
stintedr the number to six thousand foot and six hundred 
horse • • • .In case a proper provision were made for 
the maintenance of those forces, the times and manner of 
payment settled, and good assurance given thereof, he 
undertook ~o keep them from annoying the prOvinces, or 
breaking the cessation, and to maintain them in obedience 
to his majesty's authority.9 
The Suprema Council, however, would not retract their condition that a 
declaration be issued against the Sc~ts; Ormond persisted in avoiding an 
8Carte , VI. 135. 
9lb1d., III, 94. 
action which might [erve only to alienate those Scottish and English 
officers whose lOY~ties grew less certain with every day. 
In Munster"as in· Ulster, the cessation did not bring tho desired' 
peace. In fact, the political climate in this province was growing more 
complicated. st. Leger, the Lord President had died in May 1642, at 
which point Inch1quin had assumed the office of governor. In the hope 
of receiving the appointment he had sent over several regiments for the 
ki~g'B service. Charles, ,however, remained non-commital even after 
having been visited by Inchiquin at Oxford. Apparently, the presidency 
had been promised to the Earl of Portland several years prior to Incbiquinls 
request. The Marquis of Ormond believed it would be propitious to keep 
the office vacant for·an indefinite period of time; the prize would then 
be readily available to dangle before the aspirant's eyes. After the fruit-
) 
less negotiations at Oxford and the royalist defeat at Marston Moor, 
Inchiquin resolved to throw in his lot with the parliamentarians. A shor.t . 
time later he persuaded Lord Esmond to throw open the strategically located 
fort at Duncannon to the parliamentary forces. 
The terms of the cessation allowed the Irish to send their agents 
. 
to the king. Having refused to assist the Confederates against the Scots, 
Ormond contented himself with assisting them in sending their repreaenta-
tives to the king at Oxford to discuss terms for a permanent peace. The 
Confederate agents reached Oxford on March 23, 1644- Their original 
proposals were considered so scandalous that the king would not even 
consider them. It was, however, 
resolved to make first a tryall, whether privately they 
could be induced to withdraw those propositions, and to 
make such as might be treated on without scandall; and 
in the meane time to suppresse the former, wherein we 
have found them beyond expectation oouncellable; and 
they have this day, insteade of the former, presented 
these inclosed, which though in many things unreason-
able for the king to grant, yet are not very scandalous 
tor them to aske. lO 
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The original proposals called to~ the repeal ot acts passed tor the en-
couragement of the adventurer~ the continued government by the Supreme 
Council until their grievances were satisfied by acts of parliament; and 
that all offices, whereby any title to lands was found 
for the crown, since the first year of queen Elizabeth, 
and all attainders since that time, and all grants, 
leases, and .estates thereupon derived from the crown, 
should be reviewed in a free parliament according to 
justice and conscience.1 
• I 
They also demanded that in the future no stand1ng 'army should be maintain-
~ 
ed in Ireland. The new terms which were submitted in April were not con-
sidered qu1te so outrageous. For this reason Lord Digby recommended that 
Ormond "keepe th~ tormer propositions as secret as you can, whilst we work 
upon these, with some cont.1dence now of good successe ... 12 The amended 
draft sought the rlpeal of the penal laws and freedom of religion; the 
summoning of a fre~ parliament and the suspension of Ppynings' Law while 
it sat; the subjecting of titles to estates to a statute of limitations; 
the annulling of all ,acts and ordinances passed by the Irish parliament 
since August 7, 1641; freedom for Catholics to attend universitites and 
, . 
inns of court; the allowance for Catholics to hold office; the vacating 
of all attainders and outlawries in prejudice of Catholics; passage of a 
general act of oblivioni' the ending ot absentee voting in the Irish 
lOcarte, VI, 85-86. 
llIbid., III, 98. 
l2Ibid., VI. 86. 
parliament; limiting the term of office for the Irish viceroy; and the 
repeal of the adventurers' act. 13 It these propositions were found 
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acceptable the Confederacy professed its willingness to contribute the 
services of 10,000 men for suppressing the rebellion in England. 
As soon as it,was publicized that the Irish agents had laid their 
grievances before the king, parliamentary represe~tatives prepared to 
do the same. Michael Jones was apPointed to act as spokesman, bu~ upon 
his refusal to appear at·court, Sir Charles Coote was elected in his stead. 
The Protestants were .. promptly summoned by the king and asked whether they 
preferred 'war or peace. They were anxious for peace, of course, they 
claimed, but only on honorable terms. "Honorable" terms were presented 
to the king on April 18. They called for the strict enforcement of the 
penal laws against Catholics and the banishment of the Catholic clergy; 
restitution of al~ Protestant churches; the continuation of the present 
I 
parliament; imposition of the oath of allegian~e and act oi supremacy on 
I 
all office holders; the establishment of a competent Protestant army in 
Ireland; the dissolution of Confederate power; denial of a general act 
of oblivion; payme~t of arrears of rent owed by Confederates; satisfaction 
of Protestant losses from the estates of Confederate Catholics; and the 
confiscation·of alf Confederate arms and munitions. They were also insist-
ent that the king ~ake all forfeited estates into his ovm hands, and, aiter 
• I 
satisfying those parties with legal claims, dispose oi the remainder to 
British and Protestant planters on honorable terms. l4 Sir George Radcliffe 
answere~ ~he parliamentary asents in behalf of the committee for Irish 
l3Rushworth, V, 909-916. 
l4Ibid., PP. 901-04. 
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affairs. Like Ormond, the committee believed these proposals contained 
"an high d~gree of malice.,,15 They could not be granted on three major 
counts: (1) They were not representative of Protestant opinion in 
Ireland. (2) The &santa had not acted in accordance w1th the 41rect1Qns 
given to them by Irish Protestants. (3) It would be impossible for the 
king to grant these terms and then. hope to conclude a peace with the Irish 
Confederates. l6 The king, however, assured these ~ents that he would 
willingly pursue the war unless honorable terms of peace were agreed upon. 
The Confederates, too, were no~ dismissed without being given some hope. 
Charles answered that he could not declare the penal laws void, but he 
promised their moderate administration. A new parliament could be 'assembled,_ 
but Poynings' Law could not be suspended. The king was thus in a very 
awkward po~ition. The parliamentary agents stood firmly by even their 
r . 
most unreasonable ~emanda; they claimed that if the king were desirous of 
peace he should give his approval to those terms laid down by the English 
i 
parliament. If he did so, he would not find himself lacking men, money, 
Or supplies for the Irish war. The Catholics were willing to relax some 
of the:i..r demands, but they would never g:i..ve their support to "laws which 
would bring upon them a persecution odious in all nations, and force them 
either to renounce ~heir reiig10n or abandon their country."l? Having 
been unable to ans~er either commission satisfactorily, the King's council 
! 
decided to relieve themselves of the whole burden and turn the management 
of the treaty over to.the Marqu1~ of Ormond. 
15carte, III, 103. . 
l6R~shworth, V. 905. 
17carte, III, 110. 
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The marquis was not entirely sat~sfied with having the· charge of 
transacting this touchy affair entrusted to him. The fact that his entire 
estate lay in Ireland and could not be enjoyed except in time of peace 
and the fact that the majority of his relatives and friends were Catholics, 
would make all his actions subject to gross misconstruction. Any peace 
that he negotiated granting concessions to Catholics would pave the way 
for accusations of favoritism and personal interests. On the other hand, 
it was quite likely that Catholics would expect inordinate conce~s1ons 
from a countryman and bitterly resent any refusals. In this instance the 
.) 
marquis once again showed a marked reluctance to act upon his own initia-
I 
tive. He lamented that "in addition to all these miseryes, I am totaly in 
the darke as to his majestie's pleasure, (which is the sight I have pro-
posed to guide all my actions by,) • • • ,,18 His situat~on would have been 
greatly simplified if the king had been obliging enough to send his express 
directions for transacting the peace negotiations. 
As Charles' 'position in England grew steadily more desperate, the 
necessity of an Irish peace and an Irish army for his services grew more 
urgent. Ormond was commissioned at the end of June to make peace with the 
Irish. He could not promise that the penal laws would be repealed, but he 
could extend the king's assurance that they would be administered with 
moderation. A new parliament would be summoned, but Poynings' Law could 
not be suspended. Educational institutions would be opened for Catholics, 
but they would be governed according to royal statutes. The court of wards 
would be regulated, but not abolished. The passage of an act of oblivion 
l8Carte , VI, 153. 
was left to the discretion of the Lord Lieutenant. It these terms proved 
satisfactory to the Confederate Catholics the king promised to treat with 
particulars at a later date. If Ormond could not persuade them to accept 
these concessions he was instructed to renew the cessation. The defeat 
of the royalist army at Marston Moor on July 2, 1644, however, made it 
imperative that Ormond arrange a speedy peace. On~ July 26 he rec'eived a 
commission to re-open negotiations with the Confederates. The kinsts Will 
I was immediately made known to Muskerry, and on August 10 the General 
Assembly appointed agents to treat for peace. The men were given full 
authority to cbnclude a peace. Which ,any five of them considered reasonable. 
, 
Ormond proceeded to obey the kingts instructions, but he did so 
without great enthusiasm and without an7 conviction that a mutual agree-
ment might be reached. Writing to Digby on July 30 he professed to 
have little ground to hope that this comission will 
effect that for which it was sent: to witt, the con-
cludeing of such a peace as may be for his majestie's 
honnor, or tor the just and reasonable satisfaction of 
his protestant subjects; or that the Irish will agree 
to a new cessation, unless uppon such conditions as 
will more certainely destroy us then a warr, and almost 
in as short a tyme.19 
The propositions of the Irish commissioners differod little from 
those set down at Oxford, and they received an almost identical response. 
I 
Ormond's commissioners opposed any repeal of the acts which they demanded; 
all they offered w~ a promise that they would not be strictly enforced if 
the Irish professedrtheir loyalty. And, even though the Lord Lieutenant's 
i' 
~egot1at1ng powors had been increased in July, he had no intention of 
modifYing the king's answer to the Confederate Catholics; nor would he 
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consider the passage of a general act of oblivion. The security 9f Irish 
Protestants, he maintained, hinged upon the punishment of the rebels. The 
Confederates were reminded that the secur~ty of these persons was the pri-
mary objective or the proposed peace. Concerning the penal laws, Ormond 
observed that no blood had been shed on their account 
behalf 
agreed 
to the 
I 
arid tha~ most of the statutes complained of had been made 
when the whole nation was of one religion, and did not 
really concern. religion, so much as the suppression ot a 
foreign jurisdiction ••• 20 
I 
As the proceedings continued, the marquis set forth demands_in 
or the king and the Protestants in Ireland. The Confederate agents 
to restore ~l cities, towns, forts, and arms in' their possession 
king. -They also agreed to pay all rents, customs, and duties Owed 
before August 7,1641, but they would not pay thei30,800 stipulated by' 
the cessation or surrender the customs of Ross and Wexford. The former, 
they cla.i.med I had already been paid j the latter belonged to then. They 
would make' no commitment regarding the restoration and repair of Protes-
tant churches, though they did agree to restore all castles and estates 
held by Protestants at the oatbreak of the rebellion. Since they were· 
convinced that the Catholic gentry had suffered greater losses at the 
hands of the Irish rebels than did the Protestants,. they were reluctant to 
pay the compensation claimed by Protestants. Ormond even succeeded in 
persuading the Irish commissioners to modify their religious demands • 
20 
. If the answers to their other propositions were.satisfac-
tory, Brown assured Ormond that their party would be more 
Carte, II~, 135. 
1 
\ 
I 
moderate upon the religious question b~cause of the 
prejUd~e certain conces~ons might at present bring 
upon tie king's affairs. 
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Even so, Ormond would not agree to the suspension of Ppynings' Law or the 
passage of an act of oblivion. 
Negotiations terminated in October, since neither party could come 
to terms on the religious'issue and the matter of an act of oblivion; the 
cessation was extended until January 31, 1645. Colonel Jack Barry was en-
charged to give Charles an account ot the negotiations an~ also to offer 
the Lord Lieutenant's resignation. Ormond did not desire to quit his 
office through fear or disloyalty, but simply because he was faced with 
tinancial ruin or the unsavory alternative of becoming "subject to the 
insolencies of the Irish coYenanters, from either of which dishonours he 
humbly desired to be seasonably relieved.,,22 
Charles was unwilling to accept Ormond's ofter. He. responded by 
giving him almost dictatorial powers in Ireland and sending over ,Lord 
George Digby to assist him in the peace negotiations. The king realized 
the great financial lossee which the ,marquis had suffered in his service 
and promised to repay him as soon as it was feasible. At the present, 
however, he was most anxious lito shew his sense of the. marquis of Ormond's 
losses and services by ~uch grants and favours as were at present in his 
power. n23 On May 10 Ormond's son Thomas, Lord Ossory, was knighted. In 
consideration of the marquis' great expenditures in his service. Charles 
directed e:rrectual grants to be made to the said marquis 
and his heirs of so many of the manors and lands of the 
2lCoonan, p. 186. 
22Carte •. III,139. 
2.3 Ibid., p. 140• 
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crown as should amount to one hundred pounds a year 
for every thousand pounds which ~e had expended in 
the service, or were due to him for his enterta1nments.~ 
The k1ng're-emphasized the necessity that peace be speedily con-
eluded; it was th/ onl~ course open for safeguarding the Protestant inter-
est in Ireland, b t it must be accomplished on reasonable terms. Reason-
able terms did not include the repeal of the penalrlaws or the suspension 
of Poynings' Law. He did promise, however. that once a peace was arranged 
the penal laws would not be enforced. 
And further, that when the Irish give me that assistance, 
which they have promised, tor the suppressing of this re-
bellion, and I 'shall be restored to my rights, then I will 
conscent to the repeale of them by law. nut all th~~e 
against appeales to Roome and premuniry must stand. 
Ormond thought it p~op1~1ous at this time to seek authorization to 
receive the submission of willing-rebels and grant them pardon fdr life 
and estate. The king offered no objections. In addition to Ormond's 
proposals, he ordered that the speaker and members of the Irish House ot· 
\ 
Commons nullify the order Which expelled all members who r~fused to take 
the oath of supremacy. No,~ention was made ot any further relaxation in 
religious legislation, however. 
\Vhile representatives ot both ~he king and the Confederate Catholics 
were negotiating for peace the general state of affairs in Ireland gre~ 
progressively more confusing. There was no cohesion among the Protestant 
forces. Both Inchiquin ~d Monroe waged war 1n the name of parliament, 
Z4Carte. III, 139. 
25Ibid., v. 10. 
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but each directed their efforts independently of the other. The Confeder-
atea were somewhat more unified, but the old jealousy and rivalry between 
the Old Irish and the Old English had developed into a contest between 
secular and religious powers. While the Old English professed staunch 
devotion to the interests of the Catholic Church, they were also vitally 
concerned with safeguarding the'ir estates and regaining political influence. 
The distrust with which their commanders O'Neill and Castlehaven ~iewed 
each other greatly weakened their military position; no real progress had 
been made against Mon!oe and Inchiquin. 
The weaknesses of the Confederacy enabled Ormond to successfully 
employ delaying tactics in the negotiations, but he still treated them 
with caution lest the war be renewed. As the king's straits intensified 
he grew more willing to make concessions'. ' The Confederates, in ,turn, in-
creased their demands. By October 1644 the Irish Catholics were fairly 
well satisfied with the political concessions to which the king had agreed, 
but they would not moderate their principal religious demands. Ormond, 
believing himself to be acting in accordance with Charles' wishes, would 
not concede. 
The Assembly whiah met on May 15, 1645 agreed to drop the proposi-
tion for the suspension of Poynings9 Law, but made the additional demand 
that Ormond obtain royal permission to appoint an equal number of Catholics 
and Protestant office holders in Ireland. Ormond refused; he considered 
it an infringement of the king's prerogative. At length, he issued a 
paraphrased listing of those concessions offered at Oxford. The demand 
for a free parliament was ignored and Catholics were only to be allowed 
the "quiet pract1ce" of their religion. These proposals were rejected by 
all but the most moderate members ot the Assembly~ 
6} 
On June 12 a committee was appointed to draft the minimum conditions 
under which they iOUld consider peace. While they were conferring they 
received news of ,he di~astrous de!eat at Naseby on June 14. This put 
i 
the Confederates in an advantageous bargaining position. If, as some of 
them enthusiastically. pointed out, an Irish army were the kingls only sal-
vation, w~y not make him pay the highest price for i~. In mid-June 
Patrick Darcy and Geoffrey Brown were sent to Dublin to renew the treaty. 
Their new demands were presented to Ormond on the 19th. The Confederate 
agents expressed willingness to conclude a treaty, but only on the basis 
of the Oxford proposals. In addition, they demanded the passage o! a 
parliamontary act guaranteeing that none of these articles ever be repealed. 
Ormond considered these proposals to be an unreasonable attempt on the 
part of the Confederates to take advantage o! the kingls difficulties. 
He was, however, willing to make minor concessions, but as was expected, 
no agreement was reached; both parties merely voted for an extension of 
the truce. The cessation was renewed at the beginning of September and 
Ormond returned to Dublin. N~gqtiations were not discontinued, but no 
progress was made. The Confederates would modify neither their major 
political nor re11gious t demands. One of the principal obstacles to peace 
at this time was the Irish demand for the control of churches; this, 
Ormond would definitely not tolerate. 
The king maintained. that he sought peace to ensure the security of 
his Protestant subjects in Ireland, but he was also relYing on the use of 
an Irish army to assist in his struggle against the parliamentarians. 
Realizing the sincerity a! the Marquis of Ormond's religious convictions, 
and fearful that his lieutenant might allow the Protestant interest to 
impede the settlement of peace, he turned to. a new negotiator to assist 
in the making of prce• 
Edward Somerset, t e Earl 
On December 27, 1644 Ormond was informed of 
of Glamorgan's proposed arrival in Ireland. 
I 
He was advised Uto ingage him in all possible wayes to further the peace 
there; which he hath promised to doe. fl26 
Glamorgan arrived in Dublin in August 1645. . His purpose was un-
doubtedly.to aid Ormond with the negotiations and to try and persuade the 
Confederates to content themselves with the repeal of the penal laws. The 
Confederates, however, were demanding much more at this point. On May 31 
they had declared themselves opposed to any peace which did not guarantee 
their continued possession of all churches then in their hands. In the 
middle o'f the following month when negotiations were resumed Vii th Ormond 
they reaffirmed this stand and also asserted that they would accept no 
ecclestiastical jurisdiction that did not come from Rome. The Confederates, 
it must be noted, were in a rather precarious position to be making such 
demands. Monroe and the Scots had stormed through Ulster without having 
met serious resistance, and Belling's mission to the pope had failed to 
secure money or supplies. Nevertheless, the Ibish agents considered it a 
point of honor not to yield on the two issues in question. Ormond persist-
ed in keeping his instructions from the king a secret, and Glamorgan was 
soon faced by a situation for which he was not prepared. The matter relat-
ing to the possession of churches had arisen after he had received his in-
structions from the king. 
In August Glamorgan journeyed to Kilkenny where he presented the 
Supreme Council vdth three documents signed by the king empowering him to 
conclude a secret peace. The first dated January 6, 1645 authorized him. 
26 Carte, V, 7. 
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to levy and command any number of troops in Ireland. By the second, dated 
January 12, the king promised 
that whatsoever you shall perform, as warranted under our 
signature, pocket signet, or private mark, or even by word 
of mouth, without further ceremony, we do, on the word of 
a king and a Christian, promise to make good to all intents 
and purposes, as effectually as if your authority from us 
had been under the great seal of England ••• 27 
The dispatch date/MarCh 12 empowered him 
'to Tre~t and Conclude with the Confederate Roman Catholicks 
in our 'Kingdom of Ireland, if upon N~cessity any be to be 
condescended unto, wherein our Lieutenant cannot so well 
be seen in, as not fit for us at the present publickly to 
own~ Therefore we charge you to proceed acco~ding to this 
our Warrant, with all possible Secresy ••• 2~ 
According, to Samuel R. Gardiner, however, the correspondence of January 
12 did not refer to the Irish peace, but to negotiations Glamorgan was 
charged with to the pope and Cathol~c princes to raise money for the 
maintenance of the troops in Ireland. 29 
Though he was bound to act in conjunction with Ormond's advice, it 
is easy to understand why Glamorgan no longer felt bound by instructions 
which were in no way pertinent to the present situationi and, his commission 
from Charles had authorized him to do almost anything which he considered 
expedient, As a Catholic, the question of the churches probably did not 
cause him any undue concern and 
he was most anxious to gather under his command that Irish 
army which was to relieve'his master from his difficulties 
27Dirclt,s Life of the r1arguis of Worcester. Cited in Gard1n~r,' II, 
28Ru h ' s worth,. VI, 243. 
29Gardiner, II, 167-68. 
in England, but of which not a man would ever be levied 
unless he could come to terms with the Confederates. 30 
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Relying on his commission of March 12 Glamorgan proceedod to con-
clude a secret treaty with the Confederates. The articles qf tho Glamorgan 
. treaty granted free and public exercise of religion to Catholics; secured 
possession of all churches and benefices held by Catholics in October 1641; 
and exempted Catholics from Protestant jurisdiction. The Confederates, for 
their part, promised to send 10,000 armed men under Glamorgan's command to 
serve the king's cause in England. The negotiations were met enthusiasti-
cally by both th~ Old English faction and the ecclesiastical representa-
tives. :Only Scarampi and his Old Irish followers opposed the idea of 
making one peace secretly and the other publicly. Supporting "Glamorgan's 
project, would, he said, disjoin the religious from the political articles 
and leave Ormond free to repudiate the former. u3l His protests went un-
heeded. A defeasance was added to the articles on the following day 
expressing that the lord Herbert (therein called the earl 
of Glamorgan) did no way intend thereby to oblige his 
majesty, other than himself should please, after he re-
ceived those ten thousand men, as a pledge and testimony 
of the said Roman catholics' loyalty and fidelity to his 
majesty. • ,32 
This affixture, however, was to be kept secret -- even from Charles -- un-
less Glamorgan, after using every means in his povter, failed to persuade 
him to accept the treaty. 
?QGardiner, III, 33. 
31coonan, pp. 194-95. 
32Carte. III, 201. 
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A short time after giving instructions to Glamorgan, Charles noti-
fied Ormond on what terms he was willing to make peace. If a reasonable 
agreement could not be reached the cessation was to be renewed for another 
year. This was to be accomplished even if he were forced to ally with the 
Confederates against the scots and Inchiquin.33 If a peace were concluded 
and the Irish remained as loyal subjects the penal laws would not be en-
forced. If the Irish assisted the king in regaining his rights the penal 
statutes would be repealed by an act of parliament. All laws dealing with 
, I 
appeals to Rome and Praemunire» however, were to remain in effect.34 A 
month later the Lord Lieutenant was directed that if peace could not be 
reached Jupon these terms he was to avoid an open rupture with the Confed-
erates and merely 90n~inue the cessation. 35 Within days, however, the 
d'esperatenesa 0 f his situation drove Charles to command Ormond to make ' 
peace at any.costo/ In his letter of February 27.1645 the king admitted 
that unless a peace'were concluded he could no.longer hope for- the pre-
i 
servation of his Protestant subjects in Ireland. The English rebels, he 
claimed, had given Ireland to the command of the Scots and they now aimed 
at nothing less than the extirpation of religion and royal power. Peace 
must be concluded at any price» and 
if the suspension of Poinings act for such bills as shall 
be agreed on betweene you there, and the present taking 
away of the penall laws against papists by a law will doe 
it, I shall not thinke it a hard bargaine ••• 36 
33carte , v, 9. 
34Ibide, p. 10. 
35Ibid. J p. J.2. 
36Ibid., p. 13. 
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The resumption of peace negotiations was not without difficulties, but 
they would have b~en greatly facilitated had the Lord Lieutenant revealed 
to the Confederate commissioners the concessions to which Charles had 
I 
agreed. According to Carte, Ormond doubted that even those concessions 
would appease the Confederates. He was also 9ptimistic that' a qual~fica-
tion of the penal statutes might serve the same end. For this reason he 
thought "it would be a dangerous improvidence to let them know more would 
be granted • .,37 H7.did' however. fee~ obligated to take the necessary steps 
to acquaint Char11s with a list of those measures which would sAtisfy the 
I 
Confederates. 
Scarampi and some members of the assembly were suspicious of Glamor-
ganls authorization and pressed other members to seek peace with Ormond 
through proper channels. On August 29 Confederate agents approached the 
marquis to ally with them against the Scots in Ulster. Their appeal met 
no response. Glamorgan, too, was unsuccessful in persuading him to join 
their forces, but by September 9 the promise of 10,000 Confederate soldiers 
for the ~~ng's service in England moved the Lord Lieutenant to re-open 
negotiations in Dublin. 
The discussions ~ragged for over two months. Ormond was willing 
to offer minor religious concessions, but would not treat the major issues 
without explicit directions from the king and his c'ouncil. He opposed the 
passage of an act of oblivion, since he believed it would terrify the 
English and the Protestants. As for Poynings l Law, he would "by no meanes 
advise it should be g~ven way unto; 'for it would be an ill precedent, and 
would give cause of feare to such of the English as would not understand 
37Carte, III, 186. 
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the restriction ••• 1138 The ldng t however, after having been informed 
of the utmost caution with which his lieutenant was acting, commanded him 
by a letter on October 22 lito execute the directions I sent to you the 
27th of February last I • ,,,39 
The peace proceedings, which at this point had given no tangible 
benefits to either Protestants or Catholics, were complicated further by 
the arrival of Giovanni Battista Rinucinni, papal nuncio to Ireland, on 
October 21, 1645. The nuncio had been delegated by Pope Innocent X to 
establish' freedom of religious practite for Catholics and to oppose the 
making of any peace that was not based upon religious terms. Shortly 
after his arrival, commissioners from the General Assembly were appointed 
to acquaint him.with the general state of affairs concerning the peace 
negotiations. The nuncio reacted with great alarm to the fact that the 
Confederate agents were on the verge of concluding a peace based on polit-
ical terms, while the religious issues were to be left to the king's dis-
cretion. In December the nuncio convinced Glamorgan that even if satis-
factory political terms were agreed upon, with Ormond, ~hey should not be 
published until a religious settlement had been made. The concessions 
.offered by Ormond, he emphasized, were grossly inadequate: the Protestant 
ascendency would continue undisturbed; Ireland would continue to be governed 
by a Protestant yiceroy; Catholic archbishops would be barred from sitting 
in Parliament; the. new educational institutions would be under Protestant 
jurisdiction; and lastly, Ormond would be virtually entrusted with dicta-
torial powers. 40 
, 38 Carte, VI, 323. 
39Ibid •• p. 325. 
40 Coonan, p. 207. 
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Rinucinni's stubborness was largely responsible for the drawing up 
of what has come to be known as the second Glamorgan treaty. Acting in 
the king's behalf, the earl promised that Ireland would never again be 
governed by a Protestant Lord Lieutenant; that Catholic bishops would be 
allowed parliamentary seats; and that a Catholic university would be 
founded. Such a treaty, however, could have no basis beyond th.' Ie 
general powers with which Glamorgan had been previously entrusted. It 
could not be sUccessfully concluded unless Ormond's permission were 
secured. This was not likely. A copy of the secret treaty had· been dia-
cover~d on the person of the Archbishop of Cashel, slain during a skir-
mish near Sligo. Lord Digby was especially scandalized by the earlts 
claim to be acting in the king's name. At Digby's insistence Glamorgan 
was arrested the day after Christmas and confined in Dublin Castle. On 
the following day the over zealous e~l was examined in a manner flso as 
to shield Charles while accumulating blame upon his agent. n41 It was not 
attempted to prove that the Glamorgan documents were forgeries, however, 
for both Ormond and Digby were convinced, of their genuineness. 42 
Ch~les could not honestly say that Glamorgan had not been author-
ized to act without the-Lord Lieutenant 1 s advice, but his intention had 
never been "that Glamorgan should treate any thing without your LPrmond1s] 
aprobation, much less without your knowledge. u43 By January 21 the Earl 
of Glamorgan had regained his liberty, for Charles believed it had been 
"m1sguyed zeall more than any mallice, which brought this great misfortune 
4lBagwell, II, 105. 
42Ibid • 
43Carte, V, 16. Brackets are my own. 
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on him and us all. 1I44 The earl left the confines of Dublin Castle full 
of promises. At Kilkenny he continued to urge the Supreme Council to 
reach an agreement on the political treaty with Ormond, and to give him 
3,000 men for the relief of Chester. 
R1nuc1nn1 waG by now anxious to arrange some settlement with Ormond, 
but he promptly reconsidered his stand when word reached him that Sir 
Kenelm Digby, the queen's representative in Rome, had concluded terms sur-
passing even those of Glamorgan. Not only were Catholics to be given full 
religious liberties and an independent parliament~ but control of Dublin 
and the fortresses then held by the king's soldiers. When this was accom-
plished ~he pope promised to give the queen a sum equivalent tOo{36,OOO. 
When l2,OOO.Irish foot were sent to England by the Supreme Council, a like 
sum would be granted. In exchange i9r this aid Charles was expected to 
repeal the penal laws in England, grant civil equality to English Catholics, 
and maintain a large Catholic standing army. The papal promises, however, 
were retracted when Charles became a prisoner of the Scots. 45 
The contents of the Roman treaty were revealed at the February 7, 
1646 meeting of the General Assembly. Supporters of the Ormond peace, . 
however, held a slight majority and pressed for an agreement based on a 
slight revision of those proposals. On February 9 Rinucinni issued a 
denouncement of the Ormond peace and urged the acceptance of the Roman 
articles. Mountgarret, Muskerry, and several others, however, had no faith 
in the Roman treaty; they argued that since the Idng had agreed to their 
political demands and would allow them freedom of conscience and the qUiet 
44carte, V, 16. 
4?R. T. Peterson, Sir Kenelm Di&b~ (Cambridge, Massachusetts: 
Harvard University Press, 1956), pp. 219-20. 
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practice of their religion, nothing further was necessary. They consider-
ed it their obligation to trust,that the king would make further concessions 
when his current difficulties had been settled. 46 
On March 6 the Assembly gave their unanimous approval to the articles 
of the Ormond treaty and apPointed a commisSion to conclude the formalities 
of peace. The articles were signed and sealed on the 28th. In exchange 
for the services of 10,000 Irish soldiers, Catholics were relieved from 
subscribing to the oath of supremacy; a free parliament was to be called; 
all indictments, attainders, and outlawries against Catholics: or their 
heirs from August 7, 1641 were declared vOid; estates in Connaught, Clare, 
and Limerick were to be secured by a,parliamentary act; civil ~quality 
was awarded to Catholics; permiSSion was given for the establishment of 
Catholic educational institutions; places of profit, honor, and trust were 
to be made available to Catholics; the court of wards was abolished in 
exchange for~12,000 paid per annum; and a general act of oblivion was to 
be passed. 47 Charles, however, was held under no obligation to honor these 
terms unless he received the prescribed military aid. 
46carte , III, 226-27. 
47Rushworth, VI, 402-13. 
: ·CHAPTER V 
THE FAILURE OF TH~ ORMOND PtACm AND THE SURRENDER OF DUBLIN 
The conclusion of peace with the Confedera'te Catholics was a tri-
umph for the Lord ~ieutenant, but its enjoyment proved to be short-lived. 
The papal nuncio, always suspicious of any negotiations with Ormond, con-
sidered th.e peace useless since it relied exclusively upon the 'king's word 
and his abili ty 'to,;.:k.eep his promise. If royal. power were destroyed in 
England', Ireland IS onlY:..,hope for survival would res t upon the possi bili ty 
of foreign aid. On June 8, 1646 t~e nuncio made a formal protest against 
any treaty that might be made without the consent of the pope or which 
did not ensure simultaneous publication of both the religious and the 
political terms. 1 His position was strengthened after Ormond received 
a letter from Charles dated July 11. In this letter, written at Newcastle, 
the king acknowledged that the security of his Protestant subjects in 
Ireland had necessitated the conclusion of peace, but that now, 
for many reasons, too long for a letter, we thinke fitt 
to require you to proceede no further in treaty with the 
rebells, nor to engage us upon any conditions with them 
after Bight hereof. 2 
King Charles, however, was able to notify Lord Digby that'he was no 
longer at liberty and that Ormond was to proceed with his negotiations. 
Digby immediately issued a declaration 
l carte , III, 246. 
2Ibid ., VI, 392. 
I 
I 
that the said letter of the 11th of June is either a sur~ 
reptitious letter, or a forced one from his majeatie, or 
procured uppon some false information of the state of his 
aff'aires • • .' And I doe further declare with the same 
solemnitie and engagement of my life, that if the peace 
or Ireland shall not bee presently concluded, the hinder-
ers of it are the occasion of subverting and destroying 
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the maine foundation resolved and laid by his majestie, for 
the recovery of his own, his crowne, and posteritie's 
rights ••• 3 . 
Digby's declaration satis'fied the Supreme Council and the publication of 
the peace was ordered on July 29~ All persons who disobeyed the articles 
were to be considered rebels and traitors. 
The publication of the treaty caused a definite split in the Con-
federate ranks. As~: soon as it was known that the peace had been made 
Rinuccini summoned the Irish clergy to form a national synod ,in Waterford. 
After several days of debating. the Ormond peace was declared. Limerick, 
Cashel. Clonmel, Kilk~nny, Galway, Wexford, and New Ross were urged to 
forbid the publication of the articles. Persons having taken the oath 
of association now adhering to the peace were threatened with excommuni-
cation. Towns publishing the treaty were threatened with interdict. On 
August 6 Dr. Roberts was sent by Ormond to proclaim the peace at Water-
ford, Kilkenny, and oth~r cities in the Protestant quarter. He succeed-
ed at Kilkenny and Caehel. but Was refused entry to Waterford and Clonmel. 
In Limerick the effort resulted in a riot. An enraged mob fell upon 
those who supported the peace; the mayor barely escaped with his life. 
While the nobility and gentry were willing to support the peace despite 
the nuncio's censures, it was soon apparent that the common people and 
the soldiers were loath to incur the wrath of the clergy. Rinuccini 
3carte, VI, 419-20. 
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had the support of both these parties, and even more importantly, he was 
supported by General Owen Roe -O'Neill. O'Neill's power and influence 
were at this time at their greatest height. On June 5 the Ulster Irish 
under O'Neill's command inflicted a crushing defeat on Generai Monroe and 
his Scots at Benburb. Monroe fled without his coat or wig to Lisnegarvey 
leaving some 3,000 parliamentary soldiers dead upon the field. Rinuccin1 
viewed this event as a decisive step on the road to an ultimate victory. 
It was particularly gratifying since the- credit belonged solely to the 
Ulster Irish, 
and in no sense to the Supreme Councilor ·to any who 
favoured Ormond's peace. And, moreover, the efficiency 
of O'Neill's army was mainly due to the Pope's money, 
brought over and distributed to Rinuccini himse1f. 4 
The Supreme Council received news of O'Neill's triumph less enthusiasti-
cally. They believed it to be only a tactical success, but they were 
also alarmed by the increasing strengthl.of the Old Irish element of the 
population. O'Neill, however, did not capitalize upon his victory. The 
scots were allowed to retreat and were given time to reform their army. 
The Ulster general offered no explanations for his actions. He may have' 
feared that Sir Robert Stewart would invade Tyrone during his absence, 
but a shortage of funds and supplies may also have been instrumental in 
causing his inactivity. In the wake of victory he merely collected rein-
forcements and awaited further instructions' from Kilkenny. 
While the ecclesiastical synod was sitting in Waterford, Nicholas 
Plunket and Patrick Darcy arrived to speak in the name of the Supreme 
Council. The envoys assured the clergy that the Supreme Council would 
4Bagwel1, II, 117. 
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continua to negotiate until the religious concessions were confirmed by 
law. They had been given Ormond's word that the churches in their posses-
sian would not be restored to Protestants. They re-emphasized the fact 
that they were only urging the peace as lIan emergency settlement, a ,step-
, (r 
ping s~one to better things. n5 ~he clergy, however, had little faith in 
the possibility that Ormond would grant further religious concessions 
once a definite peace was settled. The articles, as they stood, were 
hardly a basis for laying down arms. 
In addition to threatening all parsons who attempted to maintain 
the' Ormond peace with excommunication, Rinuccin1 and the clerical synod ' 
, . ' 
cdrew up a new oath of associat~on in which all Confederates were required 
to swear that they would accept none but an honorable peace giving secu~ 
~ 
rity for full religious freedom. Stipulations for such a peace were soon 
presented to Plunket and Darcy. 
The modestest of them was, that Preston and Owen a'Neile 
should, tor their greater· security in the army, be made 
general of the horse, and major general of the field, and 
that they two should apgoint commanders:for all the inferi-
Or charges in the army. 
Other requirements calied for the publication of the Glamorgan treaty; 
the repeal of the penal laws; the suspension of poyningsl Law; the re~ 
tention of all churches until a free parliament should determine other-
wise; Catholic control of the proposed unive~sities; the levying of no 
new taxation; and a guarantee that Catholics'might enjoy their ancient 
possessions. If these proved unacceptable to the Supreme Council, the 
5Coonan, p. 228. 
6Carte , III, 257. 
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congregation demanded that the Confederate gover~ent continue to function 
until the pope's and the king'a position on religious concessions might 
be known, or that a General Assembly be summoned immediately to deter-
mine whether or not it would be expedient to accept peace. If either 
of these conditions were satisfied the clerical assembly would offer its 
support to a Confederate alliance against the Puritans. 
General Preston was an Ormondist at heart~ peace had been proclaim-
ed in his camp on August 12. Unfortunately, his army was not excommuni-
cation proof. On August 16 he reversed his stand. He claimed ,that he had 
proclaimed the peace through an ignorance of the real state of affairs in 
Irelandl. The Supreme Council sent, Sir Robert Talbot to reason With him, ,', 
but his pleading was ,to no avail. When it became evident that Preston 
had joined with O'Neill and was marching to Kilkenny, the Supreme Council 
dispatched Castlehaven to sol~cit Ormond's assistance. Ormond, 
Clanr1ckard., and Digby left Dublin 'on August 28 with 1,500 foot and 500 
'horse. The Lord Lieutenant's last act before marching south was to send 
Daniel O'Neill to confer with his uncle. The former was empowered to 
make conSiderable offers if the Ulster general would abide by the peace. 
Owen Roe would be given custody of all lands in the O'Neill territory 
belonging to the king's enemies and a confirmation of his comm~d.7 
Needless to say, Ormond could only offer promises; the nunciO was able 
to provide money_ On August 29 Daniel O'Neill reported that his uncle 
had ordered a general rendezvous in Cavan of all troops under his 
command, and that the combined force intended to march against the Scots 
who were reportedly camped in Armagh. The Supreme Council, however. 
7Carte, III, 257 • 
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believed this to be a cover for O'Neill's real design. They had recent-
ly intercepted dispatches which confirmed their worst tears; O'Neill and 
Monroe had agreed to a cessation lasting until May 1. Their plans were 
to attack either Kilkenny or Dublin. 8 
PD August 31 the Lord ~eutenant was welcomed ceremoniously w1th 
all the hqnors fitting his position by the citizens of Kilkenny. 
Installed in Ormond castle, he was entertained with mag-
nificsnt festivities, including 'stage plays,' poetical 
addresses, and 'gratulatory odes,' in English, French, 
and Latin. 9 
Convinced that the people of Kilkenny,were anxious to be assured of his 
majesty's protection, the marquis progressed to'his estate at Carrick-
I 
on-Suir from where 'he hoped to negotiate with Inchiquin and the clerical 
assembly. Castlehaven was immediately dispatched to Rinuccin1 to ask 
that delegates journey to Kilkenny to discuss the propositions which 
they had recently submitted. The nuncio gave no response. Ormond was 
then determined to visit Caehel and summon an assembly of the leading 
personages to discuss peace. Fearing the wrath of Owen Roe O'Neill 
who was camped nearby, the citizens denied him entrance. He then retired 
to Clonmel where he met a second rebuff. Before he returned to Carrick, 
Ormond was notified that Inchiquin had rejected his overtures. The peace, 
he claimed, was ruinous to the Protestant cause in Ireland. By Septem-
ber 8 Sir Robert Talbot warned the marquis that if the Glamorgan treaty 
were not accepted O'Neill or the O'Byrnes of Wicklow would prevent his 
i 
return to Dublin. Ormond went to Kilkenny,~but the mayor begged him to 
I 
8carte • III, 260. 
9Coonan, p. 231. 
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leave. ' The mobs which had only a short time before welcomed him, now 
turned on him. His baggage was sacked and all ,the reminders of hi.s 
triumphant entry were razed. Ormond was adverse to returning to Dublin; 
he feared that it would terminate all efforts tQ reach a peace, but not 
wishing to, place the lives ~r those who accompanied him in danger, he 
fled to Dublin with all possible haste. 
The troops reached Dublin on September 13. The Lord Lieutenant ha~ 
reaped no other fruits from his expedition but to be con-
vinced, as well of the vanity of depending any longer up-
'on the Irish confederates, as of the necessity of applying 
elsewhere for succours to oppose 'the designs ot those that 
10 governed them • • • 
In order to gain time to fortify Dublin or to come to terms with parlia-
I C' 
,ment, Ormond instructed Lord Digby to remain in Kilkenny and continue 
negotiating with the Confederates. The Confederates were urged to ally 
with the Lord Lieutenant in exchange for the, promise of further ~~ligious 
concessions. The ~onfederate Catholics, however, would have nothing to, 
do with promises. The clergy made it very clear that they would not be 
satis,tied with anything short of a confirmation of the Glamorgan treaty 
with the inclusion of Bome articles proposed by the pope. They would 
not even agree to an extension of the cessation.ll 
On September 10, anxious to appear well affected toward the crown, 
the clerical party published a declaration of loyalty. In the past, they 
noted, they had permitted the signing of a truce to their own disadvan-
tage; they had granted considerable sums of money to Ormond; and even now, 
lOcarte, III, 264. 
llIbid,. p. 265. 
i' 
they were willing to sacrifice their lives and fortunes in the king's 
service if they received sufficient assurance that their religious 
liberties would be guaranteed. 
~ 
\. 'ito , r. 
At this pbint Rinuccini felt confident that the resources of his 
party were sufficient to drive the Puritans from Ireland. On September 
18, accompanied by generals O'Neill and Preston and the Waterford clergy, 
he entered Kilkenny •. The leaders of the Supreme Council were arrested . 
and the Ormond peace declared null and void. On the 26th O'Neill and 
Preston assisted the clergy in the selection of a new council. 'The four 
bishops and the eight laymen who composed the new body were to .have the 
same powers as their predecessors. Rinuccini, as president, was granted 
al~ost dictatorial powers in both spiritual and temporal affairs. 
Glamorgan was appointed general of Munster in Muskerry's stead and was 
promised the Lord Lieutenancy of Ireland in the event ot Ormond's depar~~· 
tur.e. By the end of September 1646 the clerical party, nso much despised 
by the Ormondists, were in the twinkling of an eye masters of the king-
The Marquis of Ormond, hav~ng already mortgaged his estate to main-
tain his army, could not raise the funds necessary to provide for the 
defense at Dublin. The city's fall was inevitable; it would soon be 
necessary to capitulate either to the Irish rebels or the Engl1sh rebels. 
On September '26 the marqUis sent an urgent dispatch to Westminster for 
aid in defending Dublin against the Irish rebels. He offered to continue 
in .his present capacity or to resign in favor of parliament's choice. 
i 
On the following'day. he notified the king of 
12carte 
, , , 266. 
I, 
the unvaoydable necessity, that, for the preservation of 
this kingdom to your majesty and your'royall posterity, 
inforces us to a present applicat1~~ for assistance to 
your parliament of England, from whom, in order to their 
owne futUre security, soe evidently threatned and in-
dangered in the 106se of this place. wee may expect 
present rol~efeJ of what small consideration soever with 
them the personall destruction of us, that have Belled 
your =ajeaty 1n a way d1epleAa~ns to thom, mAY be. 
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Ormond assured the king that he had no alternative. Parliamentary aid 
was necessary to pres,erve both the Protestant religion and the English 
interest in Ireland. It would also prevent the Confederates from placing 
Ireland under a ~oreign protector. 
Sir Fran~is Willoughby ~d Sir Paul Davys were appointed to nego-
tiate with parliament. They requested that the Lord'Lieutenant and his 
1 , 
officers be employed in reducing and preserving the kingdomi tha~?OOO_ 
foot and 500 horse be sent to Dublin with sufficient supplies to main-
tain them;' th~t ~ee months\ wages 'be given t~ those soldiers already 
in Dublin; that all Protestants who had loyally adhered to the king since 
October 23, 1641. and those who had never supported the rebels ~e guaran-
teed security of life and estate; that the Common Prayerbook not be 
suppressed; that the CovQnant not be imposed; and that the parliamentary 
forces in Ulster, Munster, and Connaught be urged to join them. Ormond's 
forces, in turn. would assist in the struggle with tho rebels and agree 
neither to peace nor a cessation without the approval of the English par-
liament. If these terms were found unacceptable, the agents asked that 
they be allowed to resign by his majesty's direct1on--provided their 
lives and estates were secured and that they were allowed a six months' 
13carte , VI, 435. 
relief from the payment of their personal debts. They also demanded 
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free passage out of Ireland for their persons and their movable be1ong-
ings.14 
Parliament agreed 'to accept Ormond's resignation, but not his 
services. They ~efuaed to forward his letter to Charles seelting royal 
approbation,and insisted that the only thing they would treat for was 
the unconditional
l 
surrender of Dublin and his sword of office. Five 
commissioners, ~ccompanied by 2,000 foot and 300 horse, were immediately 
dispatched from Chester to Dublin 'with sUfficient supplies to maintain a 
siege. 
O'Neill set/.out for Dublin at .the beginning of October. 
claiming his tro1ps were disaffected, did not accompany him. 
Preston, 
In the mean-
time, 'large numbers of the Loinster gentry were recruited for his army; 
When the two Confederate armies met at Ki1cock the strength of Preston's 
army was equal to O'Neill's. While O'Neill was w~ting for Preston at 
Athy he invited Ormond for a conference. Ormond delegated Digby to go 
in his stead. The latter claimed that he had left Dublin because the 
Lord Lieutenant had sided with parliament. He did, however, assure 
O'Neill that Ormond mi~ht be won back and good terms obtained for Catho-
1ics if the'nuncio's party were willing to make some accomodations. 
O'Neill and the nunciO were not wi11ingj Digby was promptly dismissed. 
Digby then sought out ,Preston and urged him to co~operate with Ormond 
in return for an assurance that Catholics might retain possession of all 
churches in their hands until a free parliament might determine other-
wise. Preston expressed interest in the offer, but wished that a 
~4Carte, III, 269-?1. 
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guarantee,be given by Clanrickard. who had originally proposed the 
concessions. In his report to Ormond. Digby remarked that the nuncio's 
party was at "the heighth of ins<?lence and villa:i.nes" and that Preston 
would join with them if he were offered any security of religion by the 
Lord Li.eutenant. t.~BeSides the' hatr~d of the generalIs," Digby observed, 
tttheir men have a greater animosity one against another then those at 
i 
Dublin have against either • .,15 A few days later Digby wrote to Ormond 
that he was convince~ that Preston had complied with Rinuccini only to 
secure the safety of his troops and to gain time to reinforce his army. 
Soon, his-army woUld be more considerable than O'Neill's,: and in exchange 
for "private satisfaction for .the seouri ty of religion ll16 he would join 
with Ormond to destroy the Ulster rebels. If this were accomplished, he 
continued, Dublin might be saved. 
Before Ormond could conclude an arrangement with Preston, the latter 
was charged with communicating with the enemy by the nuncio and his party. 
The general was ordered to take an oath of loyalty and to proceed against 
Dublin. Preston agreed to do so, but only after ensuring that O'Neill 
would join him in offering'Ormond the option of submitting to satisfac-
tory terms before they attacked. The combined army then advanced to Lucan. 
Preston arrived on November 9; Rinuccini and the Ulster army arrived on 
the 11th. An immediate attack was impossible. Heavy rains had flooded 
the Liffey and the bridge was destroyed. The major obstacle, however, 
was dissension between the two generals; O'Neill wished to attack imme-
d~ate1y; Preston wisbed to conter with Ormond. Anxious that the two 
l5carte, VI, 441. 
16Ibid., p. 443. 
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armies be reconciled, Rinucinni proposed that Preston be imprisoned. 
This, however, was vetoed by the Supreme Council who had no intention of 
alienating the Leinster army. It was finally agreed that an ultimatum 
be sent to Ormond in the nama of th~ Supreme Council. The Confederates 
demanded that the Church in Ireland be allowed the same freedom as the 
Church in France and that the parliamentary ,supporters be eliminated 
from the government, while Catholic garrisons be admitted to all strong-
holds in Ireland held in the name of the king. l ? Ormond refused. He 
had received parliamentary aid and knew that more was in transport • 
. Peace bad already been made With the Confederates, he claimed, and it 
was unreasonable for Preston and O'Neill to demand further concessions. 
Preston and O'Neill were now resolved to attack Dublin, but they 
couid not agree on a unified campaign. In the meantime. Ormond proceeded 
to Qargain with the parli~entary commiss1oner~. By the end of October 
he was so confident that O'Neill could not strike a decisive blow that he 
refused to surrender the city on parliamentary terms. Clanrickard contin-
ued to act as an intermediary between Ormond and the nuncio's party. If 
the late peace were accepted the same terms offered to Preston would be 
guaranteed. He also promised that Ireland would be given a Catholic 
Lord Lieutenant and that Contederate troops would be admitted to royalist 
fortresses. 
While Clanrickard negotiated with Rinuccini English troops landed 
at Dublin. Ormond was theretore necessitated to devote his exclusive 
attention to the parliamentary commisaioners. The negotiations, how-
eve~ did not progress satisfactorily. The parliamentary agents were 
~7Coonan, p. 237. 
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only willing to otfar protection to Irish Protestants'and to grant Ormond 
the enjoyment of his es'tate or.(2,OOO per annum for five years. The mar-
quis insisted that protection be offered to Catholics who had remained 
loyal to the king and that the king's authorization be secured for the 
surrender of tho aword of state and the ro~al1st garrisohs. Tho commis-
sioners offered no. response to his proposals and would allorl no corres-
pondence with hhe king. Ormond, for his part, refused to render a deci-
sion on such a weighty matter without direct instructions trom Charles. 
Dissatisfied with the proceedings, the commissioners set sail tori Ulster 
with both their 'forces and their supplies. 
The marquis now laid aside his personal judgment of Proston and 
relied upo~ that of Digby and Clanrickard. Clanrickard was given a 
commission as Lieutenant General of his majesty's forces in Ireland and 
Preston was commissioned as Major General. A joint assault was· to be 
made upon the Ulster army followed by an attack on Kilkenny. 
Learning of Preston1a treasonous activities, O'Neill crossed the 
Liffey with his troops and blocked the road to Kilkenny; the Supreme 
Council also made a hasty retreat. Rinuccini remained for one more day 
to discuss terms with Clanrickard, but he would not moderate his demands. 
When Clanrickard declared these to be outrageous,. tho nuncio joined the 
Supreme Council in Kilkenny~ On December 6 Preston was notified that he 
had been charged with treasonous behaviOur and that both he and his 
adherents had been excommunicated.' The Confederate threat had now sub-
sided, and since the parliamentarians were in Ulster, Ormond felt safe 
in refusing to admit Preston's garrison to Dublin. Angered by Ormond's 
treatment. Preston returned to Kilkenny to be reconciled with the 
Supreme Council. 
~ .......... --------------~~=======---
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In January 1647, shortly after the nuncio's return to Kilkenny, a 
General Assembly was summoned to discuss the pPGsibi11ty of making peace 
with Ormond~ On January 22 the nuncio delivered an address in which he 
condemned any peace that might be made with Ormond. He urged the Conte-
derates to have faith that more supplies would be coming from Rome. 
After three weeks of wrangl~g the peace was finally rejected. Members 
ot the Confederacy were then obliged to t~te a new oath of association 
swearing that they would accept no peace which did not h~ve the approval 
of the General Assembly. Proponents of the Ormond peace, however, 
realizing their' precarious position, and not Wishing to risk an open 
I breach with Ormond, dispatched two agents to confer with him. The 
effort bore no tangible fruit, but the truce was renewed until April 10. 
The Confederate position was now desparate. 
The feud between Owen Roe and Preston remained. The 
reluctance of the nobility to'submit to clerical domin-
ation was even more marked, and the clergy were perhaps 
too ready to maintain their allegiance to the ki~g.18 
Six bishops demanded that Preston be relieved of his command so that 
O~Neill would be free to attack Dublin. This sugg~stion, however, 
caused suc~ a furor in the Assembly that the motion had to be dropped. 
The realization that Dublin might s~on be- forced to capitulate led both 
the Ormondist and t~e nuncioist factions to agree tha~ peace terms be 
once more sent to. the Lord Lieutenant. On February 25 the new demands 
were read to the Assembly. Ormond was to be petitioned to form an 
al1iance against the Puritans; to refuse to make a peace without the 
18Coonan, p.248. 
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consent of the Confederaoy; to allow the continuance of the Confederate 
Q government until a peace treaty was ratified by a free parliament; to 
I , 
fortify Dublin against the enemy; and to install Catholic garris~ns in 
government strongholds. The Confederates, in addition to providing 
manpower and BupJl~es~ offered to m81nt~an Ormond ~n a style appropr~ate 
t~ h~B rank. 19 I 
, 
The Confederate proposals were presented to Ormond on March 3. but 
he did not deliver his rejection until the 22nd. On February 6 he had 
written to the parliamen~ary commissioners urging them to assume control 
of Dublin on March 10. and he had yet to receive their reply. In the 
meantime, the cessation had been 'extended to March 13. Ormond was noti-
fied on March 9 that parliament would not accept the sword of state under 
the stipulations which he had proscribed. They did, however, agree that 
the cessation should be renewed for an additional month. 
On April 12 the queen's agent Winter Grant 1george Leyburn, S. J.] 
was authorized to reopen peace negotiations with Ormond. Grant offered 
a six months' truce if, during this period, no Puritans would be admitted 
to Dublin. Ormond agreed to a three weeks' truce under these conditions, 
but he did not wish them to be publiciz~d. He had no desire to offend 
) 
parliament while he was negotiating to transport Irish troops abroad. 
The Lord Lieutenant's foars and hopes were in vain. The Supreme Council 
soon discovered that a truce had been arranged with the parliamentarians 
on February 24. Grant still offered Ormond the military services of the 
Confederacy, but only in accordance with the terms laid down by the clergy 
at the last assembly. The marquis' refusal marked the close of his nego-
t1at1ons with the Confederate party. 
19coonan, p.248.' 
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Discussions continued with the parliamentary agents, but their aid 
was not coming as/quiCklY as Ormond would have liked. At the beginning of 
June Ormond's secbnd son Lord Richard Butler and the sons of se.veral·. 
other notables were sent to England as hostages for the security of the 
treaty. On June 7 Michael Jones arrived in Dublin at the head of a large 
parliamentary army. On J~ne 19 the Lord L~eu~enant surrendered Dublin 
unconditionally to parliament. The terms I of the treaty guaranteed that 
the 
protestants were to be secured in their estates; all that 
had paid contribution, to be protected in their persons 
and estates; all noblemen, gentlemen, and officers that 
would go with the marquis of Ormond out of Ireland, to 
have passes; and the popish recusants who had not assisted 
no r adhered to the rebels" to be encouraged to continue 
in their habitations, and in the enjoyment of their 
estates, in confidence of the favour of parliament, 
according as they should demean themselves in the present 
service. 20 
No security was given that the Book of Common Prayer would not be sup-
pressed. 
The surrender of Dublin and the arrival of Jones' Puritan army 
proved to be the turning point of the war in Ireland. The loss of the 
capital may .also have given Ormond's ~olitical character its most ugly 
stain. That it paved the road for the complete conquest of Ireland is 
debatable. The marquis' biographer places the responsibility for the 
capitulation of Dublin with the king. He records that in January 1647 
Ormond received a private dispatch clearly indicating his majesty's 
pleasure. If it were impossible 'to hold Dublin and the other royalist 
2Ocarte , III, 305-6. 
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garrisons in his name, they were to be surrendered to the English rather 
than the Ir1sh. 21; Ormond's own correspondence, however, fails to offer 
I . 
sUbstantiation to this assertion. On July 7, 1647 he wrote to the king 
begg1ng , 
, -
I 
the suapention of any thought that may be suggested unto 
or arise in your majest1e, in prejudice to those sinceare 
affections wherewith I have endevoured to serve you. But 
that weare to misdoubt your justice, and soe make my selfe 
unwortjY of your pardon, 1f, being deprived of your direc-
tion t guide mee, I erred in the way to your service. 22 
. . 
The fact remainsj!Dublin could not be held for the king. Ormond chose 
~ . 
what he considered the lesser of two evils. On July 28 he delivered up 
I 
the sword of state and departed with his family to'Briatol • 
Zlcarte, III, 305-6. 
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CHAPl'ER VI 
THE SECOND ORMOND PEACE AND THE DISSOLUTION OF THE CONFEDERACY 
Ormond reached Bristol on August 2, 1647. He remained there for a 
few days with his uncle Sir Robert Poyntz, and then, having succeeded in 
obtaining a pass from Fairfax, he journeyed to London to wait upon 
Charles. At Hampton Court the marquis presented the king with a'lengthy 
written account of his recent transactions in Ireland. Once again, Or-
mond corisidered it necessary to justify his surrender of Dublin. 1 The 
king, however, assured his Lieutenant. that he was completely satisfied 
by his "conduct. A letter from the Prince of Wales also expressed deep 
2 
satisfaction for Ormond's "loyalty, prudence, and honour" during his 
proceedings in Ireland. When the marquis offered to resign his commission 
as Lord Lieutenant the king would not hear of it. He claimed "'that 
either the marquis himself, or nobody, should ever use it hereafter with 
better success,. I ,,3 The marquis lodged near Hampton Court for about a 
month. At the end of September he took leave from the king an~ visited 
London with his wife. 
At the begi~ni~g of October the Army Council resolved that another 
attempt should be made to negotiate with the king; this time on terms _ 
more favorable which parliament was forcing on him. They de-
lCarta, 
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manded that toleration be extended to all except Roman Catholics; that 
Englishmen be allowed to submit themselves to either Episcopal or Pres-
byterian jurisdiction; and that no penalties be inflicted upon those who 
rejected either 'form. 4 The army chiefs, as evidence of their sincerity, 
allowed the friends trom whom Charles had been isolated to meet with him 
at Hampton Court. On October 2 the Marquis of Ormond, the Duke of Rich-
mond, the Marquis of Hertford, the Earls of Dorset and Southampton, and 
others were summoned to a council. Charles, however, would have nothing 
to do with the propositions, and the army leaders, in turn, withdrew them. 
The king's friends and advisers were ordered to quit the court. When the 
king reBlized that parliament preferred compromise with the army above 
submission to him he fled from London on horseback, finally taking refuge 
in the Isle of Wight. At Carisbrooke Castle, however, he so·on "'wrote to 
express his readiness to negotiate afresh on the basis of Presbyterianism, 
for ,three years and a moderate tOleration. 5 
The Marquis of Ormond remained in London until Ohristmas day. From 
here he returned to his uncle's " estate at Acton where he opened communi-
cation with Inchiquin. While at Acton he received a letter from the Derby 
I ' 
6 • -House Committee requiring that he sign a written promise not to do any-
thing injurious t1 the parliamentary cause during the remainder of his 
stay in England. 10 was granted permiSSion to remain in England for 
twelve ,months; at the expiration of this period he'was free to transport 
4Samuel Rawson Gardiner, The First Two Stuarts and the Puritan 
Revolution 1603-1660 (New 'York: Thomas Y. Crowell Co., 1970), p. 155 • 
.5Ibid. 
6This co~ttee. named after its meeting place, was established 
to supervise public affairs after the dissolution of the Committee of 
Both Kingdom,S in January 1647. 
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himself abroad -- provided he made no attempt to seek compensation from 
parliament for his estate. This had been'his primary motive for remain-
ing in England for such an extended time. He made several attempts to 
collect the.{3.500 owed to him for his disbursements in Ireland, but 
while he was soliciting it an order was passed reqUiring that all who 
had served the king leave London. He continued to hope that satisfaction 
was forthcoming. but while he waited his six months1relief from personal 
debts expired. Fearing arrest from his creditors he contemplated a secret 
flight from England.' When he received notification that parliament' had 
issued a wa~rant, fo~ his arrest. he no longer hesitated; in February the 
n, 
marquis,escaped to France where he soon made his way to the queen and the 
Prince of Wales in Paris. 
The political and military situation in Ireland sank to an even 
-
lower level of confusion after Ormond's departure in 1647. After OVien Roe 
O'Neill had been given the command of the Confederate forces in Connaught 
Preston surprised Carlow and greatly incroased his troops. By July he was 
strong enough to attack the, numerous garrisons which surrounded Dublin. 
Naas was taken on July 15 and Trim was besieged soon after. If Preston 
r 
could force Trim to surrender he planned to make an attempt on the capi-' 
tal. On August 1, however, Michael Jones marched out of Dublin and 
jOined forces wit~,S1r Henry Tichburne, parliamentary governor of 
Drogheda. Their combined army consisted of 5,000 foot and 1,500 horse, 
while Preston's force numbered 7.000 foot and 1,000 horse. The parlia-
mentaryarmy soon forced Preston to raise the siege, but they could not 
I 
'induce him to give battle. The Leinster general retired to Portle~ter 
trom'where he urger the Earl of Kildare to capture Dublin while the 
enemy army was in ~he field. Preston 'then marched his foot toward the 
/ 
r 
city. On August 8 Jones overtoolt Preston at Dungan Hill near Trim. The 
battle was quickly decided by ~he cavalry units ot, the two armies. The 
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Irish, inferior in numbers and discipline, 'gave way at the first charge.' 
The foot soldiers fought stubbornly, but when more than 3,000 o.f their 
. comradGs had tallen the. survivors sought retu~o 1n a nearby bo~. Jones' 
cavalry encircled them, while his foot slaughtered them. Preston managed 
to escap.e, but in his haste he abandoned his baggage, his money, and even 
some of his private correspondence. Included in the spoils of battle were 
sixty-four Irish cattle, but this was not sufficient to maintain Jones' 
army in the field. Naas and Maynooth were recovered for parliament, but 
by August 10 ,Jones was obliged to return to Dublin. Surprisingly enough, 
h~ re~ched the city almost simultaneously with an English supply ship 
carrying ,('1,500. 
Lorq Digby received the news of Dungan Hill wi~h .great alarm. 
1 
Preston' s army, had been the only force outside of l-iunster which stood a 
chance to force lithe violent and incorrigible party of the rebells, de-
pending upon the nuncio, clergy, and Owen O·Neale"? to submit to the king. 
On August 31 Digby instructed Lord Taaffe to maintain a strictly defen-
I 
siva position; under no-circumstances was he to risk exposing his troops-
to battle. The rOY~ist cause, he maintained, was dependent upon the 
preservation of thft arroy.8 Lord Taaf~eabided by Digby's recommendation. 
i 
Inchiquin, in the meant~me, aptly known as "Murrough o.f the Burnings," 
was earning his reputation in Munster. His army stormed through Tipperary 
without meeting any opposition trom the Irish. Once the upperhand had 
7carto, VI, 54? 
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8 Ibid., III, 320-21. 
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been gained in this county they 
ranged over the finest country in the kingdom at pleas-
ure, took great preys, burnt above twenty thousand pounds' 
worth of corn, wheredf no use could be made for want ot 
hand milnes, the water milnes being for the most part 
either burned or deserted.9 
Wne~ Inchiquin approached Cashel Lord Taaffe immediately retired; ~he 
citizens abandoned l the town and took refuge in the cathedral. Inchiquin 
offered to allow the garrison to march out with full honors of war, but 
no conditions were offered to the clergy or the townspeople. When the 
I 
officers refused'Inch1quin's terms firebrands were thrown into the- catha-
dral. The COllapsefOf the north wall enabled the soldiers to take the 
place b; storm. Mo ethan 1,000 ot t~e besieged lost their lives in the 
slaughter which ensued. An eyewitness recorded that after the town had 
been captured the ' 
soldiers sold the property of the citizens, the church 
furniture, and 'the sacred vessels to the people of the 
neighbouring villages. who came flocking together as it 
to a fair. What they cannot sell is either torn in 
pieces or thrown ~nto the dung-pits. 10 
The disaster at Cashel forced Lord Taaffe to take ,action parti-
cularly since large numbers were surrendering to Preston for their own 
safety. On November 13. at Knocknanoss, Taaffe challenged Inchiquin to do 
battle. The latter, though possessing a m~ch smaller force, completely 
routed Taaffe and slew 5.000 of his soldiers. By the end of the year all 
Munster, with the exception of Limerick, Waterford. Clonmel. and Kilmal-
9Carte, III, 322. 
10Father'Andrew Sall's narrative "The Sack of Cashel by Inchiquin, 
September 13th, 1647." Cited in Denis. Murphy, Cromwell in Irelan~ (Dublin: 
M. ,n. Gill and Son, 1885). p. 391. 
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lock, was at Inchiquin's mercy. 
The unity which followed the January 1647 General Assembly of the 
Catholic Confederacy did not survive the year's military disasters. The 
campaigns ended with only Owen Roe O'Neill having.achieved any measure 
of success. And though O'Neill was Rinuccini's only mil1tary champion. 
the nuncio had grown to despise him almost as much as Ormond. After the 
victory at Benburb the Ulster general had increased his army and appointed 
, officers without the approbat10n of either the nuncio or the Supreme 
Council. His forces had also ravaged Leinster, and to the indignation of 
Rinuccini. the terror and destruction which accompanied them was done in 
the name ot the pope" and the Catholic Church. After the attempt to take 
Dublin had failed Owen Roo" had been made general of Connaught. He was 
camped with his troops at Boyle when the news of Dungan Hill reached him~ 
The Supreme Council ordered him to march to Leinster to prevent InchiqUin 
from joining forces with Jones. O'Neill's initial response was a refusal, 
but he was eventually persuaded to give in despite the subsequent deser-
tion of Alexander MacDonnell and many of his officers. O'Neill marched 
toward Dublin'~ith' a considerable force; the countryside behind them lay 
wasted. "Two hundred fires were counted at one time from St. Audoen's 
. 11 
steeple in Dublin. 1I 
Such was the state of affairs in Ireland when the General Assembly 
I 
met on November 12. 1647. The Assembly was poorly attended; only nine or-
the seventy"three ilster representatives appeared, though these nine 
claimed to hold prrxy votes for their absent colleagues. Nor was a repre" 
'sentative number present from Connaught and Munster. The Old English 
11Bagwell~' II" 156. " 
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members from Leinster held a definite majority and they seized this ad· 
vantage to pass what was, in effeot, a new oonstitution, and to elect a 
new Supreme Council. One of the first actions taken by the new Council 
ensured that in the fu:ure only persons possessing estates would be el1~ 
g1ble for membership ~n the Assembly. The Confederates had no intention 
to sever relations with the Cr~wn, but they proceeded to seek aid from 
foreign sovereigns. None of the appointed ambassadors, however, met with 
Rinuccini's approval. Bishop Nicholas French and Nicholas Plunket were 
sent to Rome to seek papal aid, and more p~ticularly, to ask the pope to 
intercede for them with the queen and the Prince of Wale6~ Sir Richard 
Blake was dispatched to' Spain. The Assembly named Bishop MacMahon of 
Clogher. Muskerry, and Geoffrey Brown to plead their cause in France. The 
bishop refused his appointment. He claimed that he was considered Odious 
to the queen, that his opposition to the Ormond peace had placed his 11fe 
I 
in danger, an4 that lastly, he could speak neither French nor English. 
The Assembly tried and failed to make him reconsider his stand, but in 
the end they were forced to nominate the Marquis Of Antrim to replace him. 
The.Roman ~bassadors were1nstructedto depart first; the others 
were ordered to remain abroad until a response had been'given by the pope. 
This, however, di~not quell- the nuncio's suspicions about the French 
mission. He was Cirtain that Muskerry and ~rown-were trying to arrange for 
Ormond's recall. ~o counter such an attempt Rinuccini persuaded the Irish 
bishops to sign a declaration promising that they would not agree to any 
invitation that might be extended to the prince or the queen unless a 
religious'settlement was first concluded. They also declared that they 
would never again accept a Protestant viceroy. 
Huskerry and Brown reached st. Malo on March 14. On April 2 they 
i. 
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delivered their formal proposals to the queen and the Prince of Wales. 
They were not at liberty to di~cuss religious terms until the results of 
the Roman mission were known, but they ~xpressed their willingness to 
abide by the terms of the Ormond peace. In addition to a confirmation of 
all the temporal benefits of the late peace, though, tho Irish agents de- . 
manded that the clause ,in the ac~ ~f oblivion excluding the perpetrators 
ot certain crimes be omitted; that all who did not submit to the peace 
within forty days be proclaimed traitors; that estates recovered from the 
planters remain in the hands of their ancient owners; and that any persons 
whose ancestors had been dispossessed since the time of James I be allowed 
. 12 
to sue for the recovery of their estates. The queen conferred with Or-
mond, who realizing that the king would never agree to these demands, 
urged that the agents be assured of his majesty's concern for the settle-
ment of the kingdom, but that no particular answers be given until the 
matter of relig'ious concessions had been treated. On May 10 the queen 
inquired whether the agents were free to discuss religious matters. Antrim 
answered that they oould not yet do so since their instructions required 
that they be guided by the pope in this matter, but that such instructions 
were forthcoming. In the meantime he 'requested that the queen make known 
what concessions she was willing to grant. 13 Since the agents were neither 
ready nor possessed the powers to resolve the points of greatest import-
ance, the queen did no.t feel obligated to render an immediate or conclu-
'siva answer. She did, however, assure ~ha agents that someone would be 
empowered 
12 I Carte, III, 351~52. 
13Ibid., 359-60. 
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to receive thereupon the place more particular and full 
proP9sitions from the Irish confederates; and that upon 
a due consideration of what should be proposed, as well 
concerning matter of religion and other public interests, 
as private grievances in matter of attainders and plan-
tations.. • • 14 ' 
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It was not thought expedient to make public (particularly to Antrim who 
aspired to the Lor~ Lieutenancy) who was to be thus empowered, but it was 
obvious enough"that the Marquis of Ormond would receive the apPOintment. 
On December 16 Inch1quin marched out of Cork. His army was small 
and poorly provisioned, but it met no resistance. Cahir was relieved and 
Carrick was occupied. Inchiquin, however, was daily growing more dis-
affected with parliament.' ·He disliked the increasing importance of the 
Independents, and, after his recent military successes he considered him-
self deserving of much more aid. He even went so far as to declare that 
if there had been any other way to save the Protestant interest in Ire-
land he would not have given his allegiance to parliament. Parliamentary 
distrust of Inchiquin had been growing even before the battle of Knock-
"nanoss. They Buspected, and with good reason, that he was corresponding 
wi th Ormond. While his army was camped near Kilkenny the Munster general 
received reliable information that the Scottish Presbyterians ,were on 
the verge of breaking with the Independents and declaring for the king. 
He then resolved to declare for the king at the same time as the Scottish 
parliament, provided Ormond returned to Ireland and an alliance was 
formed against the Independents under Jones. On March 30 three members of 
J 
the English House of Commons arrived as commissioners to the Munster army. 
I 
Major ElSing, one of Inchiquin's Officers, reported that the commander 
I 
14C~te, III, 360. 
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was considering defection. The commissioners were immediately recalled 
and Inchiquin was branded as a,traitor. Some time later~ assured that the 
Ulster Scots would ally with him against parliament, Inchiquin open~y de-
clared for the king. 
Once Inch1quin had proclaimed himself a royalist there was no 
reason why the supporters of the Ormond peace should not come to terms 
with him. Rinuccini, as might have been expected, was vehemently opposed 
to a truce. The Supreme Council, however, realizing that the Confederacy 
~1mply could not continue to support the war effort, summoned the Grand 
Council to meet ~t Kilkenny to discuss the proposed cessation with Inchi-
quin. At the April 20 'meeting Rinuccini was begged to be realistic about 
Ireland's future, but the nuncio, claiming the councillors were betraying 
Fl 
their church to a murderer, spurned their invitatiOn~ The Council was at 
first divided on the question, but Muskerry and Clanrickard quickly con-
vinced them of the necessity for a truce. The former assured them of Or-
mond's imminent., arrival; the latter promised the services of 3,000 armed 
'\ 
( . 
men. The clergy, however, were united in their opposition. They believed 
the cessation was merely "part of a scheme of Ormond and Barry to betray 
the Irish Catholics to the English parliament under pretext of engaging 
them in the k1ngls service.,,15 The Council was realistic; the defeat of 
~he1r armies and Inchiquin's devastation gave 'them no alternative. When 
as~ed by the Council on what basis,they made their objectiona, the clergy 
declared that the terms of the truce excluded Catholics from Inch1quin's 
quarters. "Besides," they maintained, "the real object was the revival of 
the Ormond peace and the repression ot the nuncio and Owen Roe's army.n16 
15Coonan, p. 269. 
16 ' Ibid., p. 270. 
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A committee appointed by the bishops suggested that a truce might be made 
instead with Michael Jones. The Council, however, would not suspend nego-
tiations with Inchiquin unless the clergy could provide a feasible means 
of opposing both the Munster general and Jones. That night Rinuccini, 
claiming to have been warned of a plot against his lite, fled to O'Neill's 
camp at Maryborough. On May 11 two deputies were sent to O'Neill'a camp 
to confer with him. They offered to break negotiations with Inchiquin if 
he could loan them £10,000 and show them how t~ey might successfully re-
. . 
new the war effort. The nuncio ~rged them to trust in Divine Pr.ovidencej 
he could not, however, provide any monetary succors. On May 22 the truce 
was signed on Inchiquin·s terms. An alliance was to be formed against 
O'Neill and parliament, but Inchiquin's quarters were extended to include 
Waterford. He was also authorized to borrow money from the Confederates 
. " 
if he did not molest Catholics outside h1s garrisons. 
Rinuccini declared against the truce immediately; all peraona who 
adhered to it· were excommunicated; the towns which received it were 
placed under interdict. The majority of the delegates who attended the 
September 4, 1648 General Assembly supported the Ormond peace and were 
anxious for the Lord Lieutenant's return. One of the first business 
matters treated was the issuance of a decree condemn1ng the nuncio's 
proclamation. The declaration emphasized that the Assembly intended 
neither to extend their powers nor conclude a dishonorable peace. O'Neill 
'was denounced as a "'traitor' and 'rebel· out of their protection. All 
officials, ciVil and martial, were ordered under pain of high treason to 
proceed against and destroy him. tll ? For all practical: purposes the 
17Coonan, p. 283. 
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Confederacy was now in a state of civil war. Neither party, however, had 
the strength necessary to assert itself against the other. 
The Marquis of Ormond did not receive the money to finance his re-
turn to Ireland until August 11. With only a fraction of the sum he had 
been promised he set out for Le Havre. A Dutch man-of-war was waiting tor 
him here, but the captain refused to transport his arms, ammunition,' or 
his retinue. 'The marquis was thus forced to hire a second vessel to carry 
the supplies and about a hundred persons who were in his company; 
the charge whereof, with that of subsisting them, and 
other necessary expenses, consumed all the money re-
ceived for the service, before he got his deB~atches 
from st. GermB:ins, ,and embarked for Ireland.l~ 
After leaving Le Havre Ormond was shipwrecked, and it was not until 
September 29 that he landed in Cork harbor. He had with him only thirty 
of the 3,400 pistoles intended to finance his expedition. 
Ormond's present commission to treat for'peace with the Confeder-
ates derived from the queen and the Prin~e of Wales; his original author-, 
ization had expired in 1646. The marquis' commission as Lord Lieutenant 
was still valid, but he.was anxious for a confirmation of his authority. 
, r 
At the end of October full instructions were received from Charles. 
Ormond was commanded to' obey the orders of 'the queen and to disregard any 
commands of his until he was free from restraint. "Lastly." the Lieutenant 
was instructed, "be not startled at my great concessions concerning Ire-
land; for that they will come to nothing. u19 
l8Certe , III, 384. 
19Ib1d., V, 24-. 
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Ormond remained in Cork only 10ng enough to pacify those of Inch-
iquin's offi'cers w~o had parliamentary leanings. On OctobEtr 6 he pub-
lished a declaration in which he promised both Incbiquin and the Munster 
army that he would do his utmost for the defense ot the Protestant re-
11g1on and the k1ag's prerogative. He also promised to 
suppress the independent party, who had so fiercely 
laboured the extirpation of the true protestant re-
ligion, the 'ruin of their prince, the dishonour of 
, parliament'z8nd the vassalage of their fellow Bub-
jects' ••• 
Leaving Cork, the marquis retired to his own estate in Carrick. 
The return of the Lord Lieutenant coupled with recent military 
successes in Wexford ~illed the Oonfederates with new hope. As soon as 
Ormond arrived in Kilkenny they made known their willingness to conclude 
a lasting peace. They also felt secure enough to send a list of charges 
againB~ the nuncio to the pope. Rinuccini was censured for crimes against 
21 Ireland, the Catholic Church, and the pope hi~self; he was advised to 
prepare himself to journey to Rome and give an account of his conduct. In 
the meantime, he was warned, "by your selfe or any of your instruments, 
directly or indirectly,· intermeddle not in any the affaires of this.'king-
ZZ· , 
dom. 1I On October 18 the Assembly nominated its peace commissioners. 
These men soon presented Ormond with the same religious demands which had 
been given to their agents in Franca and Rome. Ormond was caught on the 
horna of a dilemma; he could not satisfy the Catholics without disaffect-
2OCarte , III, 391. 
2.1 Ibid. , VI, 572.-77. 
22Ibid• , p. 572.. 
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1ng the Protestants, and unless the support of both parties was gained, 
the royalist cause in Ireland was doomed. Ormond stressed the hopeless-
ness of the Confederate position, but in actuality he was more needful 
of their support than they were of his. The second civil war was raging 
in England and the Independents were.enjoying repeated successes over 
the Presbyterians. The Scottish army had been crushed and the trial of 
Charles was simply a matter of time. Two events in Ireland had further 
weakened.the royalist cause. On September 12 George Monck, parliamentary 
governor of Ulster, had captured Belfast; Monroe was kidnapped and sent 
secretly to England. Sir Robert stuart was also seized in Londonderry. By 
the end10f 1648 every fortified town in Ulster with the exception of 
Charlemont was held by parliament. 
Negotiations were postponed in November so that Ormond might go to 
Cork and suppress the mutiny which had broken out in Inchiquin's army 
over a matter of pay arrears. Fearful lest the General Assembly see the 
delay as evidence that peace was not intended, Ormond oversaw the dismissal 
of those officers who were responsible for enkindling discontent. The Con-
'federates had submitted their proposals; they now demanded a s~eedy reply. 
Ormond promised to retutn within a fortnight and to give his answer four 
days later. 
While the Lieutenant was in Cork Richard Fanshawe landed at Kinsale 
bearing news that Prince Rupert was coming with a fleet and that the 
~ Prince of Wales planned to embark for Ireland as soon as he had recovered 
from a bout of smallpox~ Sir Edward Hyde and the majority of the prince's 
advisers were anxious that he journey to Ireland as soon as the peace was 
concluded. Ormond was also extremely hopeful that the prince would come 
to Ireland. He was confident. that 1f the Prince Of Wales arrived speedily 
,. 
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with a fleet even many persons of wavering loyalty would earnestly declare 
for the king. The young prince was assured that it he came to Ireland in 
23 person the army could be molded according to his royal wishes. 
The marquis returned to Kilkenny as he promised, but hie subsequent 
illness necessitated that th~ peace proceedings be again delayed. During 
this interim the Roman agents returned and gave an account of theu miSfl!l~, 
sion. No supplies cou~d be expected from the pope.-- the papal treasury 
was empty;' the cardinals were impoverished; and Italy was faced with a 
I 
Turkish inva~ion. With all hope of foreign aid destroyed the Confederates 
were willing to 'moderate their demands; peace, they realized, was crucial 
if they'were to survive. The marquis delivered his answer to the Assembly 
, . 
on December 19. ReI offered free practice of religion and the remittance 
of the penal laws, but claimed he ha~ not been empowered to render a de-
cision with regar1 to the possession·or churches or ecclesiastical juris-
diction. He assur,d them, however, that they might continue to control 
; 
those churches and benefices in their possession until the king's pleasure 
was made known. 24 At first the General Asse~bly rejected Ormond's otfer, 
b,ut by mid-December a copy 'of the "Remonstrance of the Army" had reached, 
Kilkenny •. The tact that- the life of the king was imperiled had a moat 
sobering effect. On December 28 the General Assembly delivered their ac-
ceptance of Ormond's religious concessions. The bishops insisted that 
their demand for j~isdiction as laid down by the December 21 proposals 
stand,' and Ormond, anxiouB for a speedy settlement, reluctantly agreed. 
The Catholic Confederacy was then formally dissolved and a Commission of 
23Carte, VI, 580. 
2ltpatrick J. Corish, "Bishop Nicholas French and.the Second Or-
Dlond Peace, ,1648-9," Irish Histo;:ical StJld~es .. VI (Sept. 1948), pp. 93-4. 
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Trust appointed to assist Ormond in the government. The treaty was final-
ized on January '17, 1648. The Assembly was ecstatic. The "Great" Ormond 
was cheered enthusiastically. 
Blake was carried on the shoulders of the late Councillors 
to the residence of Muskerry where amidst toasting, music, 
danCing, and dining, 'with bonfires gaily blazing Without, 
the festive evening was whiled away. One excelled another 
in expressions of mutual admiration, and gratulatory ele-
gies poured from their:, souls. 25 ' 
Thankes, then we render. for all Ireland's gake, 
To the Great Ormond and Sir Richard Blake. 2 
In Englan~ the conclusion of the Irish peace was met by the exe-
cution of Charles I. On November 16 the army delivered a statement assert-
ing that the king was merely the state's highest functionary; he had 
abused the trust placed in him, and must, therefore, be brought to justice. 
liThe whole argument of this Remonstrance,n according to Samuel Gardiner, 
ranges round two theses: the danger of continuing to 
'treat 8ny longer with the King, and the justice and ex-
pediency of bringing him to trial. 27 
The army leaders demanded that Charles be brought to account for having 
traitorously attempted to convert a limited monarchy into an absolute one. 
The king was tried at Whitehall on January 19. Since Charles, refusing to 
recognize th,e authority of the High Court of Justice, would not plead, 
the trial was little more than a formality. A sentence of death was passed 
on the 27th; three days later the king of England was executed. 
25 8 Coonan, p. 2 9. 
260rmonde MSS, O~ S., I, 105. 
2'7Gardiner, I HistorY of the Great Civil War', IV. 233. 
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After Charles!::'II had been proclaimed in Ireland Rinuccini was at 
last willing to accept the failure of his mission. The execution of the 
king, he believed, would draw the whole population of Ireland to the 
Lord Lieuten~t. On February 22 he sailed for Normandy. Ormond was de-
lighted by the nuncio's departure. He considered the t~me was now oppor-
tune to make new overtures to Jones. Coote. and OINeill. In a letter to 
Sir Charles Coote the marquis claimed tha~ the peace definitely secured 
the Protestant interest in Ireland. The religious concessions were of 
secondary importance; they had Simply been "pledges for the kingls future 
28 . , i h 1 confirmation. 1I . Coote was unmoved. Ormond s overtures met w t a ike 
( 
rebuff ,from Jones. The Protestant interest in Ireland. the latter claimed, 
could only be safeguarded by the English. Owen Roe was also sent a draft 
of the concessio~s, and, due to serious se~backs in his military position. 
he was willing to .~egotiate with Ormond~ OINeill was even willing to tem~ 
porarily set aside the religious issue if he were guaranteed the indepen-
dent command ot 6,800 soldiers maintained at the expense of the kingdom. 
I 
The Lord Lieutenant wished to oblige him. but the Commissioners of Trust 
would not agree to support any more than 4,600 troops. The councillors 
were soon swayed, however, though they insisted that "lord Iveagh's, sir 
Phelim O'Neilers, and Alex. MacDonnel's regiments, which had formerly de-
serted him, were part of the number.,,29 O'Neill objected to this stipu-
lat10n and proceeded to make an agreement with the parliamentary leaders. 
The:_.latter, he knew, were capable of supplying him with powder and amnu-
n~t1on. At the end of March the Scots had denounced Ormond for negotiating 
28 Coonan, p. 290. 
29Carte , III, 422. 
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with the Catholics; their sympathy for the Presbyterians was also waning. 
When the Scots demanded that Monck take his instructions from a council 
of war nominated by the soldiers the general turned to O'Neill for assist-
ance. Having failed to reach an understanding With Jones or Ormond, O'Neill 
now saw the,possib1lity of obtaining powder on much easier terms than m1g~t 
have been had from Ormond. O'Neill moved his army near Dundalk; Monck and 
his garrison were within the walls of the town. On April 21, realizing 
that he coUld not cope with both the Scots and the Ulster Irish, general 
Monck requested to 'negotiate with O'Neill. A three months' truce was 
signed on }fay B.,During the, cessation the two armies were to assist each 
other 1n the,even~ of an attack b~ Ormond or In~h1quin. Monck promised to 
keep O'Neill's army supplied with powder. On May 22 Sir Charles Coote 
followed Monck's example." The Ulster Scots had been dispatched by Otmond 
to besiege Lo~donderry, and Coote's only hope ,tor saving the city rested 
in O'Neill's assistance. 
Having failed in his negotiations, the Marquis of Ormond proceeded 
to launch his campaign. In March he had ~ent word to Prince Rupert ex-
pressing his desire that the royal fleet be employed to block the harbor 
, at Dublin. A couple of ~arliamentary' frigates lay in the bay at this time, 
but they were small and Ormond was confident that they could be easily 
surprised. Monck and Coote were making themselves masters in Ulster, but 
neither of them could hold out if the men, money, and supplies expected 
trom England were intercepted., If the,supplies were not forthcoming Sir 
Robert Monroe might even be able to force the surrender of Londonderry. 
Ormond, in the meantime, was dOing all that was in his power to collect 
and supply a forca to attack Dublin. 
\ 
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The gaining of that city was in effect the ga1n.1,ng of the 
whole kingdom, so that the enterprise was by all means to 
be undertaken; but the magazines of the, confederates were 
empty, without either ammunition or provisions, and the 
country was impoverished to the last degree.~O 
In May Ormond and Inchiquin marched north from Kilkenny with an 
army of 7,}00. From their camp at Finglass Inchiquin was dispatched to 
the area near Drogheda and Dundalk to keep O!Neill and Monck in check. 
The latter had provided Ol~eill with thirty barrels of powder, but the 
.500 man convoy which cam~ to Dundalk to receive it got drunk and was 
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easily crushed by Inchiquin after it left the town. This severe setback 
forced O'Neill to retreat to Longford. Many of Monck's soldiers, dis-
, 
approving of their commander's relations with O'Neill, now deserted to 
Inchiquin. As a result, Monck was forced to surrender DWldalk. After DWl-
dalk had fallen the parliamentary Council of state demanded that Monck 
give an account of his dealings with O·Ne:1ll .. The general claimed that 
the cessation had been the only feasible means of preventing Dublin from 
falling to Ormond. The Council was adverse to any arrangements made' with the 
Catholic r,ebels, but 
because they~ew that Monck could produce a warrant from 
Cromwell to justify his conduct, they declared that they 
were persuaded that he had done what, in his judgment, was 
most advantageous for the English interest in Ireland.}l 
While Ormond c,amped in the near vicinity, Inchiquin succeeded in 
capturing Droghedaj' m~at of the garrison deserted to the royalists. Newry, 
. Carl1ngford, and Trim soon followed suit. Jones was now encircled. Even 
30Carte, III, 446. 
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though the garrisons around Dublin had been reduced, Ormond seriously 
doubted that the city could be taken. Jones stil~ had a very large body 
ot foot aDd a royalist victory was dependent upon keeping supplies from 
them. 
These hopes were not a little damped by the great prepa-
rations made in England, and the continual expectations 
of Cromwell's landing with a well provided and powerful 
army; and by the great wants of the Irish army, which 
had been and still continued such, that soldiers had 
" actually starved by their arms, and many ot less con-
stancy had run home.32 
Ormond summoned Prince Rupert and the royal fleet to blockade the city, 
I 
but the prince could not make up his mind to act upon, this proposal. The 
opportunity was thus lost. On May 22 Sir Robert Blake arrived"with a par .. 
liamentary fleet. 
June witnessed one final glimmer af hope for the royalists in Ire-
land; the Ulster Scots openly declared for Ormond and laid s1ege to Lon-
donderry. Coote, however, was soon in communication with O'Neill, and the 
Ulster general, in exchange for thirty barrels'of powder and ~OO, re-
~elieved the, city on August 1. On the same day that Londonderr~ was re-
l1eved 2,000 troops arrived from England·to reinforce· Jones. 
Ormond had been pressing for Charles,~~II to come to Ireland -- vlith 
or without supplies -- for over eight months. The arrival of parliamentary 
reinforcements and the blocking up of Prince Rupert's fleet at Kinsale, 
however, precl,uded even the possibility of such a hope. On June 18 Ormond 
wrote to Charles and advised him not to endanger.his life by coming to 
Ireland it Cromwell had already arrived. If Dublin were captured 
32carte, III, 456-57. 
by the royalists, ~owever, it would be vital that he come to ensure the 
reduction -of the kfngdOm~ 
In order th~t Dublin be forced to capitulate it was necessary that 
the city be surrounded on all sides. On June 25 Lord Dillon of Costelogh 
marched with 2,000 foo~ and 500 horse and blockaded the north side. Or-
mond crossed the Liffey and camped at Rathmines. Preston intended to 
block the river. Despite the fact that his bwn_~·.was-_exhausted and 
poorly provisioned, Ormond was d-etermined that an attempt be made to take 
Dublin before Cromwell arrived. It was not the Puritan general that he 
feared, it was Cromwell's purse. Dublin could only be reduced if the gar-
rison were not supplied. While the marquis' army marched, Colonel Reynolds 
and Colonel Venables landed in Dublin accompanied by reinforcements and 
sufficient supplies to enable the Dublin garrison to withstand a siege. 
The same ships carried the news that Cromwell was preparing to embark from 
Bristol with a great army destined for the Munster coast. If Munster were 
lost to the Indepe~dent8 the best ports in Ireland would be lost. If the 
ports were lost and Dublin not gained the kingdom would fall to the English 
rebels. 
When Inchiquin reJoined Ormond a council of war was promptly sche-
du1ed. Since Cromwell was daily expected in Munster it was decided that 
Inchiquin should march south with a regiment of horse; Ormond was to pro-
ceed against Dublin. The marquis planned to remain at Rathmines until Rath-
farnhanl was taken; he would then move near Kilmainham where communication 
~ou1d be possible with the forces on the left side of the river. Rathfarn-
ham was easily taken, but since the Dublin garrison had been recently re-
centlJ. reinforced, it was decided to reduce it without risking a direct 
assault. In order to starve the ~ horses ot the newly arrived cavalry 
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un1ts Sir Thomas Armstrong was or.dered to lay waste the mead~wa lying 
betv.reen Trinity College and Dublin and to capture the horses~ and~;cattle 
.that were grazing there. After the failure of this effort Majol" General 
Puroell was sent with 1,500' men and matGr1als to captur,e and. fort1t1 the 
castle at Baggatrath which lay near the meadow where Jones' horses were 
feeding; the Liffey might also be blocked from this strategic spot. The 
castle was only one mile away from Ormond's camp and could have been 
easily fortified by,a night's work. Purcell and his men set out atter 
dark on August 1, but were unable to find their way. They did not reach 
the castle ~nti~ an hour before daylig~t. When Ormond arrived the next 
morning I he discovered that little had been accomplished and that the enemy 
,i 
.was .in the ~1~inity. Purcell and Sir William Vaughan were instructed to 
draw their regiments around the work crews. Then the marquis retired to 
his tent to rest before t,h,e inevitable battle. Less than an hour later he 
was .awakened by thf Bound of shots. Before 'he was able to move a hundred 
yards trom his tent Jones had routed the right wing ot his army. W1th1n:-
two hours the e~t1e royalist force was shattered. 
There were not above six hundred, as well officers as sol-
diers, killed in this action, and of those more than half 
were put to the sword an hour after they had upon promise 
of quarter laid dovm their arms, and some even after they 
were w1th~n the walls of the town. All the plunder of the 
camp, With the artillery, tents, and baggage, fell into 
the enemy's hands.33 
The Marquis of Ormond, seeing that nothing could be accomplished, quit 
the field and rode to Kilkenny with those of his followers who managed to 
escape. Two weeks lat~r Oliver Cro=well landed in Dublin. 
33Carte, III, 470. 
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ClW'TER VII 
THE CROMWELLIAN CONQUEST OF IRELAND 
Oliver Cromwell's Irish campaign is considered by some historians 
as not unlike a devastating plague; three hundred years have passed since 
his death and his-name is still cursed by some Irishmen. On the other 
hand, Thomas Carlyle presents to his readers lithe ·first King's 'face poor 
Ireland ever saw'; the first Friend I s face, little as i t recogn~zes him, --
poor Ireland!"l Cromwell was neither messenger of the Lord nor tiend from 
hell, but the brutality of the Cromwellian ,conquest of Ireland is an his-
torical fact. 
The objectives of the Cromwellian campaign were multiple: the re-
covery of Ireland for the Commonwealth, enforcement,~,of the Adventurers' 
Act of 1642, retribution on the instigators of the Ulster massacre, and 
the elimination of the threat that Ireland might be used as a base from 
whioh a royalist invasion of England might be launched. W. C. Abbott offers' 
moti~at1on beyond the ~otent forces of hope and fear; 
the invasion of Ireland had two other incentives. The 
first was the prospect ot plunder, that is to say of 
the acquisition of Irish lands long since allotted to 
many 01' those who now took part in this enterprise, and 
expected by many others as their ~eward. The second was 
the necessity of keeping the army occupied ••• 2 
1 I Thomas 9arlyle, Cromwell's Letters and Speeches (New York: 
per and Brothers, 1871), I, 379. --'> 
. aw. C. Abbrt, The Writings and' Speeches .of Ol~verJCromwell 
bridget Mass.: H. yard University Press, 1939), lIt 5,0. 
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A variety of considerations made it crucial that Ireland be sup-
pressed quickly and cheaply. The possibility of foreign intervention in 
that kingdom for. the restoration of the monarchy loomed heavily in the 
minds ot many parliamentarians. Secondly. the government was hesitant to 
nan,ce the Irish campaign. Lastly, Cromwell's personal position must be 
examined. Success in Ireland would greatly enhance his prestige both in 
England and ~n the Continent, while on the other hand, his failure might 
result in the control of English government falling into the hands ot men 
not kindly disposed toward him. "These considerations ,_" according to 
Christopher Hill, 
may not excuse Oliver's conduct of his Irish campaign; but 
at least they help to explain his ruthless determination 
to break Irish resistance Swiftly, finally -- and at·the 
cheapest possible rate. 3 
Michael Jones' victory at'Rathmines turned the tide of events in 
Ireland; royalist optimism was crushed. Cromwell received the news of 
~'" Jones' victory as a sign of Divine f~vor. His joy is 'expressed in a 
.\ 
letter/written shortly after the battle. 
What can we sayl The Lord fill our souls with thankfulness, 
that our mouths may be-full of His praiae,'-- and our lives 
too; and grant we may never forget Bis goodhess to us. 4 
. Rathmines gave much needed encouragement to Cromwell's army. It also 
cleared the way for the Lord Lieutenant's later successes. When the par-
3Chr1stopher Hill, GoS's Englishman (New York: Dial Press. 1970). 
p. 115. 
4carlYle, It 371. 
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l1amentarian army' arrived in Ireland it encountered not a un±.ted and 
vigoraus:opponent, but one almost paralyzed and divided against itself. 
The army which Ormond commanded was composed primarily or~Protestant se~-
tlers _w not all of whom were staunch royalists; this force was crushed 
at ~athmihea. Catholics Were div1ded into two dissentins grOUpsl the Old 
English, for the most part moderate royalists, and the native Irish led 
by Owen Roe O'Neill. The latter group's prime concern was to re-establish· 
Catholicism in I~eland. Alleg1ance to Charles was secondary. The primary 
task which' now remained to Cromwell was the capture of various royalist 
strongholds. 
A speech delivered by Cromwell shortly after his arrival in Dublin 
gives a striking revelation of his personal feelings towards the persons 
against whom his campaign was to be directed. The Irish and their confed-
erates are described as "barbarous and bloodthirsty. ,,5 The campaign's goal 
is said to be the "propagating of Chr~st's Gospel and establ1shing of 
Truth and Peace, and restoring of this bleeding Nation of.Ireland to its 
6 former happiness and tranquility ••• " Not only does this speech reveal 
a man who considered himself an arm of Divine Providence, but one who has 
a grossly inaccurate notion of tormer Anglo-Irish relations. 
The first news that Cromwell received after disembarking in Ire-
land was that Drogheda had been.supplied by Ormon~ and Jones' attempt to 
capture the town had ended in fa11~e. It was imp~rative that Drogheda be 
brought to submission; it was the gateway to the north. Seizure of the 
town would give the Cromwellian army control of the road along which the 
5carlyle, I, 373. 
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Ulster Scots would advance if they came to Ormond's relief. 
Cromwoll's army reached the outskirts of Drogheda on September 2. 
On the following day his entire force of 10,000 men gathered outside the 
town walls. Minor skirmishes soon began. On Septemeber 10 Cromwell sum-
~oned Arthur Ashton to ~urrender in order ~to reduce it (prOgheda] to 
obedience, to, the end the effusion of blood may be prevented • • .n7 
Ashton refused. Despite the fact that the besieged army was greatly out-
numbered, its supply of food and ammunition alarmingly low,. and all hopes 
of reinforcements an impossibility, Ashton and his men were determined 
to defend Droghe~a to the last extremity. Angered by Ashton's resistance, 
"Oli ver f, If in the words 0 f Thomas Carlyle. "has taken survey and measure 
of it; Oliver descends on it like the Hammer of ~or; smites it, as at 
one fell stroke into 'dust' and ruin. • • .. 8 
The massacre which ensued has given Cromwell's career its most 
glaring blQt. For an account of the treatment which Drogheda received. at 
the hands of the parliamentarian army one need.s only to look at the letters 
of Oliver Cromwell. Writing to the Honorable William Bradshaw, President of 
the Council of State, Cromwell boasts that it 
hath pleased God to bless our endeavors at Drogheda. • • • 
Being thus entered, we refused them quarter; having the 
day before summoned the Town. I believe we put to the 
sword the whole number of the defendents. I do not think 
thirty of the whole number escaped with their lives. 
Those that did, are in safe custody for the Barbadoes. • • • 
The enemy upon this were filled with.much terror. And 
truly I believe this bitterness will save much affusion 
of blood, through the goodness of God. 9 , 
7Abbott. II. 118. Brackets are my own. 
8 Carlyle, I, 375. 
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Neither W. C. Abbott nor Samuel Gardiner deny that Cromwell must 
bear the responsibility for his actions at Drogheda. but both urge that 
the "heat of the engagement" and the fact that Ashton and hie soldiers 
attempted to hold an indefensible position, were responsible for the 
great losses of life. From this point of view. Cromwell may be somewhat 
condoned -- even justified. for his actions, however brutal, were in accor-
10 dance with the laws of war. Oliver may have'sincerely believed himself 
to be a Divine agent in,' punishing all perpetrators of the Ulster massacre; 
this in itself is not sufficient reason for just~tication, but it must be 
taken into consideration. Not only were the armed residents of Drogheda 
slain, but many civiliane, ,also perished in the frenzy. "Every friar in the 
town was knocked on the 'head, a few civilians perished, either being mis-
11 taken for soldiers or through the mere frenzy of the conquerors. Ashton 
was beaten to death with his qwn wooden leg -- ripped orf by soldiers who 
bel~eved it was full of gold. It is highly unlikely that any of the de-
fenders ot Drogheda had taken part in the Ulster rising. but to Cromwell 
and most Englishmen. all 'Irishmen were collectively responsible for the 
upriSing. 
The Marquis of Ormond had between 3,000 and 5,000 troops after 
Drogheda fell, but they were demoralized and his funds were exhausted. 
Charles II set sail from Holland on his way to Munster on June 18. He 
planned to rest in St. Germain for a few days. but he was detained either 
by a woman or by those who wished him to reach an agreement with the 
10Samuel Rawson'Gardiner, History of the Commonwealth and Protector-
ate. 1649-1656 (New York: AMS Press, 1965). I, 118. Abbott, II, 121-22. 
11 ' 
Gardiner. Commonwealth and Er0tector~~ •. I. 122. 
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Scots. He was still here when the news was brought of Rathmines and Crom-
well's landing. The you~g king did Dot abandon hie plan to come to Ireland, 
but the marquis did not wish him to expose his person to such great dan-
gers. Colonel Warren and Mr. Henry Seymour were dispatched to Ireland tp 
learn the true state ot affairs from Ormond. 
Mr. Seymour carried with him the George and riband or gar-
ter for the marquis, whom the king, on Sept. 18 N.S. had 
hamed, together with Edward prince palatine and the duke 
of Buckingham. knights and companions of the most noble 
order of the garter. 1Z 
, . 
After Seymour delivered his account, Charles retired to Jersey to be near-
er Ireland in case he was needed. 
After Droghe'da. had been quelled the situation in the north was no 
longer threatening. The task which now remained to Cromwell was to force 
into submission th! royalist strongholds in' the south. His energies were 
soon turned to the town of Wexford. Not only was Wexford a bastion of 
! 
Roman Catholicism,' but it was a base from which privateers preyed on 
Engl~Shcommerce. After wresting the. stronghold from royalist hands Crom-
well hoped to make it a base for his operations on the Munster coast. 
On 9ctober 3 Colonel Sinnot, the governor of Wexford, received a 
summons to surrender. Sinnot, hoping to gain time until reinforcements 
arrived from Ormond. delayed making a decision. On October 8 Ormond met 
with the governor and several of the town's leading citizens; he promised 
reinforcements as well as financial aid. Before the aid could be delivered, 
though, Wexford was delivered into the hands of the besiege~s by the trai-
tor Captain Stafford. The town's'resistance,.as soon broken; the tate 
12carte. III, 479. 
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which had befallen Drogheda was now that of Wexford. Cromwell estimated 
that 2,000 of the enemy periShed. 1} The soldiers, for the most part. di~· 
rected their energies against those that had resisted, ~ut it was impos-
sible to" distinguish one man from another. Some women may have been pur-
posetully killed, but it 1s most probable that they were crushed to death 
• I 
I 
I 
in the frenzy ·of the crowd~ or that they were drowned trying to escape. 
Here, as in DrOghed~, priests and friars were SlaUghtered.~4 
In comparing,the massacres at Drogheda and Wexford, Gardiner calls 
attention to the f~ct that the latter endeavor needs less justification 
than·the former •. At Wexford soldiers and townspeople res1sted even atter 
the defenses of tht to~ had been cap~ured;:they foolishly attempted to 
inflict further 10 ses of life upon a victorious enemy. They paid the pen-
I 
alty with their own lives. 15 
Cromwell's success in southern Ireland made it imperative that Or-
mond rally the Celtic element of the Irish population to the king's ser-
e 
vice. Pro~ess had already been made. The truce which O'Neill had con-
cluded with Monck expired on July 31; it was not renewed. After the roya-
list defeat at Rathmines O'Neill was 1ttclined to favor an alliance with 
Ormond rather than Coote. He declared that his loyalty to the king re-
qU1red him to forgive the former actions of the Supreme Council and accept 
the peace, but 'it seems more likely that he realized the Old Irish inter-
est in 'Ireland was more endangered by Cromwell than Ormond. Through the me-
diation of Charles II's emissary, Father Talbot, a treaty was concluded on 
13Carlyle. I, 390. 
14Gardiner, Cqmmonwe~th and Protec~orate, I, 131. 
15zbid •• p. 133. 
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October 20. Ormond agreed to recognize .O'Neil1's indepen~ent command of 
6,800 men. In the event of his death the nobility and gentry'o~ Ulster 
were to nominate a ~~ccessor. All lands formerly belonging to O'Neill and 
his adherents which had been confiscated since the rising were to revGrt 
to the original owners. The Ulster clergy were allowed to continue in the 
qUiet possession of all churches and benefices held by them at the time of 
the treaty. As soon as tbe treaty was signed O'Neill and his troops moved 
south to join Ormond, but the general was so ill he had to be carried on 
, . 
a litter. He died at Cloughoughter on Novemeber 6. 
When the plunder from Wexford had been sat ely shipped to Dublin 
r • 
,Cromwell and his army set forth on the road to Munster. The first point 
of resistance was Hew Ross. Commander-in-Chief Lucas Taaffe received a 
summons to surrender the town for the use of the parliament of England. 
Peaceful submission, Cromwell urged, would prevent the useless effusion of 
b100d. 16 The governor of New Ross was willing tQ submit to the parliamen-
tarians, but he requested that those citizens who wished to depart might 
do 60 with their movable goods. Liberty ot conscience was sought for those 
that wished to remain. 17 Cromwell quickly replied that he did not meddle 
with any mants conscience, but Itit by l:1.berty of conscience, you mean a 
liberty to exercise the Mass, I judge it.best to use plain dealing, and 
let you know, Where the Parliament ()t England have power. ~ will not be, 
allowed Of.''' 18" .... ) 
16 Carlyle, I, 392. 
17Ib1d., p. 394. 
18I~ld.t p. 395. 
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Cromwell met little resistance in southern Ireland; the royalists 
simply did not have the means to stop him. Ormond was soon forced to ao~ . 
knowledge that the only possibility of averting another English conquest 
ot Ireland lay in the successful resistance of the native Irish. The 
power would naturaJ.ly be in the hands or the Catholic clergy. The Irish 
prelates met' in Clonmacnoise on December 4. The Bishop of Clogher, a 
,great admirer of Ormond, succeeded in representing the marquis in such a 
w~ to the assembly "that he either instilled into them the same opinion, 
. ! 
or s'ilenced and deterred them from asserting the contrary.. " 19 The bishOp 
. . i 
spoke at great length to persuade his fellows that Ireland's only cbance 
to survive depended upon unified opposition. His efforts were successful; 
the clergy agreed to form an alliance With Ormond. A declaration was drawn 
up and publiahed warning the people of Cromwell's intention to extirpate 
tho Catholic relig~On -- a feat which coul~ only be accomplished by masea~ 
cring or baniShi~'the Catholic population. Cromwell was furious after 
reading this statement; his reply, addressed to a "deluded and seduced -
people," ~s the longest of his state p~ers. It is clearly an expression 
or his conte~pt for Cathol~cs. "Remember, ye hypocrites," writes Cromwell .. 
Ireland was once united to England. • • • You broke this 
unionJ • • • We are come to ask an account of the innocent 
blood that hath been shed; and to endeavor to bring them 
to an account • • • who, by appearing in arms, seek to 
justify the same. We come to break the company of lawless 
rebels, who having cast orf the authority ot England. live 
as enemies to human Bociety.20 
The above declaration is of supreme importance for an understanding 
19Carte, Ill, 518. 
201bbot~, II. pp. 197-205. 
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of Cromwell's activities in Ireland. It the ideas expressed in this reply 
are genu1nely sincere it is impossible to cr8nlht~ the' man tor anything 
more than ignorance. If the Irish clergy incited their flocks to outrage 
and murder they deserved to be pun1shed. Not only pun1shed, says Gardiner, 
but "they deserved all that the cruel law of war of that age allowed • • • 
the error was not Cromwell's only •••• He, had the mind of England as 
. 21 
well as its sword at his disposal." 
" 
Cromwell's army lett its wintter quarters in February 1650. The 
forces had been gre~tly reduced, not by their enemies, but through sick-
'ness. Many recr~ts, however, were collected in Munster; castle atter 
castle 1p that province and in Leinster willingly submitted to them. En-
couraged by their successes, Cromwell resolved to lay siege to Kilkenny. 
Castlehaven had.recently supplied the town with 200 horse and 1,000 foot; 
I 
but plague had reduced the garrison to 300 men. The parliamentarian army 
summoned the royalist stronghold on the night of March. 2.3. They surrounded 
it on the following day, but two eftorts to take the town failed. Having 
been beaten off twice Cromwell's army could not be induced to make a third 
attempt. The English general was on the verge of calling a retreat when 
the mayor invited him t~ stay. On the 28th Ireton arrived with 1,500 re-
intorcements. Sir William Butler, the governor of Kilkenny, his force ex-
j hauoted and outnumbered, saw no alternative but to tollow Caatlehaven's 
instructions 
that if he was not ·relieved by seven o'clock the day be-
fore, he sho~ld not tor-au~ punctilio of soldiery expose 
the towns~en_ .. to be massacred, but make as good conditions 
as he could by a timely surrender. 22 
21 Gardiner, .. Commonwealth and ~otectorat2tlt pp. 148-49. 
22 
. Carte, III, 537. 
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Realizing that his days in Ireland were numbered, and not wi~h1ng to 
sacrifice any of his soldiers, Cromwell offered favorable terms. The 
soldiers were permitted to evacuate the town; payment of.{Z,OOO guaran-
-
teed that no plundering would'ensue. Needless to say, the fall of the 
headquarters of the Catholic Confederacy came as a severe psychological 
blow to the Irish. The elderly BishOp of Rothe was stripped and mocked by 
the English soldiers. He died three weel~ later; his last words accused 
Ormond of having deceived the Irish peoPle. 23 
From Kilkenny the conquering army marched to Clonmel. The attack 
was anticipated well in advance and Ormond promised governor Hugh O'Neill 
that all the forces in the k1ngdO~ would' be brought to his relief. On the 
eve of the attack O'Neill implored Ormond for aSsistance, but the latter's 
money was exhausted and his army was nearly non-existent. The governor was 
instructed to hold out for as long·QS possible; relief could not be prom-
ised. Cromwell ordered O'Neill to yield on April 2.7. His demand was ignored 
and the first assaults of the parliamentary army were repulsed. When the 
attacking troops finally forced ·their way into the town they found them-( . 
selves caught in a death trap. Nearly 2,500 of their ~umber were slain in 
the bl~OdY con(us1on wh~ch followed. O'Neill, however, had expended all 
his ammunition and could neither defend the town nor pursue victory in the 
field. On the night after the slaughter O'Neill and his followers escaped 
toward Waterford. On the following day Cromwell received delegates from 
the town. Lives and estates were guaranteed on condition of the surrender 
ot the town and garrison. 
The political situation in England now made Cromwell's return im-
~coonan. p. 304. 
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perative. The government was faced with domestic insurree~ion and foreign 
intervention; a man of Cromwellts ability was needed to head the army. 
General Ireton remained as his deputy ~o bring the war in Ireland to a 
finish. 
On May 26, 1650 Oliver Cromwell sailed for Bristolj his campaign 
in Ireland,w~s a brilliant success; he had subdUed almost all of Ireland, 
"""''''''~~, 
destroyed the efJdctive Irish torces, and lett the country prostrate at 
the feet of parliament. The task was accomplished quickly, effectively, 
and terribly. _ 
During this period the Marquis ot Ormond Wtls unable to put an army 
I 
out into the field; he hadvneither mone7 nor provisions. He did order 
minor rlBing~::1n several counties, but even in 'these hasty enterprises he 
was disobeyed. The clergy did little for the defense; they seemed more 
anxious to come to terms with the parliamentarians. The common people of 
Ireland were bewildered and frightened;, they were in no way organized to 
resist the onslaught ot tho enemy. In mid-February Ormond requested that 
Limerick receive a garrisonj the town would be protected and the troops 
could be quartered and trained in relative safety. The town refused • 
. 
Hoping that the mayor and the aldermen might reconsider their stand, Dr-
mond met with a council of Irish bishops on March 8. He urged them to per-
suade Limerick to admit his garrison; it was, he maintained, the last de~ 
tensible town outside of Connaught. The townspeople would not listen to 
the bishops; inst9~, they demanded assistance in expelling the men who 
I 
had ~etrayed Ireland. On March 18 Ormond and the Commissioners of Trust 
fled to Loughrea. ~e bishops soon followed. Another meeting with the 
biahops waS promptly scheduled for April 27. 
At th~s second meeting Ormond revealed the letter trom the king 
I 
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granting him permission to leave Ireland if he could not secure obedience; 
a ship was already' wa:1 t:l.ng for hb :l.n Galway B8.1. '.rhe whole asaembl,. 1m-
1 
I 
m&diate17 joined in a declaration of loyalty and pleaded with him to post-
pone his departure~ The Archbishop of Tuam and Dr. Fen'el were sent to nego-
tiate with the town council in Limerick. Limerick agreed to quarter a gar-
rison -- provided that all the soldiers were Ulstermen and that County 
, J 
Clare b~ charged with their maintenance. They also demanded that the city 
not be charged w1t~ any loans or levies, and that the troops, ander the 
command of the B±StoP of Limerick, be quartered in huts outside ,the walls 
of :the, town. De~ed the militarY' command of the town, Ormond moved his -
company 9f 1,750 men to County Clare. The example of Limerick was soon 
followed by Galway; it refused to admit Clanrickard's soldiers. 
On ~ugust 6, acting upon their own initiative, the Irish bishops 
assembled in Leitr1m. On the 10th Bishop Darcy of Dromore and the Dean of 
Tuam were dispatched to Ormond. The bishops desired 
that he would speedily quit th& kingdom, and leave the 
king's authority in the hands of some person or persons 
faithful to his majesty, and trusty to the nation, and 
such as tbe affections and confidence of the people would 
follow. 24 
Ormond answered that the state of affairs in Ireland was indeed serious, 
but that it would be even more desperate it he were to abandon the king-
dam, II, unless he w~ forced by inevitable nec.ess1tY', he was not willing 
to remove out of the kingdom, and desired them to use all means within 
their power to dispose the people to due obedience .... 25 The bishops were 
determined to abide by their resolutions. On September 15, after having 
24carte, III, 561~62. 
25tbid., p. 562. 
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received the marquis' answer. they published a ttdecla[ation against the 
26 
continuance of authorikl in the lord lieutenant. 1I All Catholics who 
still adhered to him were solemnly excommunicated. 
The Marquis of Ormond's sole purpose in remaining any longer in 
Ireland hinged upon the king's position in Scotland. The situation in that 
kingdom seemed promising and the marquis did not wish .to miss any royal 
orders which might arrive after his departure. Charles II. however, had 
temporarily placed his faith in the Scots. At Dumfermline on August 16 he 
signed a declaration condemning his lather's opposition to the Covenant 
'and his mother's- idolatry. He also pronounced the treaty concluded with 
the Irish in 1648 null and void. 27 Charles claimed that he had been forced 
to sign this statement, and, that 
as for such of· the Irish as had been loyal to him, he 
would make gOOd to them whatever his father and himself 
had promised: and if they could for a while keep the 
business on foot there, he hoped soon to put life into 
it; that he was resolved wholly to be governed in the 
affairs of that kingdom by the marquis of Ormond. whose 
safety. and that of the lords Clanrickard, Inchiquin. 
Castlehaven, and Muskery. heaPreferred to any inte~est 
of his own in Ireland • • .2 
Ormond was advised to leave Ireland for his own safety. 
When the Marquis of Ormond first heard of this declaration he be-
lieved it to be a forgery contrived by the English rebels. On October 13. 
however. he was given a copy of the statement with an account of how it 
'was obtained. There was no longer ant. reason to delay his departure. A 
26~te. III, 563. 
• I' 
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General~sombly was called for November 15; Ormond was still hopeful 
that a semblance ~ order might replace the chaotic state of affairs in 
Ireland. The marqjts immediately made known his proposed departure; he 
was not t however, willing .. to casually dispense with the king's author! ty 
for fear it would be.maligned in his successor's hands as it had been in 
hi. own. Ormond was in favor of entrusting his command to Clanrickard. 
and on December 11, having been assured that Clanrickard would be allowed 
to govern in his stead until a tree parliament should declare otherwise. 
the Marquis ot Ormond sailed for France • 
r 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSION 
The departure of the Marquis of Ormond did not .ark the end of the 
war in Iroland. The Irish still' had 30,000 men in the field at the begi~-
ning of 1651, and though Waterford had surrendered in the previous August, 
Galway and Limerick were still under royalist control. The kingdom, how-
ever. was rent with dissension, and total defeat was simply a ~atter of 
time. Limerick surrendered after a long siege in October 1651; Galway soon 
followed suit~ Om May 12, 1652 the articles of Kilkenny were signed by the 
t 
~ar11amentary Commissioners for Ireland and the Earl of West Meath. The 
terms of these articles left the Le1nster officers free to go abrnad accom-
panied by their followers. In June the Munster army under Muskerry surreD-
dered under similar terms. Thus ended the longest and most exhausting war 
in which Ireland had ever been engaged. 
The turning point of the Irish war had been the surrender of Dub-
lin in 1647. The loss o~ the capital definitely offset the victory at 
Benburb; that it paved the way for the Cromwellian conquest is debatable. 
Ormond attr1buted:the surrender to the unreasonable demands of the Con-
federate Catho11c~t particularly Rinucc1n1's. clerical party, and to the 
fact that he simply did not have the resources to hold the city. Ormond 
equated the Protes.tant interest with the royalist cause. "Protestantism 
i 
,called tor constancy, and Ormond was constant. 111 As a zealous s\lpporter-
l C()onan. 
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of the Church of Ec.gland he si.Dply could not make rel.1gi.ous eoneessions 
to Catholics which might, in effect, serve to destroy the Protestant in-
terest in ~eland. ~e Irish war had been a desperate struggle to safe-
guard the Protestant ascendancy, and Ormond was resolute in his refusal 
. to abandon the cause. The Catholic Confederacy was anxious that Catholi-
cism be permanently'estab1ished throughout Ireland. They bad no intention 
to offer civil or religious liberties to Protestants. For this reason the 
Marquis of Ormond offered Dublin to the English parliament; the Protestan~ 
religion an~ the English interest would be preser~ed. 
,'\. .... 
. -'~ The Marquis of Ormond was an able administrator and commander. To 
call hini "great" is perhaps an exaggeration, particularly if one is basing 
his judgment on Ormond's conduct in Ireland during the years 1641 to 1650. 
After the decisive parliamentarian victory at Naseby the royalist cause in 
Ireland, as well as in England, seemed virtually doomed. Ormond's army was 
small, poorly provisioned, rarely paid, and on the constant verge of mu-
tiny. It was,pitted.against not only the forces of parliament, ~ut against 
the Old Irish faction ot the Confederacy. The only hope ot a royalist vic-
tory in Ireland rested upon the successful union of Ormond's army with 
that Of the Confederacy: The Confederacy, however, was divided against it-
self, and tor this, Ormond must bear his share of the responsibility. The 
Confederacy never really represented a unified Ireland. The disparity be-
tween the goals of the Old Irish and the Old English was apparent from the 
beginning. Members of the latter group were predominantly royalists; they 
were anxious to come to terms with the king and be secured in the posses-
sion of their estates. The Old Irish, cn the other hand, had already lost 
much in earlier confiscations; the~r prime concern was to re-establish 
I· 
t 
Catholicism 1.n Ireland; all.egiance to Charles w.flS secondary. :;:1' ': " , 
.. . I 
\ 
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It was not ditficult for Ormond to secure the support ot the Old 
English. He was the bead of one or the principal Anglo-Irish ramilies; 
his brothers and sisters were Catholics; and he was a friend or a ~elative 
at a large number of Pale~men. Anxious for peace, the nOrmondistW'faction 
ot the Confederacy ignored the clamors or the Old Irish and agreed to 
peace terms based on polit1cal concessions. Such a peace was anathema to 
the Old Irish; it would allow the Lord Lieutenant ,to treat Ireland as the 
puppet ot the royalist cause. Contederate Ireland was soon torn by civil 
war; div1ded:it could ofter no succor to the king, and its shattered resist-
ances greatly ta~ilitated the ease ot the Cromwellian conquest. The supreme 
irony olr the situation rests upon the tact that the king had empowered 
Ormond to grant those concessions which the Old Irish demanded.' Hoping 
that the clerical party might come to terms tor less drastic concessions 
than those which the king in his despera~eness had been torced to concede_. 
Ormond risked a policy ot deception. The gamble tailed. ·The Marquis or 
Ormond was con~,~ant in his loyalty to the Protestant interest, but in the 
long run this proved to be a hinderance to the king's cause. Not only was 
Charles denied the mill tary resources ot Ireland. but th,e kingdom no.w lay 
as an easy prey to Oliv9r Cromwell. 
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